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Abstract

Urban park systems are undeniably a critical part of any urban environment. The

physical and mental benefits of social interactions and physical activities in outdoor

spaces are well-documented and examined (Jensen, 1995; Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan,

1998; see also Hanyu,2000; Hartig and Staats, 2006 &, Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989). It is

not surprising, then, that the interaction between public accountability, management,

maintenance and design need to be effective and efficient. Park audit systems can

positively affect these relationships, and because of the connections between on-going

audit systems and long-term sustainability, assessments of urban parks are becoming

increasingly important in tightening fiscal conditions. Theories regarding visual

preferences and landscape assessment have been developed to explore why individuals or

societies as a whole tend to select certain visual scenes for tourism, recreation and mental

restoration. By exploring these theories; the prospect-refuge theory (Appleton, 1975),the

human habitat theory (Kaplan, Kaplan & Ryan, 1982) and cross-cultural preference

variations @earden and Sadler, 1989), an understanding has been built regarding the

broad values preferred by individuals oflandscape scenes. The intention ofthis research

has been to make connections between these underlying theories, urban park design, and

urban park assessment. The development of the Blended Audit System (BAS) is the

culmination of this research, incorporating many of these theories and relationships in the

form of the BAS. The BAS is specifically tailored to the City of Saskatoon park system;

however, it has also been developed to establish the fundamental components and

assessment approaches that may be applicable in varying contexts and scales.
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lntroduction
This practicum is not intended to answer questions such as "why do people value

urban parks?" and "what aspects of urban parks do people value and why?". There are

perhaps no finite answers to these questions, but there are numerous theories and

applicable thought processes. This research has been conducted to illustrate various

issues prevalent in urban park design and management and the implications of these

issues on urban park assessment. These issues include the importance of management and

maintenance within urban parks and the relationship between design, management and

public accountability. The similarities of urban parks to tourist destinations and the

subsequent transfer of knowledge and theories from the realm of tourism studies to

landscape value assignment and ultimately urban park audit systems has also been an

exploration of this practicum. This research also presents arange of visual preference

theories and landscape quality assessment theories, providing a theoretical basis on which

to situate the importance of urban park audit systems. Additionally, these investigations

have allowed for the development a Blended Audit System (BAS) for the city of

Saskatoon, SK that has its theoretical roots situated between the objective North

American park assessment systems such as the Parks Inventory and Condition Audit

(PICA) and the subjective and socially-based assessment systems of the United Kingdom

including the Green Flag Award. In conclusion, this research has been conducted to

demonstrate a possible practical application of the information and theoretical ideals of

public accountability, visual preference and landscape value assignment as they relate to

landscape architecture.
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Figure 1. Saskatoon; Henry Kelsey Park
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Chapter One: Urban Park Management
Urban park management plays a significant role in the design, development and

daily operation of public green spaces. It also has considerable influence on the

evaluation of parks for the purpose of allocating funding. A well-managed park may

attract a greater number of users and special programming and events such as public

festivals. A clear understanding by designers of the role of management and maintenance

in public space development will benefit not only the working relationship between

designers and managers, but has the potential to lead indirectly to urban park spaces that

are fiscally sustainable and publicly valued. McAnespie Q.006, p.l8) states;"the quality,

satisfaction with, and usage of a site is dependent on the inputs of design, management

and maintenance".

Zanin, dos Santos and Henke-Oliveira (2005) state that urban parks have been

considered a public utility, and therefore, are treated as such in regard to design and

management. This implies that many of the challenges of acknowledging the ecological

importance of urban parks are related to the flrnancial limitations of the public realm and

the absence of management plans and ecological policies. Nonetheless, they argue that in

recent years, urban parks have begun to have a "more expressive" (p.647) meaning. This

implies that urban parks are beginning to gain recognition as ecosystems, storm water

drainage systems, microclimate regulators, noise buffering sites, recreational and cultural

sites. These changes in the valued aspects of the urban park have direct implications on

the design, maintenance, and management of these parks. Zanin, dos Santos and Henke-

Oliveira (2005) also discuss the importance of ecological classification and zoning in

relation to urban park space, urban park assessment and urban park management; a

research areathatthey claim is currently underdeveloped. A description of their

assessment work is set out and discussed further in Chapter Five.

Issues of park management in relation to urban park funding influencing design

have also been discussed by Tate (2006, p.20); "The modernist mantrathat 'form should

follow function' has given way to recognition that, in the case of urban parks, form

generally follows funding". The "form" of a park does not relate solely to the design and
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layout of a public green space; Tate's (2006) statement indicates implications of funding

and political decisions for the design, developmental and managerial aspects relating to

environmental, cultural and recreational components of an urban green space. Each of

these elements plays an important and interactive role, and their individual effects on

public green spaces and urban parks can not be separated out from one another (see

Figure 2). This notion becomes readily apparent when public accountability studies are

conducted regarding park and open space funding and funding allocation; as undertaken

by the Urban Green Spaces Taskforce regarding the parks and open spaces of Greater

London (CABE Space, 2006). This taskforce highlighted declines in funding as a major

reason for park and open space condition and usage declines. When combined with the

design intention, management coordination and practices, maintenance and reinvestment

issues as highlighted by the CABE Space organizationin2006, this indicates the dynamic

connections between management, design and public accountability.

Public

Figure 2. Relationship matrix of publÍc accountability, management and design.

The Relationship between Management, Maintenance and Design
An idealistic relationship between management, maintenance and design has been

articulated by Funnell (1992), a landscape architecture and management consultant:

"If the retvard from design is creating something new, personcrl and

unique, then that from management must be in guiding natural

processes of change towards specific goals....Management is in many

ways a closer and longer-term relationship with land and landscape.

Hqrd landscape and earth modeling often give the designer a sense of

Accou¡tability
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fulfillment through øchieving compelling and fundømental chønge. SoÍt

Iandscape tqkes time to establish and is forever changing. Without

management geared to specific ends, the design objectives, including the

intended character, use or function of a place, will not be achieved"

(p 3s)

Funnell is speaking specifically of the manager and designer roles within the

United Kingdom. A main discussion point of thi s 7992 article is that the line between

landscape architect and manager is blurred. Each profession works and makes decisions

within the realm of the other. Funnell supports this blurring of responsibilities and

boundaries, but suggests that the players must understand and respect the role of each

other in order to create a lasting landscape design that is true to its design intentions and

continues to satisfy user demands.

Opportunities for I mproved Comm unication
In order to understand and respect each other, management and design professions

must communicate effectively. It seems the most obvious and beneficial time to ensure

this communication is functioning is at the beginning of any park development process.

Internationally, landscape architecture firms are beginning to employ people with a wide

range of expertise and interests. This wider spectrum of knowledge has the potential to

include individuals with public space management experience. As indicated in Chapter

Five, in the case of the Saskatoon Park Inventory and Condition Audit, one of the lead

developers was previously an urban parks manager. This knowledge and practical

experience played a key role during the audit development and could be of great value

during landscape design; not only for public spaces but also for private developments.

While design is not often directly relatable to public accountability, the management

decisions are, therefore, when a stronger link between management and design exists, the

relationship between design and public accountability is positively affected.
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Public accountability and maintenance
A discussion of urban park accountability is grounded with the user of the public

spaces. It is the users that are ultimately the benefactors of public accountability and the

regulatory and budgetary outcomes of this bureaucratic process. Therefore, understanding

the users of an urban park system through levels of public accountability is important in

determining the opportunities of urban spaces for those user groups.

Urban park users can be broadly divided into two main categories; usage by local

residents and usage by tourists (either domestic or international). There are many

divisions within each of these categories, which increases the range of user groups to

which public decision makers are accountable. Public accountability is described by

Dowdle (2006) as being a form of bureaucratized accountability; that is, the

accountability of a governing group to a public body depends on the bureaucratic

environment. This, in most cases, is a stable environment, veith predictable trends and

cycles. Problems begin to arise with this form of public accountability when technology

and innovations advance quicker than the stable bureaucratic environment. This creates

what Dowdle (2006) refers to as "fragmented public accountability". To situate this

discussion within urban park assessment, this fragmentation can occur when the method

of a park inventory system, such as the Green Flag Award or the Saskatoon Parks and

Inventory and Condition Audit, advances dramatically and becomes more effïcient and

comprehensive. The public accountability held by the governing bodies of the city park

system, in the form of budgetary predictions and restrictions, then becomes inadequate. A

disconnect forms between the fiscal commitment now reportedly required to keep the

parks at an acceptable level offunctionality and the current financial provisions.

llltimately, however, audit and inventory systems are an important form of public

accountability. Audits are also methods of measuring the value of parks and park

elements in ways that allow for competition and subsequent justification for public

funding.
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F'igure 3. Saskatoon; Pierre Radisson Park
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Ghapter Two: Urban Park Design and Links to Tourism

Urban parks play an important role in the daily lives of urban dwellers. In

addition to the environmental benefits that urban pockets of greenery can provide (Zanin,

dos Santos and Henke.Oliveira, 2005), parks provide sites for recreation, leisure and

sport activities. They can also act as social spaces; creating informal community centres

that serve a range of demographics. Most often urban parks are associated with outdoor

recreation, which provides a host of benefits, ranging from improving personal health to

reducing antisocial behaviours and providing personal and community satisfaction and

education (Jensen, 2006). However, parks are also seen as places of refuge from a

complicated and busy world. It is the latter that most intimately connects urban park

design with the realm of tourism and tourism site design. A visit to an urban park has

been compared by Tate þersonal communication, 19 Feb 2007) to taking a vacation from

one's daily routine. It seems relevant then, to examine urban park design and the potential

for integrating tourist sensibilities into the design of urban parks and ultimately into the

assessment of urban parks. For the purposes of this paper, this link will be established by

examining and comparing the recreational experiences themselves and the objectives for

both recreational and tourism activities and exploring the commonalities among

"successful" tourism sites.

Recreation versus Tourism: Objectives and Experiences
There are similarities and connections between the user objectives and

experiences of tourism activities and recreational activities. Researchers have struggled

with defining the nature of both leisure and tourism experiences and their relationship to

each other. Mannell and Iso-Ahola (1987) ask "Are tourist experiences just a subset of

leisure experiences, subject to the same explanatory and descriptive models? Are

different needs satisfied by tourist involvements compared to other leisure

involvements?" (p. 315). Mannell and Iso-Ahola (1987) indicate that these questions can

partially be answered by applying various psychological research techniques, but

ultimately it is still very unclear "when and under what conditions tourist experience
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becomes leisure experience"(p.329). However, away of exploring these questions may

be to look at the general objectives for recreational and tourism activities. Jensen (1995)

states that the five common objectives of outdoor recreation are: appreciation of nature,

personal satisfaction and enjoyment, physiological fitness, positive behaviour patterns

and stewardship. One exploration of tourism objectives is presented by Cohen (1979),

and investigates possible general objectives of tourism based on "modes of touristic

experiences" (p.183), ranging from merely pleasure to the quest for one's "centre".

These five objectives presented by Cohen (1979) are: pleasure, escape from routine,

experience of authenticity elsewhere, undefined search for alternate spiritual centre and

finally the defined search for an alternate personal centre. The language used differs

between Jensen's (1995) and Cohen's (1979) work, but indirect connections can be seen.

Jensen's work loosely addresses seeking out one's personal "centre" via increasing one's

appreciation of nature, improving one's personal satisfaction, fitness and behaviour

patterns, while Cohen directly relates tourism objectives to the idea of pilgrimage and

searching for one's "cenfe".

Many of the experiential classification similarities are related to Clawson and

Knetsch's (1966) outdoor recreational discussion that suggested a series ofseparate

phases of the outdoor recreational experience. This framework has been expanded and

explored further in regard to outdoor recreation, but also has been extrapolated and

successfully applied to other fields; including consumerism and tourism. Jensen's (2006)

interpretation of Clawson and Knetsch's (1966) phases for outdoor recreation include

four major phases: anticipation, planning, participation and recollection. However, when

the framework is expanded to the tourism industry, Pearce (2005) notes five extended

phases that are associated with tourism experiences: anticipation, travel, on-site

experience, return travel and extended recall. Selby (2004) also presents a series of

phases developed by Gunn that are related to this basic framework: destination image

phases that trace the formation of destination images for urban tourist locations. These

seven phases include: accumulation, modification, decision, travel, participation, return

travel and new accumulation. For the purposes of this research, the phases will not be
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intimately explored and defined, but it is interesting to note the differences between the

experiential phases and the extent to which urban park users flrt into both models. The

outdoor recreational experience (Jensen, 1995,2006) separates out the planning ofand

the anticipation of a recreational event; however, the tourism experience groups these

phases into the anticipation stage. Conversely, the Pearce's (2005) and Gunn's (see

Selby, 2004) tourism phases place more emphasis on the travel and return travel

surrounding the event; the outdoor recreational phases presented by Jensen (2006) place

these within the participation phase. All three models, however, acknowledge recollection

as an independent phase; an important point when considering the physical and social

elements of an urban park that could be included within a potential urban park

assessment.

ls an urban park user an outdoor recreation seeker or a tourist?
Looking at the recreational experience, Jensen (2006) defines three major

categories of outdoor recreation: resource-oriented, intermediate and user-oriented.

Resource-oriented recreation depends on and occurs in conjunction with natural

resources. This form of recreation includes activities such as hunting, fishing, biking and

boating. Intermediate recreation relies on both natural resources and human infrastructure

or programming, which could include downhill skiing, camping, picnicking and

swimming. User-oriented recreation is infrastructure and programming-based and occurs

in developed areas. Often the natural resources are the "backdrop" (p. 11) of the

activities. This type of recreation includes athletic sport fields, outdoor performance

spaces, playgrounds, golf, amusement parks and swimming pools. It seems highly

appropriate, based on these definitions, that urban parks are situated within this user-

oriented recreational type. In regard to the tourist experience, Pearce (2005) very clearly

notes that these five phases are related not only to the conventional "tourist", but also to

"tourist-facility users from the local region" (p. 5). Urban park users, therefore, can be

associated with both the tourist experience and the outdoor recreation experience.
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lmplications for this research

In summary, the outdoor recreation phases emphasized the anticipation and

planning ofan event; the tourism phases separated out the phases oftravel to a greater

degree. Both placed importance on the final stage, recollection. Instead of focusing on

the differences between the experiential models of outdoor recreation and tourism,

specifically the anticipation and travel phases, this research will explore areas related to

the phases common to both recreation and tourism; anticipation, participation and

recollection. These experiential phases are directly influenced by urban park

management, design and visual and environmental assessment. Part of the intention of

this research is to explore ways that these phases can be incorporated into urban park

audit systems.

Urban Parks as Vacationscapes

Gunn (1997) coined the term "vacationscape" as away to give weight to the

physical locations and importance to the land on which tourism takes place. Although

there are many important factors of tourism - including accommodation, transportation,

recreation and marketing - Gunn observed that the land on which these existed was not

studied and recorded as an entity in itself. For this reason, he developed a classification of

attractions and a series of commonalities that he found to be present in "successful"

attractions.

Attraction Classification
Gunn (1997) has classified tourism destinations into two major groups; touring

circuit attractions and longer-stay attractions. Touring circuit attractions are brief

stopping points within alarger trip. The visitor does not have the time to stay and explore

for extended periods of time due to schedule restraints. Some touring circuit attractions

include: roadside scenic areas, homes of friends or relatives, unusual institutions, shrines

and cultural places, food and entertainment places and historic buildings and sites. The

longer-stay attractions are locations that a visitor may visit repeatedly and for longer
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during a trip. These include: resorts, camping areas, convention and trade centres,

festivals, events and event places, science and technology centres and theme parks. Each

of these has differing resources and design requirements that are associated with the

length of users' visits.

If utilizing Gunn's classification of tourist destinations (1997), urban parks could

fit into either category. Most commonly, urban parks are utilized by visitors as a brief

stop in their day, but urban parks can also be (or be transformed into) festival, event and

meeting sites (see Figure 4), which may entice the visitor to stay and explore the park in

more depth.

Figure 4. Kiwanis Memorial Park, Saskatoon; Urban parks can be
designed to support festivals, gatherings and individual
recreational needs.

Urban parks are also sites that are explored repeatedly by local users; this suggests

a functional and visual diversity that may not be required for other green spaces, such as

roadside picnic spots. The spectrum of uses that an urban park can have makes it difflrcult

to classify urban parks as either short-term or long-term visitor attractions and therefore,

design, development and management can be affected. Gunn (1997) noted this difficulty

for tourist attractions as well; "the abundance and diversity of travel attractions seem to

defy description and certainly complicate their design and development" (p. a7). The

hierarchy of classifications, either formally recognized as in the case of Saskatoon city

park system or informally recognized as in the case of tourist attractions, also has

implications within assessment system development (see Chapter Five).
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Attraction Com monalities
Gunn (1997) recognizes six common features that are necessary for attraction

renovation or establishment. In no particular ranking:

1) easy comprehensibility (common traits),

2) basis in environment,

3) o\ryner control,

4) magnetism,

5) capacity to satisfy, and

6) result ofcreation.

Easy comprehensibilir! refers to the information that an attraction offers a visitor.

This can be in the form of visual comprehensibility of the site itself, the composition and

legibility of the information featured on interpretative signage or the level of personal

instruction provided for featured activities. Gunn (1997) stresses that there is a balance of

information that must be maintained to prevent under or over-stimulation. Although he

does not explicitly discuss guidelines that prevent over or under-stimulation, bringing

awareness to the designer may be sufficient. This feature is a common trait of many

tourist attractions; theme parks being one example. Although there is a profuse amount of

information being directed to the visitors, and this can lead to a visually complicated

scene, there are often common patterns for displaying information. This could relate to

the type of benches, on-site lighting, pathway construction, and planting configurations

(see Figure 5). The ease of comprehensibility of an urban park or an urban park system

can include similar common patterns and can exist on several levels and be a dominant

feature of a site.
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Figure 5. Distinct elements common to
a specifïc park or urban area such as

Iighting, benches or tree grates provide
a layer of comprehensibility that users
can readily identify; as shown in this
Saskatoon riverbank development.

Basis in the environmenl refers to the context in which the attraction is set, and

how well that attraction responds to the specificities of the context. This term can also be

regarded as how well the attraction is intimately linked to the genius loci, or spirit of the

place. Treib (1995) describes Alexander Pope's interpretation of genius loci as "the

garden revealed the particularities of its place as well as the profundity of the garden's

idet' (p.92). Attractions that respond appropriately to their social, cultural and physical

settings are inclined to be more successful. Treib (1995) points out that creating "basis in

environment" is not merely acknowledging the past or the elements that used to be on

site, but carefully situating "historical nods" within the current context. He uses the

example of an urban park being planted with native prairie species. Taken out of its

original context and without the proper education, an urban prairie site intervention may

be seen as a neglected site, rather than a carefully planned and managed intervention (see

Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Lakervood Park,
Saskatoon. Natural areas often
must be accompanied with
interpretative signage to ensure

iÏi*ffi ;iä:.""t 
acceptance of

Magnetism is briefly explored by Gunn as an attraction commonality that exists in

the eyes of the visitor and as a "product of design, development and management of an

attraction" (p. 52).This feature is the most difficult of Gunn's features to discuss in

relation to a specific example. The personal preferences and experiences that influence

one's perception of what is "magnetic" can vary greatly. Intuitively it seems more likely

that a destination, such as in the case of an entire city, may possess a combination of

qualities that can increase its "magnetism" to numerous demographics. A site, however,

such as an urban park within a city, may not appeal as strongly to the same breadth of

demographics; ultimately a reduction in scale (of programming, recreational

opporlunities and/or size) will reduce the likelihood of an urban park being classified as

"magnetic". That being said, "magnetic" urban parks do exist within urban environments

(see Figure 7).

15
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Figure 7. Kiwanis Memorial Park; inarguably
one of the most "magnetic" urban parks in
Saskatoon.

Owner control refers to the ownership and management of a site by an individual

or group, either public or private. Gunn stresses the importance of effective management

by owners, but also the crucial role of planners and designers in mitigating the owner's

needs and desires, visitor interests and environmental assets. Jane Jacobs (1992) explored

a concept similar to this: the common issue of parks that had been created and designed

in a "die-stamped" manner for "die-stamped functions". Planners and designers have the

opportunity and responsibilities to ensure that their design decisions express the interests

of not only the owner, but also the potential users and surrounding context. In the case of

urban parks, most often the owner, the city, also is directly linked to management

decisions, but as discussed in Chapter One, is held directly publicly accountable for all its

management decisions and indirectly accountable for the design and development

t6
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decisions. The ramifications of this accountability can affect programming and budgetary

decisions, therefore having a direct impact on the level of potential park usage.

Gunn hypothesizes that a site must have a capacity to satisfy the visitor, a factor

that occurs when the market segment targeted is thoroughly understood and provided for.

Jacobs (1992) declared that the adoration ofneighbourhood parks is due partly to the

diversity of the surrounding neighbourhood and the ability of the park's design to

accommodate the diverse cultures, functions and activities. This factor may be difficult to

achieve for urban parks because of the wide range of individuals and social groups that

they serve. Target marketing can be done to some extent, based on a park's urban

surroundings, but it remains imperative that urban parks are accessible to the public in its

entirety. One target group can not be single-mindedly favored at the expense of another;

this can become a fine balancing act when resources and space are limited (see Figure 8).

F'igure 8. Princess Street Gardens, Edinburgh, UK; it
is especially critical for urban areas with limited space
to allow for accommodation of several user groups.

@hoto by Evan Hunter - used with permission).

The final factor, the result of creation, speaks to the responsibility that designers

and operators of tourist attractions have to maintain the resources that are in some way

connected to the attraction. Gunn uses the example of natural resource attractions being

built on and ultimately degrading the natural resource that was the purpose of the
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attraction initially. In the case of the Meewasin River Valley Authority in Saskatoon,

Saskatchewan, the South Saskatchewan River and its surrounding natural environments is

the keystone of the parks situated along the river and its natural environments (see Figure

9). Gunn (1997) does not directly relate these six common features to any theoretical

frameworks or models, but relationships can be found among these features and various

other visual preference model systems (see Chapter Five).

Figure 9. Cosmopolitan Parþ Saskatoon. A
large portion of park area within the city is
associated with the South Saskatchewan
River.

These six common features of a successful tourist attraction are similar to Orians'

Habitat Theory as discussed by Tveit, Ode and Fry (2006), which is constructed with nine

visual concepts (see Chapter Three). The Habitat Theory is situated within the visual

preference and prediction body ofresearch and is also discussed in further detail in

Chapter Three.
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Figure 10. Saskatoon; Kiwanis Memorial Park
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Chapter Three: Visual Preference and Landscape Quality Assessment

Connections to Leisure, Recreation and Social Psychology

In 1980, Neulinger situated leisure and recreation within social psychology by

examining the then-current topics of research within social psychology; group structure

and dynamics, competition and achievement motivation, socialization, the environment,

and culture. Each of these topics can be linked to leisure and recreation and Neulinger

(1980) argues that this indicates a link to the research body of social psychology. The

objectives of leisure and recreation, therefore, according to Neulinger (1980), have secure

grounding within the realm of that discipline. Perhaps not surprisingly, the basic trends of

the five aforementioned topics can be picked up within Jensen's (1995, 2006) five main

obj ectives of outdoor recreation. appreciation of nature, personal satisfaction and

enjoyment, physiological fitness, positive behavioural patterns and stewardship. The link

between social psychology and leisure and recreation activities is signifïcant because

research in social psychology allows for further understanding of not only the

motivations and objectives behind leisure and recreational activities, but it may also

provide insights into why certain venues for leisure and recreation are more popular than

others. Visual desirability and preference prediction research are two topics that have

validity within social psychology, landscape architecture and leisure and recreational

research.

Vi s u a I P refe ren c e a n d E nv i ro n m e nta I As sessrnenf Th eo reti c a I F ra m ewo r ks
The discussion of management and design decisions based on management

practices or possible recreational motivations that shape urban park systems, leads to a

discussion of the value that society places on urban parks. More specifically, what visual

aspects of a park or public space are deemed valuable and why? Visual desirability and

its components are areas in which a considerable amount of research has been conducted

by researchers such as Bernáldez, Gallardo and Abelló (1987), Kaplan and Kaplan (1982

and 1989), Schroeder (1987), and Tveit, Ode and Fry (2006).

20
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Landscape quality assessment and visual preferences are two of the aspects of

public spaces that have the potential to influence societal value. By studying various

landscape quality assessment frameworks, visual preferences and trends in visual

preferences reveal themselves. These preferences give glimpses into the values placed on

the physical attributes and the psychological attributes of the landscape by the global

population and why those values have developed. There are opportunities to acknowledge

a wide range of social and physical open space attributes within urban park audit systems.

It has been hypothesized that environmental and scenic preferences reflect

objective goals such as environmental functionality and safety; it has also been

hypothesized that these preferences reflect subjective qualities such as individual

preferences. Lothian (1999) declares that landscape quality assessment is contradictory

within its development and testing; with both subjective and objective paradigms being

utilized in landscape quality assessment. Lothian (1999) believes that the paradox of

landscape assessment develops from each of the underlying principles of the contrasting

methodologies; one assumes that beauty is inherent within the physical attributes of a

site, the other believes landscape quality is a human construct. Dearden and Sadler (1989)

clearly differentiate between the methodologies.

An objectivist stand predisposes methodology toward concentration on

Iandscape - beauty is inherent in object and the goal, therefore, is to

qssess these objects - a subjectivist stand leans heavily towards

examination of individual preference, beauty being in the eye of the

beholder (p.41).

Using the methodologist terminology, the objectivist stance includes theories such

as Appleton's (1975) prospect-refuge theory and Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan's (1982)

information processing theory. These two widely known theories hypothesize that certain

landscape attributes are more valuable than the other for biological survival and the

cognitive processing of such attributes is inherently linked to the physical conditions of

the site. Numerous conceptual frameworks have been developed and visual concepts

linked with indicators have been presented utilizing the basic concepts presented in both
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the prospect-refuge theory and the information processing theory (Bemáldez, Gallardo

and Abelló,1987; Tveit, Ode and Fry,2006; Hagerhall, 2000, 2001;Herzog,1989, 2005;

Hagerhall, Purcell and Taylor, 2004). The subjectivist paradigm includes cultural, art and

personal experiences as influences on visual preference. Personal experiences also

include exploration and familiarity. Lothian (1999) further differentiates the objectivist

paradigms from the subjectivist paradigms of landscape quality assessment. The

objectivist, or physical methodology, regards landscape value as an intrinsic notion; the

value of the landscape is inherent in the physical properties of the landscape. The

subjectivist, or psychological paradigm, is summarized as landscape quality being

derived "from the interpretation by the mind behind the eyes" (p. 178).

Âlesfed Hierarchy
Dearden (from Dearden and Sadler, 1989) has presented a nested hierarchy (see

Figure I l) of societal landscape preferences that illustrates the various obj ective and

subjective influences of visual preference rating. He notes that this nested hierarchy

presents a set of variables, but that each of these variables is not more important than any

other. He also states that each variable does not influence preference more than any other

variable, but they can interact in numerous ways. These caveats do seem somewhat

contradictory to the concept of a "nested hierarchy", which in itself implies a system of

placing relative importance on each component of the hierarchy. Nonetheless the

variables presented by Dearden (1989) do provide a comprehensive overall framework in

which to situate most, if not all, visual preference and visual prediction research.
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tr'igure 11. Dearden's (1989) nested hierarchy of societal landscape
preferences. (Used with written permission of the author).

In the following text a discussion of theoretical frameworks, predictor variables

and variations of value assignment will be discussed and compared and it should be noted

that each of these will (in some capacity) fit within this nested hierarchy, which allows

for both objectivist and subjectivist methodologies.

Prospect-refuge theory
The prospect-refuge theory (Appleton, 1975; see Table 2), supports the notion that

the visually-preferred landscapes are favored based on their conditions that are beneficial

for human or animal biological survival. Hagerhall (2000) concisely summarizes

Appleton's prospect-refuge theory as: 'Appleton (1975) argued that the ability to see

(prospect) without being seen (refuge) was an intermediate step in the satisfaction of

biological needs, and that an environment that seemed to ensure the fulfillment of those

needs would be a source of immediate aesthetic satisfaction' (p. 83). Appleton (1975)

relates the sub-conscious method of aesthetic approval of a site by a human to that of an

animal being wary of its immediate surroundings until the conditions for protecting itself

from danger have been achieved. Those ideal conditions include, as mentioned

previously, the ability to see without being seen. He situates this theory within the habitat

theory, which states that "aesthetic pleasure in landscape derives from the observer

¿J
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experiencing an environment favourable to the satisfaction of his biological needs"

(p. 73). The prospect-refuge potential of a site is seen as meeting certain biological needs,

such as food, water and shelter (see Figures 12a,b &.c).

Figures lZarb & c. In assessing for prospect-refuge potential, scenes 'oL" rnd 'ob" may hold
the most opportunity; scene o'c" has limited potential for'orefuge".

Objectifying this theory, according to Appleton (1975) is possible to a degree. He

states that objects or groups of objects possess quantifiable symbolism that allows for

meaningful assessment of an object's value as a refuge or a prospect symbol. It is

cautioned that this symbolism and the associated terminology is discipline-oriented, and

existing frameworks directed towards geography, biology, sociology, planning and

architecture are equally valid. This symbolic framework is presented by Appleton as

merely one of many functioning theoretical concepts.

I nformation processing theory
The ability to process landscapes visually and draw conclusions regarding the

relative security and optimum survival conditions has also been theori zedby Kaplan and

Kaplan (1989) to be a genetically-inherent ability that is present as an evolutionary trait

in human kind. This notion, the information-processing theory, implies that all humans

have a selection of commonly-favored landscape characteristics for which they visually

evaluate (Tveig Ode and Fry,2006; see Table 2). These environmental preferences have

been linked with four informational factors: coherence, complexity, legibility and
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mystery (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1982). Coherence and complexity relate to the present or

immediate processing of the visual scene that one is presented with, while the legibility

and mystery of a scene relate to the future or longer term potential for the user as they

process the visual scene (see Table I and Figures l3a, b and c). Each ofthese

components can be present in any one scene in a variety of combinations; complex and

coherent, legible with elements of mystery, coherent and mysterious, etc.

Table 1. Kaplan & Kaplan's (1982) preference framework (p.81).

Makinq Sense lnvolvement
Present or immediate Coherence Complexity
Future or promised Legibility Mystery

Figures 13 a, b & c. The information-processing theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1982) implies that
each of these scenes are processed by the viewer in regard to immediate or future potential to
fulfill biological needs.

Hagerhall, Purcell and Taylor (2004) acknowledge the extensive research that has

taken place in the field of visual desirability and possible motivations for visual

preferences, but point out that the actual physical attributes identified are not clear. They

feel that the descriptions of physical attributes such as "natural" may be interpreted

differently between individuals. While it may be an obvious comparison between a purely

urban scene and a purely natural scene, this comparison begins to become blurred as

man-made and natural elements begin to coexist. They propose an empirical method of

analyzingthe silhouette outline of a scene that may allow for connections between a

horizon and the description of "naturalness". Within this research, a significant
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relationship was found between the fractal dimension and the preference of a scene. This

may indicate that analysis of horizon fractal dimensions (discontinuous nature of the

horizon) may have the ability to provide an explanation of the consistent preference for

natural elements.

Cross-cultural studies often demonstrate that, while there may be differences, the

degree of acceptance of a scene between locals and tourists or people of varying

ethnicities or cultures, often the most preferred or least preferred visual scenes or sites are

common for the majority of participants (Kaplans, 1989, 1998; Hagerhall, Purcell and

Taylor, 2004; Hull and Revell, 1989; Wong and Domroes, 2005; see also;Evenson,

Sarmiento, Macon, Tawney and Ammennan, 2002; Wilbur, Chandler, Dancy, Choi, and

Plonczynski ,2002).

Further Explorations of Cognitive Processing

Herzog (1989) tested the efficacy of the information processing theory (Kaplan

and Kaplan, 1982) by conducting an analysis of the environmental preferences that

focused on cognitive processes that are important to evolving beings. The two primary

cognitive processes that are stated to be linked in environmental preference are

understanding and exploration.

Exploration is a pronounced component of the prospect-refuge theory.

Exploration allows for an increased awareness of one's surroundings which can lead to

valuable awareness of both prospect and refuge situations. Several researchers have

placed weight for visual scene selection with the possibility of exploration of a visual

scene (Appleton, 1975; Bernâldez, Gallardo and Abelló, 1987; Hanyu, 2000; Kaplan and

Kaplan, 1982; Tveit, Ode and Fry, 2006). Bernáldez, Gallardo, and Abelló (1987) support

this theory by hypothesizing that some aspects of children's landscape preferences are

related to perceived security and exploration possibilities of the site. This study also

suggested that the factors that were described as frightening by younger children are seen

as more exciting and mysterious by older children and therefore less frightening, deeming

certain visual scenes more appealing to older children than younger children.
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Human Habitat Theory
Nine visual concepts put forth by Tveit, Ode and Fry (2006) suggest that there are

growing trends in current research of visual landscape preferences that provide guidelines

for preference ratings (see Table 2). These concepts are:

1) stewardship

2) coherence

3) disturbance

4) historicity

5) visual scale

6) imageability

7) complexity

8) naturalness

9) ephemera.

Each visual concept is discussed in relation to a hierarchy ofabstractness that can

be used to determine its presence in a scene; ranging from concept to physical attributes

to indicators of its presence. Tveit, Ode and Fry situated each of these nine visual

concepts within the context of pastoral field sites in the U.K. as a function of the research

direction. For the purpose of this work, the discussions of the concepts are directed

toward the attributes that relate to urban park sites.

I) Stewardship can be described as the caring for a site and the environment in

which it exists. Evidence of stewardship indicates that human intervention has been

initiated to maintain or establish a certain level of upkeep. Stewardship can be discussed

in ecological terms (Scarfo, 1988) or in terms of the intended use or programming of a

site (Tveit, Ode and Fry, 2006). In the case of visual assessments of urban parks, general

formal upkeep such as maintained pathways, mowing, clipped hedges and other

indications of human interventions to prevent disrepair, are considered forms of

stewardship (see Figure 14). The human habitat theory developed by Orians and

discussed by Tveit, Ode and Ryan (2006) argues that visible cues of management, such as

mowing, infrastructure upkeep and cleanliness, contribute to visual quality ratings.

Indicators of the presence of stewardship within an urban park setting include: the
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infrastructure within the site and adjoining sites being in good repair, regular mowing,

maintained pathways and the absence of liuer or vandalism.

Figure 14. Graffiti 'tags" are seen as indicators of less-
frequent surveillance and possibly less-frequent
stewardship; these conditions may dissuade visitors from
exploring or stopping at this site.

2) Coherenc¿ is visually represented by the presence of discernible patterns and

unity. This concept may also represent the dialogue between the current intention for the

site and the surrounding context. The landscape attributes that can be looked at for

indications of this quality include; land use, water and land (and vegetation) patterns.

Indicators of coherence range from the presence and condition of water features,

repeating colours, patterns and textures, and current layout and site programming in

relation to usage patterns and trends (Tveit, Ode and Fry, 2006).

3) Disturbanc¿ is related to the coherence of a site; this term refers to the "lack of

contextual fit and coherence" (p.240, Tveit, Ode and Fry, 2006). This concept can be

represented in landscape attributes such as the presence of man-made objects or natural

phenomena of disproportionate scale compared to their surroundings. Buildings, towers,

freeways, fires and floods are examples of visual indicators of disturbance (Tveit, Ode

and Fry, 2006) that may be present in or adjacent to urban parks.

4) Historiclry includes the concepts of historical continuity and historical richness

of a site. A sense of meaning within the past and present may be attached by users which

in turn may lead to a more favorable visual assessment of a site that exhibits historicity.

28
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Physical landscape attributes of historicity are related to the presence or absence of

historical layers, tradition and culture. Indicators in an urban park scene may include aged

historical elements (see Figure 15), traditional land patterns, design and vegetation (Tveit,

Ode and Fry, 2006).

Figure 15. The presence ofthe
Bessborough Hotel and the adjacent
park which rvas developed in
conjunction rvith the hotel, Kiwanis
Memorial Park, indicate historical
layers within Saskatoon.

5) Visual scale has links to the evolutionary theory of prospect-refuge (Appleton,

1975) because scale relates directly to line of sight and the viewable areas of a site.

Landscape atfibutes such as vegetation, topography and man made infrastructure have

much to do with a scene's visual scale. Obstructing obstacles and objects that are

disproportionate to their surroundings can increase the sense of exploration or mystery

(Tveit, Ode and Fry, 2006).

6) Imageabilityhas much to do with creating memorable landscapes. This concept

relates to the genius loci or the spirit of the place. Landscape attributes that this concept

includes are landmarks, panoramic views and iconic elements. Indicators of imageability
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inherently include landmarks such as the presence of historic elements, water bodies and

discemible land use patterns (Tveit, Ode and Fry, 2006).

7) Complexity is a common term in visual preference studies. Complexity refers to

the range of assortment and richness of physical elements of a scene (Kaplan and Kaplan,

1989). Generally, the landscape attributes that relate to complexity include land form,

land cover (refer to Figure 16) and infrastructure. Indicators of complexity range from

diversity of infrastructure to land use divisions to flora diversity indices (Tveit, Ode and

Fry,2006).

Figure 16. Vegetative complexity of the parks adjacent to the South
Saskatchewan River have the potential to increase visual preferences.

8) Naturalness defìned by Tveit, Ode and Fry (2006) refers to the "closeness to a

preconceived natural state" (p. zaQ.In this sense, the landscape atributes that may be

indicators ofnaturalness include any natural feature, such as vegetation, waterbodies or

topographical formations. The indicators may be vegetative indices that focus on intact

vegetative cover, edge conditions, and present state of vegetative population, or may

involve the health and present conditions of the water bodies present and the undisturbed

condition of the topographical attributes (Tveit, Ode and Fry, 2006). Hartig and Staats

(2006) are two of many researchers who have presented further research that indicates
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that visual preference studies predominantly show preference for natural, open landscapes

over "urban, dry, or enclosed" landscapes.

9) Ephemera, oÍ time variability, focuses on the natural elements that fluctuate

with season and weather (refer to Figure 17). Landscape attributes therefore include any

biological elements in the scene and land use patterns and programming usages.

Indicators include seasonal change of vegetation, water, animals and the visitor usage and

activities (Tveit, Ode and Fry, 2006).

Figure 17. HeritagePark, Saskatoon, SK;
Designing parks for winter usage and winter
maintenance techniques is important in
prairie climates.

Variations in Value Assignment
The effects of one's culture, familiarity, previous experiences and general

demographic traits has not been overlooked in the growing body of visual preference and

prediction studies. Several research projects have found some variation in preference that

may correlate with subjective factors such as art, culture and personal experiences. Tveit,

Ode and Fry (2006) state that

"All human beings enter the worldwith a specific genetic make-up, but

the genetically based preferences are, however, challenged and changed
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by cultural influences and experience, such that landscape preferences

reflect a combination of the forces of nature and culture" (p. 232).

It has become a mainstream concept that one's visual landscape preferences and

value placements are in some \¡/ay dependent on inherent tendencies as well as cultural

and experiential influences. Hagerhall (2001) stresses the importance of exploring the

variability of visual landscape preference. Without fitting explanations of the differences

into theory or without a systematic practical approach to exploring these variations,

Hagerhall (2001) feels that all information on preferences will be deemed untrustworthy.

Therefore, empirical studies that focus on "within-landscape variability" (p. 83) have the

potential to strengthen landscape perception theory.

Gultural lnfluences

Dearden and Sadler (1989) support the notion that cultural and artistic forces have

influenced human perception of landscape "aesthetics" (the term "aesthetic" as used here,

referring to the visual component of a scene). They approach the prediction of visual

preference research, through a geographer's sentiments, with the research question 'why

is this place more appealing than that place?' (p. 34). They propose five traditions of the

visual aesthetic thatmay allow for some insights into this research question (see Table 2):

1) rational

2) picturesque

3) sublime

4) realist

5) surrealist

These traditions are seen as distinct and have existed separately throughout

history to influence and guide the cultural and artistic preferences of society. These

notions are not foreign to landscape architecture and design;plcturesque scenes and

sublime landscapes are highly-sought-after notions that were coined as a result of the

Industrial Revolution and the emergence of the newly wealthy. Designers and theorists

such as Edmund Burke, 'Capability' Brown, Humphry Repton and John Nash, were key
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players in the exploration and establishment of picturesque and sublime within landscape

architecture and garden design terminology (Tate, 2000).

The rational tradition, according to Dearden and Sadler (1989) is said to have led

to the notions of symmetry, hierarchy and utility as preferred visual elements; the

picturesque tradition was deeply influenced by the literate bourgeoisies and they founded

the quest for a natural but imaginative landscape. The sublime tradition pushed forward

the concept of human frailty and the raw power of nature, the realist tradition, situated

within the arts and crafts movement, reinforced regionalism, utility and "new

naturalism". Finally, the surrealisl tradition aims to broaden the emotional response one

has to one's surroundings, ranging from the fantastic to the grotesque. Each of these

traditions, combined with experiential influences or on their own, has the capability to

influence an individual's or a segment of society's visual preferences and visual

information processing capaciti es.

Table 2. Summaries and comparisons of major visual preference and environmental assessment
theories.

Theory or
Theory Group

Reason for Visual
Assessment of Scene

Factors/ Elements
Influencing Preference
Ratinq of Scene

Mode of
Determination

Prospect
Refuge;
Appleton, 1975

Can the scene meet the
biological needs of the
viewer?

Food
Water
Prospect (to see)

Refuqe (without beinq seen)

Genetically inherent.

lnformation
Processing;
Kaplan &
Kaplan. 1982

Can the scene meet the
short term or long term
biological needs of the
viewer?

Coherence
Complexity
Legibility
Mvsterv

Genetic inherence
towards informational
processing ofscenes.

Human Habitat;
Tveit, Ode & Fry,
2006

Can the scene meet the
biological, social and
experiential needs and
desires of the viewer?

Stewardship
Coherence
Disturbance
Historicity
VisualScale
lmageability
Complexity
Naturalness
Eohemera

Genetic inherence and
experiential history
allows for informational
processing ofscenes.

VisualAesthetic
Traditions;
Dearden &
Sadler, 1989

ls this scene
appealing?

Rational tradition
Picturesque tradition
Sublime Tradition
Realist Tradition
Sunealist Tradition

Cultural influences
affect informational
processin g tendencies.
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Familiarity

Familiarity within the visual assessment research field can refer to familiarity with

a specific scene, or familiarity with a type that is presented. Specific site familiarity was

used in the case of Hartig and Staats (2006) to assess the restorative benefrts of urban

green spaces. It is believed that feelings of familiarity with a specific location or type can,

to a certain point, induce stronger reactions; the viewer's cognitive processes are

simplified in the processing of familiar scenes. This simplification of processing,

however, implies that the mind does not process information it does not need to. In that

way, familiarity can lower preference ratings if the viewer has negative associations with

that particular scene or the 'typology' (type of scene) or if the viewer feels that an

alternate scenario is of higher value (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1982). The Kaplans note that

curiosity and mystery, discussed in Table l, are important elements in the determination

of preference. Hanyu (2000) also links familiarity with reduced curiosity by stating that

familiarity is positively related to disorder and is considered to reduce arousal, or

curiosity. Kaplan and Kaplan (1982) also note the notion of familiarity as 'typology' in

the work done in Woodcock's 1982 study of biome preference which presented the

hypothesis that the savanna environment was the most aesthically (in the visual sense)

preferred, due to the positive associations with the prospect-refuge theory.

Possró/e Urban Park User Motives & Assessment Implications
Landscapes for Recovery from Attentional Fatigue

Attentional fatigue is a common state in today's world because of the high levels

and extended durations of information overload that occur daily. "Getting away from it

all" is a universal sentiment in both travel and leisure motivation, as humans attempt to

seek refuge from the overbearing amount of stimulation they continually receive.

Traveling provides one form of respite, but leisure and recreational activities within one's

daily life have the potential to provide a significant reduction in mental fatigue (Kaplan,

Kaplan and Ryan, 1998). Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan (1998) quoted Martin J Rosen, the

president of the Trust for Public Land who eloquently stated:
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It is not just sensational or extraordinary landscapes - the Yosemites and

Grand Canyons - that deserve respect and protection. lil'e recognize the

importance of ordinary, close at hand landscapes. The pond in your

Iocal neighbourhood may not be as famous as Walden Pond, or your

local waterfall may not be Niagara Falls, but these places nourish us on

a dnily basis (p.X).

The psychological distance or mental distraction required by a mentally-

nourishing site depends, according to Kaplan and Kaplan (1989), on three major

components:

1) extent

2) fascination

3) compatibility

Areas of limited scope or extent are believed to be less restorative than scenes that

provide a more complete scope. This component is quite clearly influenced by personal

experience as a complete extent (biologically or socially) for one person may not be

considered complete by another (refer to Figure 18).

Figure 18. Henry Kelsey Park,
Saskatoon. Scenes similar to this
one may have less restorative
potential paftially due to the
"limited scope" of biological or
social factors.
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Fascination, an essential component of attentional fatigue recovery, provides

much of the psychological distance from one's regular mental routine (refer to Figure

19). This component does not rely on the physical removal from a person's surroundings,

but on the redirection of their mental state. Redirection can be triggered by the processing

of the visual scene around them.

Figure 19. Although 'fascination'n may differ for each viewer,
according to Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) it plays a key role in the
restorative benefits of a site.

Compatibilifl refers to the agreeableness between a person's aptitude and the

environmental circumstances. Much of a person's mental fatigue develops as a result of

information that is incompatible with their daily life (refer to Figure 20) (Kaplan and

Kaplan, 1989).
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Figure 20. Parks have an ability to reduce mental fatigue, but
according to Kaplan and Kaplan (1989), must successfully limit the
amount of incompatible information that the user is exposed to;
which the above scene may not have successfully done.

These components are the foundation of a conceptual theory otherwise known as

Attentional Restoration Theory - ART (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989). ART has been used to

charactenze urban environments in their capacity to allow for recovery from mental

fatigue (Hartig and Staats, 2006). Participants in a Swedish study indicated that they

were more likely to experience attentional fatigue recovery while walking through a

natural environment than in an.urban environment. This study also indicated that

participants felt as though more social interaction would take place with other open

spaces users in a natural environment rather than an urban environment. Similar results

have been presented utilizing American and European participants (Hartig and Staats,

2006). Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan (1998) also linked fear and the implications of a lower

fear level on visual preferences of restorative scenes. Design implications of ART have

been hypothesized by Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan (1998), largely based on possible design

solutions to lowering the level of fear towards a site or a site type. Increasing visual

access, enhancing familiarity, increasing signs of human presence, encouraging coherent

design elements, including areas of smooth ground and gently increasing the sense of

mystery and exploration with depth, pathways and openings are possible design methods

proposed by Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan (1998).

JI
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Distinct versus Unique
Berman Q006) discusses the importance of unique and distinct sites in appealing

to and attactingtourists. He states that"a site lacking visual distinctness is less likely to

attracttourists" þ. 3) and that truly unique sites are becoming rarer. The terms "unique"

and "distinct" have notable differences that are critical in a discussion of visual

assessment.

Berman (2006) states that distinct is "what is noticed and discernible". In other

words, distinctness relies on the environment being observed, but is also influenced by

the sensitivity of the viewer to the attributes. A region or site can be distinct but may still

be a common entity. An example of this is the presence of the former Canada Milling

Plant within the Toronto Central Waterfront (see Figure 21). This large remnant from the

industrial era of the waterfront exists now as a distinct entity and is clearly discernible

from the surrounding waterfront condominiums and recreational sites. This type of post-

industrial remnant, although it is distinct in this context, is not an uncommon building

type or scenario. Numerous other post-industrial sites similar to this one exist within

urban and even waterfront areas. However, because it is visually different from its

surroundings and this difference is fairly easily discernible by viewers, it is distinct.

Figure 21. Former Canada Milling Plant, Toronto, ON. The old
industrial facility is a distinct feature of the Toronto Waterfront.

The term unique has a similar base meaning, but is differentiated from the term

distinct because of its relationship to larger spheres of existence. Uniqueness is more

closely linked to rarity, but is also strongly linked to an individual's preferences and

experiences. Unique visual characteristics are much more subjective than distinct
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characteristics @erman,2006). Returning to the example of the CanadaMilling Plant on

Toronto Central Waterfront, the building itself is distinct in relation to its context, but not

unique when compared to larger, more global spheres of existence. However, if the

individual visiting the site has no knowledge or experience of other instances of this type

of industrial building, then it may seem unique to that individual. Conversely, an

individual with knowledge of this type of scenario in other global or national sites or with

limited interest in post-industrial architecture will not consider it unique. Level of interest

does play into the relative uniqueness of a site. If the Canada Milling Plant was to be

converted into a freshwater aquatic research centre, visitors with an interest in freshwater

aquatics may value it as a unique facility in relation to the larger global context because

the instance of this type of programming being retrofïtted within an industrial building is

rare.

It is very important to be aware of the goals of a public space in terms of

distinctness and uniqueness when developing assessment criteria that will affect

maintenance, policy, budget and design. Is it a goal of establishing a neighbourhood park

in a neighbourhood to create a distinct space, a globally unique space or either? These

two extremes have very different implications. Assessment criteria for a globally unique

space are not and should not be directly transferable to a locally distinct but globally

common space.

Assessment lmplications: Packaging

It is notable that while tourists and visitors do seek a certain level of visual

distinctness, numerous attempts to achieve distinctness within one city can lead to

confusion and lack of focus. This can be detrimental to tourist and visitor usage in terms

of mental fatigue. Urban parks are often intended to reduce these conditions, not add to

them. Berman asserts the importance of trying to achieve a "theme" without creating

oversimplified and uninspiring sites. "Packaging" sites within one unit by a common

factor such as function or cultural importance may be away to connect sites of varying

usage (Berman, 2006). The concept of packaging travel opportunities has existed within

the tourism business since the development of traveling caravans consisting of eager
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European tourists by Thomas Cook in the late nineteenth century (Berman, 2006; Bulter,

1999; Bohn-Gmelch, 2004). There may also be opportunities to allow for an assessment

system to lend itself towards distinct, but unified, public goals that are effectively

contained within public park systems. Tangible examples of unified cultural goals that

allow for positive social behaviour are allowing for outdoor meeting spaces for locals or

providing community garden areas within public park land. Assessment systems could

potentially be tailored to promote inclusion of these values within park design,

development and maintenance.
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Figure 22. Saskatoon; Scott Park
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Chapter Four: Urban Public Parks Systems: Overuiews of Selected
Cities

In order for an exploration and analysis of urban park assessment systems to be

complete, an understanding of the environment in which the system operates, or is

planned to operate, is paramount. No two cities or regions are alike and for this reason, no

two audit systems can be identical. An effective audit system must be tailor-made to

operate within and for its surroundings. While audit systems can be established to

encourage change within park systems at various levels; such change is implemented

with the political, fiscal, design and managerial decisions made in response to the

findings and determinations of the audit. This change is not encouraged by introducing an

audit system that does not 'understand' or respond to its surroundings. The Saskatoon

city park system and the United Kingdom national park system and their respective

systems can be compared because, whether at a local or national level, each responds to

and is created for the environment in which it operates.

Saskafoon City Park Sysfem

The Role of City of Saskatoon Parks Branch (COS)
The City of Saskatoon Parks Branch "is responsible for preserving the City of

Saskatoon's investment in its civic grounds. This is accomplished through policy

development, conceptual planning, design and construction inspection for civic parks and

open spaces, as well as project management" (taken from COS park branch website,

avai I ab I e at http : //www. saskatoon. cal or gl p arks/i ndex. asp).

Park Hierarchy System

In addition to managing cemeteries and the urban forestry program, the COS

Parks Branch is responsible for more than 150 city parks, ranging from neighbourhood, to

district, to multi-district, to special use parks encompassing over 730 hectares (1800

acres) (PICA Final Report, 2005). As of 2005 (COS Urban Parks Map) there were 116

neighbourhood parks (including pocket, core and linear parks), 26 district parks, 7 multi-
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district parks, 4 industrial parks and 22 special use parks. These numbers do not account

for the parks established in new housing developments, which most often incorporate

both neighbourhood and district parks. Programming has much to do with the designation

of a park; refer to Table 3 for further details.

Table 3. Summary of general purposes, programme elements and anticipated area of usages of the
various COS park classifications. Information summarized from COS Park Development Guidelines,
2002.
Park Classification Purpose/ Programme

Elements
Anticipated Area of Usage

Neighbourhood Pocket Provide green space, passive
ad ult recreation, aesthetic
appeal and children's play
oooortunities

A portion of one (1)
neighbourhood

Neighbourhood Core Provide active and passive
recreation needs of catchment
populations, including
sportsfields for youth and
active leisure programs such
as sorav oads

One (1) neighbourhood; 5000
to 8000 users

Linear Provide safe and aesthetically
pleasing routes through urban
environment, conservation of
heritaqe and natural features

Lin ks neig hbou rhoods/d istricts

District Provide active and passive
recreation opportu n ities,
supports structured city-wide
sports activities and active
leisure programs, such as
tennis courts

Four (4) or five (5)
neighbourhoods

Multi-District Provide active and passive
recreation opportunities,
including structured sports at
competitive levels, community
centres located within park
boundaries

Four (4) or five (5) districts

lndustrial Park provides passive recreationa I

opportunities for workers in
industrial area, responds to
site circumstances

City-wide

SpecialUse Provides programming specific
to site conditions and
demands, less detailed
development guidelines than
other oarks

City-wide
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These numerous parks are managed in cooperation between the City of Saskatoon

Parks Branch, Facilities Management Branch, Electrical Departrnent and the Water and

Engineering Department. Each year, these departments employ numerous seasonal

maintenance employees and several full-time permanent managers and maintenance

workers as well as several contracted seasonal specialty workers in order to provide the

entire range of services that is required to support each park. Regular maintenance

employees employed by the Parks Branch are assigned to several parks in an area. These

employees are managed by a senior maintenance worker or area manager who is

responsible for several parks across a wider area. These managers are accountable to a

parks manager, often someone with broad horticultural knowledge and practical

experience in parks maintenance. There are also crews of employees who work in alarger

range of parks, most often related to specialty trades, such as irrigation, arboriculture,

sports fields and pest control. Each of these crews is also accountable to managers within

the Parks Department. Ponds, on-site lighting, children's play structures, paddling pools

and splash pads, fountains and waterworks, paving and park buildings and structures are

all managed and maintained by other departments including Facilities Management,

Electrical and Water and Engineering. This complexity of managerial responsibilities can

potentially be very cumbersome and inefficient unless effective communication and

integrated management plans are practised.

To add to this level of complexity, within the 150 city parks, twelve are also

considered the jurisdiction of separate governing body the Meewasin Valley Authority

(V[VA). Although the MVA managed parks constitute only \Yo of the number of

Saskatoon parks, their combined area accounts for almost 25Yo of the total park area in

Saskatoon. The extraordinary relationship between the City of Saskatoon and the

Meewasin Valley Authority is a critical component of the entire urban park system in the

city.

The Role of Meewasin Valley Authority (MVA)
The Meewasin Valley Authority is a governing body for approximately 60km of

South Saskatchewan riverbank within the City of Saskatoon and the Rural Municipality
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of Corman Park. The authority was legislated into existence in September 1979 in

response to recommendations made by a Saskatoon environmental advisory committee in

1970. The MVA directs and closely monitors any and all development within its

allocated lands, promotes and directs conservation projects and is responsible for

development of extensive public access points, parks and trail systems with the City of

Saskatoon (MVA State of the Valley, 2003 andl. Isaak, personal communication, June

19,2007). The MVA states:

Meø,v asin' is the Cree w ord for beautiful.

The Meø,yasin Valley Authority is a conservation organization dedicated

to conserving the natural and cultural heritage resources of the South

Saskøtchewan River Valley in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan and area. With

the support of the Province of Saskatchewan, the City of Saskatoon and

the University of Saskatchewan, Meewasin undertakes programs and

projects in river valley education, development and conservation. By

creating opportunities for public awareness and enjoyntent, Meø,vasin

strives to increase understanding and to ensure a vibrant and healthy

river valley (Meewasin Valley Authority, http://www.meewasin

.com/about).

The 2003 State of the Valley Report discusses the importance of the three major

themes of the mission statement; health, balance and vibrancy. 'Health' refers to the state

of the habitat within the South Saskatchewan River riverbank system. The presence of

flora and fauna species is considered the indicator of the 'health' of the valley. 'Balance'

refers to the combination of usage of the valley by humans for cultural events and the

usage of the land for natural processes. The goal for the 'balance' component is to have

approximately half of the land available for human usage and the other half for natural

habitat usage. 'Vibrancy' refers to the amount of green space that is available for passive

and active recreational usage, with a variety of trail systems and access points for users

MVA State of the Valley, 2003). Conceptually, there are connections found between

these three major themes and the attraction commonalities of tourist attractions (Gunn,
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1997) as presented in Chapter Two; basis in environment, owner control, magnetism,

capacity to satisfy and result ofcreation.

lmplications of Provincial Governance

The Meewasin Valley Authority has legislative jurisdiction as provided by Statute

of Saskatchewan M-11.1, created in1979 and amended at several points afterwards, the

last being in2004 (Meewasin Valley Authority, 1979). This statute declares the lands of

jurisdiction, the powers of the authority, the board structure, the relationship of the MVA

with the City of Saskatoon, the acceptance of the MVA development plan, methods of

acquisition, expropriation, enforcement and appeal processes. The incorporation of the

MVA Act within Provincial Legislation has allowed for a remarkable level of riverbank

protection and management that otherwise may not have occurred.

Urban Park lmplications of the relationship between COS and MVA
The complex and inter-related web of governance that is responsible for the urban

parks in Saskatoon, not surprisingly, impacts their design, development and maintenance.

A high level of transparency and communication at all levels of operation is critical to the

parks' successful functioning (W. Briant, G. Forsyth, C. Patterson, L. Isaak, personal

communication, June 19,2007). However, it is difficultto analyze accurately possible

associations of this complex set of relationships without some form of framework within

which to situate implications. By reviewing and comparing the tourism, environmental,

cultural, educational and recreational uses of parks, it becomes apparent that this complex

relationship can lead to programming and design benefits that may not have existed under

the control of only one governing body.

Tourism

Much of the tourist marketing and targeting is related to the South Saskatchewan

River. The Meewasin Valley Authority is very active in the promotion of the trails and

the riverside natural areas. The City of Saskatoon promotes all city parks as tourist

attractions, and is actively involved and responsible for many festivals and events that

take place within parks. These include the Jazz Festival, the Taste of Saskatchewan, the
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Children's Festival, Uk¡ainian Day in the Park, Shakespeare on the Saskatchewan,

dragon boat races, speed boat races, jet ski competitions and the Saskatchewan

marathonl. The City also promotes the Forestry Farm Park andZoo,the numerous

sporting fields and outdoor pools as tourist attractions. While some of these events do

occur in land-locked parks, most of the major festivals and events occur in riverside

parks. Meewasin Valley Authority is therefore also attracting visitors to many of the

same amenities that the City is promoting, but often for educational or environmentally-

related events. This allows for, in some cases, substantially more marketing resources to

promote a broader range of tourist usage than if only one regulating body was involved.

Environment

Much of the Meewasin Valley Authority's mandate has to do with conserving and

preserving Saskatoon's riparian zones and river valley ecosystems along the South

Saskatchewan River. Environmental issues, including those related to the riparian zone,

are included to a lesser degree in the City's maintenance program. Although many of the

environmental issues are related to the riverbank sites, there is evidence of

environmentally-focused programs in the interior parks via the city's 'urban forestry'

program and many of the naturalized plantings incorporated into some park designs.

Culture

The planning for and promotion of the cultural amenities of parks is almost

exclusively done by the City departments, with both interior parks and riverside parks

being considered for cultural programming and design.

Education

The MVA stresses the role of education within their long term vision and day to

day functions (Meevvasin Valley 100 Year PIan,1975 and L. Isaak, personal

communication, June 19,2007) and the role of education and interpretational elements

are evident in the design of the parks (see Figure 23). Although there are some interior

parks in which the City has implemented interpretive elements, such as the Forestry Farm

I Information from the Cily of Saskatoon Tourism webpage, http:/ vlilw.tourismsaskatoon.com/, accessed
I|/day 22,2007
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and the naturalized plantings of Lakewood and Heritage Park, the riverside parks have a

much stronger presence of interpretative signage. This is managed separately by MVA.

Figure 23. Interpretative sipage and maps
are evident throughout the Meewasin
Valley parks system.

Recreation

Both the MVA and the City of Saskatoon promote the use of parks for

recreational purposes. However, the City has recreational programming as one of its

foremost goals. The recreational programming developed by the City includes:

sportsfields, pools and splash pads, skateboard and bike parks, walking and biking trails,

picnic areas and barbeques, equestrian trails, running and cross country ski trails,

mountain biking trails access to the river for powerboating, jet-skiing, paddling routes

and competitive rowing (see Figures below).
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tr'igure 24. Weir Interpretive Sitg Saskatoon.
Fishing is pennitted and encouraged along the
South Saskatchewan banks, although the best
spots seem to be offthe beaten path.

Figure 25. Various types of boating
are encouraged on the South
Saskatchewan River.

Figure 26. Brianvood Park, Saskatoon.
Active recreation such as rollerblading
and cycling are integral parts of the park
programming.
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Drawbacks and Benefits

Inherently, the presence of two governing bodies over parts of one urban park

system can have its drawbacks. Problems can arise with design and development if
efficient communication is not achieved. But conversely, the end product has the

potential to be a more diverse and well-rounded site that can be enjoyed in a variety of

different ways by many sectors of society. The intended relationship between MVA and

the City of Saskatoon is a symbiotic one; each group complements and strengthens the

other. For the most part, this is apparent in the riverside parks of Saskatoon and in the

sentiments of both private, COS and MVA designers and managers (W. Briant, G.

Forsyth, C. Patterson, L. Isaak, personal communication, June 19,2007).It also may be

the case that the environmental and educational elements provided by the MVA have

positively affected the design, programming and management of several interior parks

(W. Briant, personal communication, June 19,2007).

Park and Public Green Space Sysfems of the United Kingdom
The influences of international and national governance

The Green Flag system is an initiative that has allowed for the creation of a

national database and an effective audit system that can be applied in a variety of cities

and a range of urban parks. This broad application of the Green Flag criteria works at a

national level because of the manner in which parks are managed across the U.K..

Although each local authority makes its own regulations regarding urban parks, a great

amount of detail about how parks are to be developed, designed and maintained is

supplied at international and national levels; specifically Agenda 21 as sponsored by the

United Nations and Planning Policy Guidance 17 presented by the United Kingdom's

Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, now the Communities and Local Government.

Agenda 21

Agenda 21, developed and released by the United Nations Department of

Economic and Social Affairs (United Nations, 2005), is a document that promotes the

General Assembly resolution 441228 of 22December 1989. This resolution addresses

current humanitarian, developmental and environmental objectives for the state of the
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global community. Agenda 21 promotes "the fulfrllment of basic needs, improved

standards for all, better protected and managed ecosystems and a safer, more prosperous

future"(Agenda2l, Section 1.1) for all individuals. Addressing and improving

developmental and environmental concerns are also objectives of Agenda 2l,with

promotion of broad public participation via non-government organization involvement.

The programme of Ag enda 2l is intended for use, within the "full respect of the

principles contained in the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development" (Agenda

21, Section 1.6) in avariety of different situations and capacities. The Green Flag Awards

have embraced these principles and notions. These are evident within some of the major

elements of the award criteria including accessibility, sustainability, community

involvement and management. These award criteria are discussed in greater detail within

Chapter Five.

Planning Policy Guidance 17: Planning for open space, sport and recreation

Planning Policy Guidance 17 (PPGI7) was produced in 2002by the then Office

of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM), now known as the Department of Communities

and Local Government, and "sets out the policies needed to be taken into account by

regional planning bodies" (ODPM, 2002). Basic planning objectives set out in PPG17

include supporting attractive, clean and safe urban environments, supporting rural

renewal, promotion of social inclusion and community opportunities, health and well

being, promoting more sustainable development by ensuring accessible sites and

programmes.

PPG17 states that open space and recreational standards are best set by the local

governments, and therefore does not govern the local open and recreational spaces, but

allows district and community governments to develop and implement their own

standards and regulations. However, PPGIT does also state mandatory requirements for

standards, including quantitative elements, which outline the quantity of provisions that is

needed, qualitative elements, which are used to measure the need for enhancement of

facilities, and finally, the accessibility of facilities, which includes distance thresholds

and costs of development.
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PPG17 also sets out a series of "National Planning Policies" (ODPM, 2002)that

outlines a requirement that all local and district councils undertake assessments of the

sporting needs for an area, which fit within larger assessments including sports and

recreation and assessment systems such as the Green Flag Awards (The Civic Trust,

2007). This ensures, according to PPGl7, that the local needs of the communities are

known and therefore can be addressed with appropriate development and management

strategies (ODPM, 2002).It is not surprising then to note the strong development of

organizations, public bodies and documents within the U.K. that research and monitor the

design, development and assessment of open spaces including: Edinburgh's OPENspace

research cente (OPENspace website available at: http://www.openspace.eca.ac.uk/), the

pedestrian demand modeling research by London's Centre for Advance Spatial Analysis

(CASA, 2003) and CABE Space's 2006 Urban parks: Do you know what you're getting

for your money? and numerous other CABE Space publications.

PPGIT also includes documentation regarding recommended audit information,

strategies and scoring systems. Audit information (Annex D of PPGI7, available at:

http://www.communities.gov.uVpublT3 /AnnexDAuditlnformation_id1144073.pdf) lists

suggestions of open space attributes that should be included in audit systems; including

location, classification, size, ownership, policies, special features, usage, qualitative

elements and management strategies. The major components of the Green Flag Awards

also include these, as well as other related attributes. A sample scoring system (Annex C

of the PPG I 7, avail able at : http : //www. communiti es. gov.uk/p ub I 69 I

AnnexBScoreSystem id1144069.pdf) provides basic descriptions and attribute

prioritizing using score assignments that may be incorporated into a larger and more

complete audit system. These attributes and descriptions are also reflected in the Green

Flag Award major components, as outlined in Chapter Five.

Urban Space Hierarchy Systems: A sample from London
In 1991, Tom Turner, an academic at the University of Greenwich, presented a

strategy for open spaces and green chains to the London Planning Advisory Committee

that reviewed and provided recommendations for London's Green Space Strategy
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(Turner, 1991). Although it was not adopted, Turner recommended that a new and

revised "Green Strategy" be adopted Greater London in lieu of the existing "Abercrombie

Plan" that had been developed in 1944 and supported in the 1976 Greater London

Development Plan (GLDP). The Abercrombie Plan, as summarized by Turner, consisted

of a network of recreational and public open spaces that allowed for pedestrian movement

from the perimeter (and Green Belt) to the centre of the city via park and open spaces.

The GLDP did not support all of the notions put forth by Abercrombie, including the

recommendation for I .62 ha (4 acres) of open space per 1000 residents or the

incorporation ofa network ofinterconnected green spaces, but instead extrapolated the

basic notions of park hierarchy: "garden to park, from park to parkway, from parkway to

green wedge and from green wedge to Green Belt" (Turner, 1991, section 2.2). This led

to the development of the GLDP's hierarchy of parks (see Table 4) which still forms the

basis of London's park system today. Although the hierarchical system of each local

park authority may differ slightly, the Abercrombie Plan was of great significance across

the United Kingdom's park systems and traces of it may still be found in a great number

of cities and regions; making it an important influence for the current criteria of park

audit systems.

Table 4. Park hierarchy system of the Greater London Development PIan, developed from the basis
of the 1944 Abercrombie Plan. (Table modified from Turner, 1991. Available at:
< http://www.landscape.gre-ac-uk/ lpac.htm>).

Park Desionation Size
Metropolitan Parks 60 ha
District Park 2O ha
Local Parks 2ha
Small Local Parks >2ha

General Park Satisfaction: How can audits help?
The City of Saskatoon annually contracts independent research companies to

conduct civic surveys @ulse Research, 2006). These surveys are conducted via telephone

over the course of a month and the key issues researched include: quality of life,

important core issues for residents and ranking of the core services provided by the City

of Saskatoon. Of the core services identified, park access and park maintenance were the
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services that related to the topic of urban parks. Interestingly, for the past five years

residents of Saskatoon have rated park maintenance higher than park access. However,

the survey also indicated that residents feel that the city does not adequately fulfill its

park maintenance duties, but more than fulfills it park access duties. The public appears

to acknowledge and appreciate the number and location of the urban parks, but feels that

maintenance of the parks is more important tha¡ the number of parks available.

The Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE Space,

2006) acknowledges the important role of audit systems in England as a way to define the

quality of parks and urban green spaces, but cautions that it is very difficult to set

quantifiable and 'objective' standards. Nevertheless, systems such as the Best Value

Indicators, the Comprehensive Performance Assessment, user and non-user surveys,

PPGl7, and the Green Flag Awards are a significant step in this direction (CABE Space,

2006).

Conducting urban park assessments on a regular basis, annually or biannually, has

the potential to lessen the disconnect between the level of maintenance required and the

level of maintenance currently received as understood by the public in Saskatoon. Public

space assessments, whether the focus is pedestrian, cyclist, environmental or parks, are

critical for supplying information on which to base financial, design, development and

management decisions that meet the current needs and desires of park users.
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Figure 27. Saskatoon; Kiwanis Memorial Park with PICA repair summary.
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Chapter Five: Public Space Rating and Assessment Systems
The development and use of audit systems to establish baseline conditions of

existing services for pedestrian, cycling and park levels of service is becoming a common

exercise. Established and regular audit systems allow for increased public transparency

within the development and maintenance of public services and spaces. Urban park audit

systems can be tailored to establish the level of service provided by the urban parks and

urban parks system in regard to a variety of issues, including; infrastructure and

horticultural conditions @ICA, 2005), pedestrian services (Burden, 2006), cycling

services, recreational infrastructure and services, physical activity promotion @ikora er

aL.,2002; see also Humpel et aL.,2004), physical and social accessibility (The Civic

Trust, 2007; see also OPDM, 2002), design influence, financial management, general

management practices and maintenance techniques. In regard to the general composition

of park audits, Planning Policy Guidance 17 appropriately states:

"Audits should consider both the quantitative and qualitative elements

of open spãce, sports andrecreatiornlfacilities. Audits of qualitywill be

particularly important as they wìll allow local authorities to identifu

potential for increased use through better design, management and

maintenance " (OPDM, 2002).

Basic principles of assessment good practices are identifiable within the body of

assessment research. The Landscape Institute (2002) outlined basic principles of

successful audit systems. These principles include clear methodology, repeatability, the

avoidance of generalizations, inclusion of impartiality, presence of advice and opinions of

related disciplines, openly acknowledging limitations, and consideration of the worst-case

scenarios. The CASA institute (2003) sets out a series of requirements for pedestrian

usage and flow models; some of which are transferable to assessment systems. These

include the assessment being modeled on the best practice standards, empirically testing

the system, allowing the system to be scrutinized and independently verified, allowing

the system to be flexible and modifiable based on its surroundings and finally, contriving

the system to be applicable at a city-wide scale.
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Assessmenf Sysfems, Methodologies & Theories

Visual Assessment
The prediction of visual preferences and the establishment of visual indicators and

concepts that can be utilized within landscape assessment systems has demonstrated

landscape evaluation to be a layered and complex process. Dearden and Sadler (1989)

articulate the notion that the response by evaluators within the discipline of geography

must be equally layered and receptive to the complex relationships that exist within each

system. They outline two major underlying questions of landscape assessment that allow

geographers to be highly qualified for landscape assessment. The frrst issue relates to the

"aesthetic intentionality in man's role in changing the face of the earth" þ. a). The

second matter involves the "ugliness" of suburban and urban areas and the ability of the

geographer to deliberately distinguish between "the good, the bad and the ugly" and

provide suggestions for criteria requiring "discrimination" (p. 5). In the years since this

work, the knowledge set of the landscape architect has expanded these issues outward to

also have applicability to a range oflandscape architecture-related disciplines: evaluators,

managers and designers. A great deal of the theoretical research regarding visual

preference has been conducted by landscape architects and landscape managers and

discussed in Chapter Three (Dearden and Sadler, 1989; Hanyu, 2000; Lothian, 1999;

Tveit, Ode and Fry,2006; {Ilrich, 1986 and Zanin,; and dos Santos & Henke-Oliveira,

200s).

Environmentally-Focused Assessment
The development of systems that can be used to assess the ecological components

of an urban park may bring about increased environmental and social benefïts of urban

parks, green spaces and tree cover. An environmental assessment carried out by Zanin,

dos Santos and Henke-Oliveira (2005) includes environmental characteristics, the

landscape sub-units, the ecologically important species present and the risks to and

threats of the ecological biodiversity. The assessment system in this case relies on a

combination of existing maps and aerial photography, biological characteristics, legal and

zoning principles and Global Positioning System (GPS) technologies. This assessment
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system not only includes the Longines Malinowski Municipal Park, an urban park in

Brazil, but also the surrounding area. Recommendations and classifications are made on

the basis of the potential for direct or indirect control of public use.

Li and Will (2005) also accept the common view that visual assessment is

difficult to conduct and they consequently present a ne\ry approach to analyzing views for

the purpose of assigning more accurate properly values to high density condominiums in

Hong Kong. They believe that \ryrong predictions of views from planned buildings can

lead to inappropriate design decisions and price allocations. The system they developed

called the"fuzzy logic" system is based on Zaheh's "fuzzy set theory" and utilizes the

major factors they feel affect preferences, data compilation and mathematically based

data analysis systems and mapping functions. The factors that they see as major

determinants for visual preference are: distance between observers and surrounding

buildings, proportions of the built area, green area, sea and sþ. They do acknowledge

that cultural differences may affect preference also, but do not include these factors

within their research set.

Assessment for Physical Activity
Pedestrian audit systems are directly applicable to the development of urban park

systems and useful in determining factors that may negatively influence a park visitor to

walk and explore urban parks and green spaces. The importance of the pedestrian has

been, according to Desyllas, Duxbury, Ward, and Smith (2003), underplayed in the

planning, engineering and design of urban environments. They note that part of this

undervalued state of pedestrian movement through urban environments has to do with

neglect of walking in transport policy and planning. Gemzoe has been quoted by

Desyllas, Duxbury, Ward, and Smith (2003) in regard to the state of pedestrian

importance in cities:

" ...there is no city that has a 'pedestrian department' recording the

numbers, flow and behaviour of people on þot on the same regular

basis as traffic departments record the vehicular trffic, so the
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pedestrians tend to be invisible in the planning process - because there

are (sic) no dsta about them" (p.2).

Clifton, Smith and Rodriguez (2007) have also recognized the need for reliable

audit and assessment systems to collect information regarding pedestrian environments

and present a "complete environmental audit methodology" (p. 96). Because of the use of

handheld geographic information system (GIS) technology, it is possible to include data

that has been collected in the audit area, rather than merely relying on readily available

information from secondary sources such as census bureaus. Additionally, official

"pedestrian level ofservice" reports have been published by several large cities, including

Perth, London and New York. Notably, these audit systems were tailored to audit urban

street environments, and the information collected ranged from larger, city-wide

pedestrian network scale to the micro scale including sidewalk conditions. The New York

City "Pedestrian Level of Service Study; Phase f' (Burden, 2006) clearly indicates that

the purpose of the study was to collect quantitative data as a tool for planners and

engineers to analyze the current pedestrian facilities and gauge their effectiveness. This

"Phase I" report also notes that it is not the intent ofthe report to collect or present

qualitative data including attractiveness, comfort and safety.

Just as the New York pedestrian study @urden, 2006) examined readily

quantifiable data, so did Pikora et al. (2002) in their development of an audit system that

measured the physical environment for physical activity. However, in addition to rating

elements such as roadway and pathway width and condition, volume of

pedestrian/cycling trafftc, they also rated and attempted to qualify other factors. These

factors include looking at whether routes are adequately lit, have opportunities for passive

security or safe pedestrian crossings. They also considered the quality of views,

attractiveness of facilities, quality of maintenance and whether or not the area was

considered 'attractive' for walking and cycling. The purpose of their study, however, was

to determine whether consistent opinions were held across varying demographics, rather

than attempting to actually assess the factors as systems like PICA and the Green Flag

Awards do.
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For the purposes of their study, Clifton, Smith and Rodriguez (2007) focused on

micro scale data collection due to the increased awareness of these elements when one is

walking through an environment. The major informational components of their

Pedestrian Environmental Data Scan @EDS) collected with hand held GIS units and data

collection software were:

1) land use

2) presence and conditions of walking paths

3) presence, elements and conditions of vehicle-pedestrian interaction zones

4) lighting, views, architecture and enclosures that influence safety and appeal

5) subjective determination of safety and visual appeal.

In addition to the informational components of the audit, a major factor that

influenced the results of the audit was the experience and training of the auditors. For that

reason, the authors commented extensively on their training program for the auditors.

PEDS also utilizes global positioning system (GPS) technology to track and record the

location where the information is collected. This allows for direct application of the

collected information for maintenance and managerial decisions, which is a valuable

element of any audit system.

Parks lnventory and Condition Audit - Saskafoon, SK
Overview

The major goal of the Parks Inventory and Condition Audit (PICA) as outlined by

the City of Saskatoon (COS) at the initiation of the project is to create a repeatable

method of collecting, analyzing and presenting data regarding the COS parks and their

current states. The PICA system has been developed specifically to meet these needs. The

final report of the inaugural audit completed in 2005 makes a series of recommendations

to improve the overall condition of the parks and the parks system as a whole. As an

inaugural audit system for the city of Saskatoon, the PICA system provides a solid

baseline of information that can now be compared against subsequent audits as they are

undertaken. However, no audit system is without weaknesses and a compilation of the
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strengths and weaknesses is provided for this and the other featured audit systems of this

research within Appendix A.

Major Assessment Gomponents
The major assessed components of the parks include: turf areas, sports fields,

pathways, bollards, trees, naturalized areas, shrubs, flowerbeds, and irrigation @ICA,

2005). Please see Appendix A for a detailed account of each assessed component and the

terms of measurement.

Turf areas

Within the turf assessment section, there are six sub components that were

determined as pertinent to assessment. Eight turf (30 cm X 30 cm) quadrants were

evaluated in each park, taking care not to include turf samples from sportsfields (see

sportsfïelds).

1) turf condition: number of weeds present in each quadrant

2) turf density: thickness of leaf layer and state of thatch layer

3) thatch: presence or absence ofa healthy thatch layer

4) grading: in reference to safety issues or plant growth

5) irrigation: problems caused by irrigation system

6) turf wear: presence and extent of excess wear patterns (see Figure 28)

Turf condition evaluates the number of weeds present in each quadrant,

intuitively, less weeds are better. Turf density rates the thickness of the leaf layer by

taking into account the uniformity and density of the grass blades. Thatch refers to the

layer of dead grass that has accumulated (or not) on the surface of the soil. Grading issues

of the turf areas are categorized as either safety issues or plant growth issues and recorded

accordingly. Irrigation turf issues were only recorded if a problem was found including

dry or excessively wet areas, damaged or to control boxes, heads or valves. Normal

irrigation practices were not examined. Turf wear relates to both pedestrian and vehicular

wear patterns caused by excessive use, operation of maintenance vehicles on the turf or

unlawful entry into the park with vehicles.
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Figure 28. An example of a pedestrian wear
pattern in turf.

Sportsfields

The sportsfield rating accounted for soccer pitches, football fields and baseball

diamonds. The rating criteria included goal areas, centre flrelds, skinned infield surfaces,

grading and overall turf conditions.

Soccer pitches and football fields:

1) goal areas: turf quality (see Figure 29)

2) centre field: turf quality

3) overall turf: weed density, turf density, thatch

4) field problems: ground squirrel damage, irrigation, grading

The turf rating criteria are similar to the general park turf rating criteria - please

refer to "Turf A-reas".

Figure 29. Example of PICA 'îair" soccer
pitch goal tur{ rating.
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Ball Diamonds

1) infield condition: layout, weed growth, surfacing material and grading

2) outfield turf condition: weed density, turf density, thatch, ground squirrel

damage, inigation and grading

The infield condition rating of a ball diamond relates to, as summanzed above,

both infield and outfield conditions. The type of infield surfacing, proper layout and size

requirements and the grading affect the rating of a ball diamond's infield. Shale infields

that are routinely scarified and have a properly graded pitching mound are rated more

favorably than gravel or dirt infields that are not scarified routinely (see Figure 30 and

Figure 31). Amount of usage is not considered in this rating.

Figure 30. Within PICA, shale ball diamond
infield surfacing is preferred.

tr'igure 31. Aggregate/soil ball diamond
infÏeld surfacing receives a "poor" rating in
PICÀ
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Pathways

The assessment of the pathway systems relates to identifying the problem areas.

Pathways in good condition and of standard width (2.4m, COS 2005 Parks Standards) are

not identiflred. The problem areas are rated on the basis of the type of pathway material.

1) asphalt: aggregate looseness, surface roughness, cracking (see Figure 32

and Figure 33)

2) brick/unit pavers: cracking, heaving, edge condition, weed density (see

Figure 34)

3) concrete: cracking, chipping, flaking

4) aggregate. grading, drainage, size and evenness ofaggregate distribution

Figure 32. Example of a'ogood"
PICA pathway rating; clear
edges, surface intact, pathrvay at
least 2.4m wide.
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Figure 33. Example of a
"critical" PICA asphalt
pathway rating; unclear edges,
uneven and damaged surface,
invasion of plant material into
pathrvay, pathrvay less than
2.4m wide.

Figure 34. Example of "critical" unit paving
PICA rating; heaving more than Smm from
original position.

Bollards

The condition of the individual bollards and the overall effectiveness of

the bollards as a barrier is rated on the basis of the presence of problem areas. Bollard

systems that are intact and functioning are not identiflied. Two basic rating criteria are

applied:

1) ineffective: bollards system adheres to intended design alignment but

some individual units are missing or damaged
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2) required: bollard system does not conform to original design intent, two or

more units are missing or damaged

Trees

The assessment and condition audit of the trees present in urban parks or in

boulevards adjacent to urban parks is completed based on tree canopy health. Tree counts

from the most current City of Saskatoon tree inventory are cross-compared to results and

locations of problem areas. Individual trees are located and rated if an issue of damage to

the tree is noted. These issues might include:

1) trunk damage: broken bark, girdling

2) root damage. shallow and exposed roots, roots exposed by cultivation and

roots exposed and damaged by excavation

Naturalized Areas

Naturalization of plant material is assessed on a scale separate from that of

conventionally designed and maintained ornamental tree and shrub planting areas.

Naturalized areas are rated on the basis of:

1) grass/herbaceous vegetation: continuity of vegetative growth, plant species

variety

2) trees and shrubs: species variety and naturalizing means of propagation

3) native plant stands: deadfall areas, re-growth, weed/invasive species

Infestation (see Figure 35)

Figure 35. Naturalized areas incorporated
within urban parks are evaluated differently
from ornamental shrub beds.
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Shrubs

Assessments are made according to each individual shrub bed; in the case of large

shrub beds, ratings are done roughly every l0linear metres on the basis of:

l) general condition: thinning requirements, branching density, leaf cover,

dieback

2) density: density of overall canopy

3) weed growth. presence or absence of weeds

Flowerbeds

Both annual and perennial flowerbeds are assessed using the following criteria

(see Figure 36):

r) soil condition: informal visual and tactile review of sand, silt and clay

content

edging. around entire perimeter

weed population: density

effectiveness of design: impacts of colour, spacing of plants,location in

park

F'igure 36. Flowerbeds are rated by PICA in
regard to soil, plant density, variety and weed
population.

lrrigation

Irrigation is assessed on a problem basis, with only visible problems noted.

2)

3)

4)
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Execution
The inaugural2005 PICA was conducted by a private consultant firm, Crosby

Hanna and Associates, for the City of Saskatoon. Subsequent audits are to be undertaken

by the COS. Horticultural, information technology and managerial experts were

consulted and employed for the development and the execution of the audit. The

assessment data are complied into a database which is programmed to handheld

computers with integrated GPS and image technology. The auditors then conduct the

audit with the hand-held computers (see Figure 37) and the user-friendly database

collection system. The audit visit is not at a pre-arranged time and is undertaken without

park staff or management present. Each time a data point is identifred on the GPSJinked

aenal map by an auditor, the user was prompted to select the general factor and specific

condition ratings thatare associated with that GPS location. The information is then

transferred to the larger database for analysis and the results are summarized and

reported. The informational and software technology utilized for this project include

ArcPad, ArcView GIS, Microsoft Access and Microsoft Excel (Crosby Hanna and

Associates, 2005).

Figure 37. Typical drop-
down menu screen on
utilized by park auditors.
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Green FIag Awards - U.K.
Overview

As discussed in Chapter Four there is currently no statutory national governance

regarding park and open space standards in the U.K. and therefore, there are no

mandatory assessment standards. However, one of the most popular and well-

documented assessments currently being utilized is the Green Flag Awards of the United

Kingdom. This is a voluntary assessment process that allows for recognition of parks and

open spaces of high quality in design, maintenance and management. Often, parks with

Green Flag honours receive higher private and public funding; so while the Green Flags

are not directly related to budgetary decisions, the award of a Green Flag honour

positively influences fiscal resources. This increased fïnancial incentive as well as

awareness and concern for supplying park facilities that are more environmentally

sustainable and physically and socially accessible, has increased the application numbers

from I74 in2002 to 420 applications in 2005; roughly an increase in applications of 58olo

each year (The Civic Trust, 2007a). This adoption success is outlined with other strengths

and weaknesses within Appendix A.

Major Components
The major assessed components are partially impacted by the planning policy

guidelines and partially determined by the values and goals of the Green Flag Awards.

The major components include: a welcoming place, health and safety, sustainability,

conservation and heritage, community involvement, management and marketing. Each of

these components is described in greater detail in Appendix B and within the Green Flag

Award Manual (The Civic Trust, 2007a).

A Welcoming Place

The extent to which a park is welcoming is based on ratings of the entrance

signage, interior and surrounding neighbourhood signage, physical and social

accessibility and aspects ofdesign that encourage exploration and use. Park entrance

signs are rated based on their clarity, condition and inclusion of appropriate information

such as owner information, park guidelines, maps and emergency information. The signs
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within the park are also rated on the design aspects and whether they complement the

'feel' of the park and whether the message is clearly and concisely stated (see Figure 38).

Figure 38. Princess Street Gardens, Edinburgh,
U.I( The Green Flag Award system rates
elements such as the park entrance points.

@hoto by Evan Hunter - used with permission).

The signage and marketing of the park in the surrounding area is also noted for

consideration. The physical accessibility is rated with regard to distance to transit services

and pedestrian links and the extent of accessibility on-site with bicycles and vehicles.

Social access is gauged by local social requirements and desires, as well as common

social elements, such as placement and quality of benches and semi-private resting places

(The Civic Trust 2007a).

Healthy, Safe and Secure

The health, safety and security ofparks are assessed in regard to a set of'quality

of life' indicators of high level of transportation, health and environmental issues. Health

issues are rated with the presence of fitness trails (see Figure 39), promotion of the park

as a sports venue and encouragement for young children to play actively.
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Figure 39. A variety offitness trails is encouraged
by the Green Flag Arvards.

The equipment and facilities need to be in accordance with local safety standards

and supplied in the appropriate condition. Security is rated in connection with

supervision of parks and play areas, promotion of safe play areas in which adults can only

be present if they accompany children, and coordination with governments to provide

adequate security and security rating. The health and safety policies of the park are rated

also, usually requiring them to be in accordance with the most recent laws and bylaws.

Control of dogs and adherence to local laws regarding dog litter is also recommended

(The Civic Trust, 2007a).

Maintenance and Cleanliness

The general maintenance and cleanliness of parks is rated according to the

presence of high standards of litter and waste management, grounds maintenance,

building maintenance, infrastructure and other facility maintenance and equipment

maintenance for staff and public. These areas of maintenance include regular trash

removal, high standards of horticultural, building and infrastructure maintenance,

involvement of public in maintenance of small, special areas, specific area allotment for

machine maintenance and regular visual and technical inspections of equipment that is

used by the public (The Civic Trust, 2007a).

71
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Sustainability

Sustainability of urban parks are rated according to environmental management

resource conservation, recycling, horticulture and arboriculture practices, pollution

reduction and water efficiency. Some methods of rating the sustainability of these issues

include: ensuring low emission machinery is used when possible, energy efficient

lighting is used throughout the site, water resources are efficient and promote use of

rainwater and waste water, and reducing pollution whenever possible; including avoiding

burning waste and avoiding generating excessive noise (The Civic Trust, 2007a).

Conservation and Heritage

The assessment of conservation and heritage broadly covers many areas of

concern: cultural landscapes, water management, woodland and trees, grasslands, fauna,

geological and physiographic features, conservation of the landscape, built environment

and historical character and artifacts (see Figure 40). The rating of cultural landscapes

adheres closely to the English Heritage guidelines as well as taking cues from the

Department of Culture, Media and Sport. The assessment of water management and

water effrciency take into account the attractiveness, general health, wildlife value and

efficient water use of water features. It is recommended that wildlife and wildfowl

populations be controlled to exist within an allowable number for the water feature.

Woodlands, grasslands and other habitats are rated according to the presence of indicators

of general good health and high quality management plans, ranging from the designation

of high value ecological areas, mown grass along pathways, high diversity of appropriate

plant material (see Figure 41) and a high diversity of fauna inhabiting the system.

Geological and physiographic features and conservation of landscapes, the built

environment and historic artifacts are rated with regard to the success of incorporation of

the feature within the design of the park, and the protection of the feature through a

management plan (The Civic Trust, 2007a).
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Figure 40. Princess Street Gardens, Edinburgh,
U.IC Preservation of historical buildings and
landscapes is of high importance within the Green
FIag Award system. @hoto by Evan Hunter -
used with permission).

tr''igure 41. Incorporation of locally native and
ecologically appropriate plant species are
encouraged in the Green Flag Award criteria

IJ
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Gommunity lnvolvement

Community involvement is assessed via several channels; patterns of use,

community involvement in the design, maintenance and management of the park,

facilities present, structure and design of children's play areas and universal accessibility.

Assessment of pattern of use information is in regard to whether or not the information is

collected for the park, how it is collected and the incorporation of the results in the

management plans. User and non-user information can be obtained via usage counts,

simple questionnaires on-site and mail-in surveys. Green Flag rating of community

involvement is straightforward; volunteer involvement and community involvement in

programmes and facilities such as children's play areas, boating lakes, wildlife areas,

horticultural therapy, community gardens (see Figure 42), sports facilities, youth shelters

and street sport sites (The Civic Trust, 2007a).

Figure 42. Community involvement is
rated for the Green Flag Awards by the
presence and usage of indicators such as

community gardens.

Facilities that lead to a higher community involvement rating include basketball

courts, barbeque facilities, community centres, educational centres, galleries, skate and

bike tracks and health and fitness facilities. Children's play areas that induce higher

levels of community involvement promote active children's play areas throughout the

park, involve children in the development of the park and the presence of a management
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policy regarding play. The presence of universally accessible facilities and landscape

features also is high in regard to community park involvement.

Marketing

According to the Green Flag Award Manual (The Civic Trust, 2007a), marketing

is critical in creating a high-quality and desirable green space. Therefore, the assessment

of current marketing strategies is included in the Green Flag assessment process.

Marketing strategies looked upon favorably by the assessment system include the

circulation of newsletters, annual reports, summaries of park history, wild life

information and promotion of park attractions.

Management

The management plan is not only assessed by examination of the management

plan itself, but also by the presence of indicators within the park of adherence to and

active use of the management plan. This ranges from the statement of purpose for the

park being evident at design, maintenance and budgetary levels, timetables related to

development being observed, and aframework for decision making being utilized.

Execution
The entire Green Flag Award process takes almost a year. Applications are

accepted from February to October for the following year. The application consists of an

online application form, three photographs of the open space or park and two 250 word

statements outlining why the applicant feels the park or green space should receive a

Green Flag Award and a publicity statement describing the space, should an award be

received (Civic Trust, 2007c). Two site visits and one management plan rating take place;

one site visit on apreananged date during April to May, the other site visit and the

management plan ratingtakes places without notice to park management or staffany time

during the year. Successful Green Flag Award applicants have achieved a minimum of

50Yo on the desk assessment and 60Yo in the field application. The assessments are carried

out by two judges that rate parks on the basis of the Green Flag Award Judges' Handbook
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(Civic Trust, 2007b). Scores are assigned based on the condition or presence ofeach

required component according to the judges' findings (see Table 5).

Tabte 5. Scoring assignments for the Green FIag Arvard components (Civic Trust12007d).
0-1 2-4 5-6 l0

Very Poor Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent Exceptional

Each component is scored out of ten and receives at least one qualifuing sentence

in an online score sheet. The averages of the fìeld assessment and desk assessment are

determined and added together for a final score which allocates the award status of the

applicant park. All applicants are then notified and given feedback regarding their

application and award status.
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Figure 43. Saskatoon; Forest Linkage Park
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Chapter Six: Blended Audit System Development

lntended Application and Sífes
The Blended Audit System has been developed in response the specific conditions

of urban parks in Saskatoon. It is not the intention of this proposed audit system to be

directly applicable to other urban parks systems, nor is it appropriate for any audit system

to be considered universally applicable. It is also not intended to point out specific

maintenance workers or crews for reprimand; but to highlight issues that may be resolved

with training and a more effective management plan regarding maintenance practices.

Maintenance practices are indicative of management and are therefore included within

the audit. The literature review, theory exploration and investigation of precedents are

intended to directly, or indirectly, influence the final product of this research, the Blended

Audit System. Table 6 describes and outlines each component, Appendices D and E

illustrate a sample score sheet and a sample park audig respectively. The score sheet has

been developed with the intention for use in the field or adapted for use with GPS-

supported PDA technology similar to that utilized in PICA, as outlined in Chapter Five.

In addition to this layer of influence from the literature review, the BAS also combines

the valuable first-hand knowledge available from the directors, designers and managers

of the featured urban park system and the physical infrastructure and entities within the

park. However, a balance is required between the monitoring of readily quantifiable

physical elements and the somewhat elusive qualitative social and managerial elements of

urban parks. The Blended Audit System (BAS), which has been developed as a result of

this comprehensive research, attempts to find an appropriate balance for the City of

Saskatoon between these very different spectrums; to record and monitor both the

objective and the subjective in a reliable, repeatable and efficient way.
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General Audit Components
The major components of the BAS have been segregated and listed by general

chronological assessment order and how often each major component would be assessed.

Due to the large scope of the audit it is anticipated that the resources and time required to

complete such a large, comprehensive audit on a yearly or biyearly basis would be an

unreasonable and unnecessary task for some components. Therefore, the frequency with

which the components would be audited has also influenced the composition of the major

groupings and components. The entire comprehensive audit would ideally be completed

once every five to seven years, with some components being audited only once in that

period, whereas some components would be audited every year.

Main Entrance
The main entrance of a park is rated based on the signage present and the entrance

location. The sign is rated for placement, legibility and condition; it must be prominent,

easy to read with appropriate information supplied and in good repair. The access point to

the park is ideally well-situated within its surrounding context;that is, the park entrance

point is not located as a stand alone feature. There should be a sidewalk connection or

roadway connection that allows for ease of park user movement through the entrance.

This portion of the audit should be completed annually.

Boundaries
Boundaries of a park can refer to gates, hedges, fences and bollards. The quality

of gates as a boundary is determined by the physical condition and the hours of

accessibility. Hedges are rated as a boundary with a physical condition rating. Fences are

rated as per the construction material, being wood or metal, and by the fence's state of

repair. Bollards are rated by the condition and continuity of the bollard system. This

portion of the audit should be completed annually.

Hard Surfaces
The pathways, pathway/roadway intersection points and parking are assessed

within this category. In regard to pathways, material type, condition and maintenance
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information is collected as well as the function of the pathway. Possible pathway

functions include walking, cycling, combined walking and cycling and equestrian use.

Each material type (asphalt, bricks, concrete and wood) is assessed for general condition

of the surface and edge conditions. Assessment of pedestrian bridges is also included in

this category. Pathway/road intersection points are rated based on the posted speed limit

for vehicles, the presence of traffic control devices and visual cues for both the vehicular

traflic and pedestrian traffic. The rating of parking, either vehicular or cyclist, takes into

consideration surface conditions of each possible surface material type and the parking

capacity. This portion of the audit should be completed annually.

Landscaped/Horti cu ltural Areas
This category includes all plant material that is maintained with conventional

horticultural techniques. This includes trees, shrubs, flowerbeds, turf, turf maintenance

and grading issues related to plant growth. The trees are rated on the basis of range of

species, health, mulch and damaged trees. Shrubs are also rated on the basis of range of

species, health, weed growth and quality and quantity of surrounding mulch. Flowerbeds,

again, are also rated on plant variety, plant health and weed growth, but also on the state

of edging. Turf ratings are based on weed count, overall turf quality, maintenance

techniques, aeration, fertilization, pest control and irrigation performance. Grading

problems are recorded for inventory purposes as they relate to plant growth. This portion

of the audit should be completed annually.

NaturalAreas
The inventory and audit of the natural areas of a park include planting schemes or

naturally occurring vegetation that require specialized maintenance techniques. The

origin and possible value to the park of each naturalized or native plant population is

recorded for inventory purposes. The type of vegetative area including riparian, multi-

layer canopy and the singleJayer canopy is noted as well as the species variety, re-

growth, weed infestation and continuity of cover. This portion of the audit should be

completed biannually.
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Sportsfields and Activity Areas
Sportsfields are rated according to type of field (turf sportsfields, ball diamonds,

football/soccer field, basketball, skatepads, offleash dog areas and children's play areas)

and the conditions ofthe turf, hard surface and/or other physical infrastructure related to

the sportsfïeld. This portion of the audit should be completed once every two years.

lnfrastructure
Physical infrastructure that is rated includes trash bins, benches/seats, washrooms,

lighting and parking. These physical entities are rated based on the number of available

units within the park as well as the repair of these entities. This portion of the audit

should be completed once every three years.

Special Features
Not every park will have special features, and rarely, if ever, will a park have all

ofthe outlined special features; historic structures, art displays, observation decks,

amphitheatres, vendor's sites, fountains and storm retention ponds. These special features

are rated based on their physical condition and usability. This portion of the audit should

be completed once every three years.

Gommunity Involvement
Community involvement is rated via a variety of factors; management awareness,

surveys, the presence and success of community gardens, festivals and educational

facilities. This rating also takes into consideration the social and physical accessibility of

the park. This portion of the audit should be completed once every five years.

Marketing
Marketing of a park is rated by examining levels of marketing and promotional

information that is available regarding the park and its programmed events. This

information is collected after the field component of the audit, with a collection of all
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related promotional material that has been distributed since the last audit period. This

portion of the audit is ideally completed every five years.

Management
The management plan of a park is rated by considering management experience,

inter-personal communication, budget, public service, and management plan

implementation. This portion of the audit is conducted after the field component has been

completed and is undertaken through an interview process of managers and maintenance

crew leaders that is completed every five years.

Scoring
A point system has been established in an effort to represent some of the common

elements that society places value on, as explored throughout the theoretical discussions

of the previous chapters. The points system calculates the total possible points for each

park based on classification and park components (See Table 6, Appendices D and E).

Therefore, the percentage of the points accumulated by each component will be used to

demonstrate overall park quality. For instance, if Sample Park A scores 78 out of a

possible Il2itreceives an overall rating of 70o/o. The city, therefore, could establish

various levels ofurgency for park upgrades and funding decisions based on the overall

park rating percentage. This rating percentage is independent ofthe cost required to

correct issues, which allows for a rating system that is comparable between past audits.

The point system would also allow for trends and areas of concern to be identiflred in each

of the main component areas. Management staffwould have the ability to locate "hot

spots" for certain issues such as pathway deterioration, horticultural challenges and safety

issues and allocate funding and staff accordingly. Illtimately, this audit system in

conjunction with the point system, aims to allow for efficient and effective allocation of

funds and time, at design, maintenance and management levels. Strengths and

weaknesses of this system are outlined in Appendix A.
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Blended Audit System Rating Criteria
Table 6. BAS rating criteria and points assignment.

vlaþr
lomponenl

ìuÞ
lompon€nt
f,m

ìub-
:ompomnl

Sample
Sze/

Frequenry

Rating
Mehod

Data Rating ìating Description
Poss.

Rating

rark Name nla ila nla nla Audit nlà lhooæ a name of park of lisq allffis lor
,ala polnts to be asecjated w¡h park

nla

rark

llassification
nla ila nla nla Pre-audit nla Utomatically ass¡gned baæd on name

Flectim: Multi-Etstict Dsfid, lndustrial,

'leighbourhood: th¡s sdecton w¡ll lnfluenæ
)aÍtculil aud¡t questims.

nla

)ark

luristiction
nla ila nla nla rre-audit nle \utomatcally assgned þaæd on name

pleclim: COS Park or MVA Park

ila

rark Size nla ila nla nla Pre-audit nla Utomaticaily asggned baæd on parft name
€leclio

nla

\,.lain Enüance Signage
)lac€ment one (1) per

majr enfance
V¡sual Audil Yes :asv to fnd

No {ot easy to lnd and/or absmt

-egibility One ('1)per
majd enhance

pdnt

Visual Audit Yes .egible, includes Nner info, addres 2

No ,,lot legible, md/or m¡ssing wner lnfo and/or
rddræs

lond¡tion One (1) per
majr entsance

pcint

Visual Audit Good ìign ¡s stable, verùcai, sæure, inish ¡s ¡nlacl

md In oood r@alr
2

Criticâl i¡gn ¡s unslaÞle, notveni€|, lrnish rs not
ntact and/or ln poor repair

Access
point loherence to

)ontext

One (1) per
majtr ent-¿nce

pdnt

V¡sual Audit Yes the mfanæ relatæ to the 9mnd¡ng
Ðntext (e.9. l¡nes up with sidewalks. etc.)

2

No the trtanæ polnt has no or lifte relat¡on to
he emunding conttrt (e.9. dæs not l¡ne ul

vith sidwalks, etc.)

loundaries Sates
londition Orìe (1) per set

ofgates
Visual Audit Good 3at6 ¡n good @ndrton and cleany

nainta¡ned

2

Poor 3æd in poor ændit¡on æd no clær
naintenanæ

\ccess¡Þ¡l¡ty orìe (1) per sel
ofgates

Visual Audit Yes 3at6 are open during park houß and hours
learly posled

2

No 3atæ are not open during park houÉ and/q
touß are not posted

Fledges
londition lne (1) Pe|lo(

lin. Mete)
V¡sual Audil Good {edge in gæd cmd¡tion and dearly

naintained

Fair ledge ln dearly malnhined, wih breaks
v¡thln the rfl.

Poor ledge ¡n pær cmd¡t¡on and no dear
naintenanæ

iences
vlaler¡al lne (1) per 10(

lin. Met€)
Visual Audit Wood the malmty of fenæ iswæd

Metal The majdity of fenæ is metal 3

Cond¡tion lne (1) per 10(

lln. MetÞ)
Visual Audil Good :flce is in gæd cmdition and dearly

naintained

Poor :trce is in pæf cffdition and no d¡d6t
ecðt maintenanæ
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i,laþr
lomporìent

ìuÞ
hmponsnt
lm

SuÞ
hmpomnt
fm

Sample
Sze/

Frequenry

Rating
Mehod

Data Rating ìating Description
Poss.

Rating

loundaries
lcont.)

:],ollards
londition As needed

md/or one (1Y

100 lin. Mefes

Visual Audit Good {l bollards vffücal and sðre, none ml$in! 4

Fair ln 100 l¡n. met€s, less than 3 bollards aE no

ædre orvert¡ø|, no more than one ln a rw
m¡s¡no

Poor ln 100 l¡n. melæs. less than 5 bollards aE n(

*dre oÍverl¡æ|. may be mde Úlan one in ¡

w mlsdng

)

Critical ln '100 lin. met€s, more than 5 bdlùds ile
not æcure orvertical, may be moæ than one
ln a w mlsdng; deslgn lntent of bollards nol

upheld

lafd Surfaces tath
:unction :unclion )ne (1y 1æ lin

MelE)
Visual Audil Walkino rahway ¡s uæd forwalk¡nq n/a

Cvclind rathwav is uæd for dd¡no n/a

Walk¡ng/
Cvclino

rafìway is uæd forwalk¡ng and cycling nla

Equestrian Pahway ls usd for equestrim nla

\ccess¡b¡lity f,ne (1Y 100 l¡n

Melæ)
Visual Audit rathway ¡s 2.4m w¡de tr múe

No v ¡s lesthan 2-4m wlde 1

f,ne (1Y 100 lin
Mele)

Visual Audit Yes v døn and fræ of debns

No itter and/6 dog fouling preænl 'I

Path Type/
:ond¡tion \sphelt f,ne (1y 100 l¡n

Met€)
Visual Audil Good AggEgale is un¡fmly held together, no

lo6e particles r cÊcks
I

Fair AggEgale ls unifmly held together, sme
loæe Þarlicles, æcks up lo 3mm w¡de

Poor qggegale ¡s not unifomly held togetìs,
lumeres looæ partides, cEcks over 3fnm

flide. sme wæd lnwslms along edgæ

2

Critical qggægate is loGe, surf¿ce gEvelly, cEcks
wer 3nm w¡de, extens¡ve wæd Inwslm al

I

lricks/Unil
)avers

One (1Y 100 l¡n

¡'letæ)
Visual Audit Good ìurfaæ even ancf ænlinuðs 4

Fair ìurfaæ start¡ng to cEd, dlip and/ú
nisllan

3

Poor iulaæ has seveEl æclG, drips and/or ¡s

n¡sllgned up to 1ornm. some weed lnws¡or
2

Critical Surfaæ ¡s unevå, æcked, drips ild/or
Î¡sligned mde than 1omm, numeros wee
nwdons

'l

loncrele lne (1Y 100 l¡n

MetE)
V¡suâl Audit Good ìurfaæ and alignment ¡ntact 4

Fair ìurfaæ starting to cmck, öip and/q
nlslion

Poor ìurfaæ has seveEl mcks, clrips and/or is
n¡sligned mtre up to 10mm, $me weed
nwsions

2

Criticel iurfaæ ¡s unevfr. æcked, óips md/or
n¡sligned mde than 10mm, numerds wee

nEsions.

I

\ggregate One ('lY 100|¡n

Metre)
Visual Audit Good iurfaæ even and æntinuas 4

Fa¡r iuÍaæ may slrow $me unevtr ileas,
lev¡a$ons less thil 10mm deep, sme wee(
nwsjons along edge

3

Poor Surfaæ may *rffi sme unevã treas,
lev¡ations no more lhan æ mm deep, $me
reed ¡nEdons almg edge

2

Critical Surfaæ unwen ild disænt¡nuous.
Jev¡atons more tlan 2ùnm dæp. numeres
{eed ¡nwdons almg edge

I
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Vaþr
lomponent

ìub-
bmponent
fæ

¡uÞ
bmpomm

Sample
Süze/

Frequenqy

Rating
Meho'd

Data Rating ìating Description
Poss.

Rating

ñato ùunac€6
(cont)

Path Type/
Condition

lcont)

Â/ood )ne (1Y 1æ lin
Mel€)

Visual Audit Good Surfaæ even and ænlinufls, board spac¡ng

ild pattm intact
4

Fair Sulaæ may glw gme unevð teas,
Jevlatjons Iessthæ 10mm deep, sme wee(

nws¡ons along edge and in gaps

3

Poor Surfaæ may dræ sme unev6 reas
md/or loos bodds, deviations l6s han
æmm dæp and/f intmsive we€d ¡nvaslons

almg edge ild in gaps

2

Critical Surlaæ ls unevå w¡th læse tr mlsing
boards, $rface deviations greatff üìm
2omm dæp and/d ¡ntens¡ye weed inws¡onl
almg edge md ln gaps

)edestrian
3ridge

One (1) per
bridge

Visual Audil Good ¡dt and entmnæ points even, dæs not
)reænt ay pedestrian aæès lsuæ,
)ridge slable with no obvious $ining tr
md(ino

4

Feil Ent'encer'e¡t pcints maY be unev6,
dev¡aton no more than 1omm deep, $me
mck¡ng orunwennes may be widst ln

srfaæ material or structu€

Poor -nt-anceJext pqnts may be unevtr,
Jev¡alion no more than 20mm deep, $me
mcking or unwennes ¡s evidentin surface

¡aterial q sfuclure

2

Critical :nÞnceJext pqnts afe Unev6, dWlatOn

lrealer han æmm deep. cmckng or Srìftjng

s didtrt ¡n sulace material or stucture

Pathway/
Road
lnteract¡on

Posted Speed
Limit
(Vehicles)

One (1) per
lnteEcl¡on

Visual Audit Good -ess 35lqh 4

Fair 3S45 þh
Pool 4t55 þh 2

Critical ryer 5õ leh or not p6ted

lranrc
Control
Devices

One (1) per
¡nteEc{ion

Visual Audit Yes rræence of tmtllc ænfd dry¡æs;
Ðundabout, spæd humps, pedestrian

rosino nffiiled drbs

NÕ \,lo tEfllc @nfd d4iæs

Visual Cues
(Vehicular)

One (1) per
ìntemction

Visual Audit Yes rÍ6ence ofs¡gns or r@d surface dranges
o indl6te apprcadring importæt ¡nteEc{¡q

2

No !o signs or r@d sulace dìanges to ¡ndlæte
ippræching importanl inteEclion

Visual Cues
(Pedestrian/
Cyclist)

One (1) per
¡ntemc{ion

Visual Audit Yes rræence of signs or pathway $rfaæ
hanges to indiøte lmportant ¡ntæctions

2

No 'lo slgns or palhway as ind¡@l¡ms of
mptrtant apprcadl¡ng lnteect¡ons

1

tarking TPP: 12
Parking
Function

One (1) per
parking lot

Visual Audit Vehicular )ark¡no lot is fotveh¡culrtEtñc n/a

Bicvcle rark¡ng area is for cydists nla

Asphall
Surface
Condition

lne (1) per 100

lq. metre
Visual Audit Good \ggEgate is un¡fmly held together, no

o6e paäcles r cmcks
4

Fâ¡r \ggregate ¡s unrfmly held toge,ther, sme
oGe parlicles, mcks up to 3mm w¡de
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Vaþr
lomporìent

ìuÞ
bmponenl
lm

iub-
)ompomnt

Sample
SIze/

Frequency

Rating
Metrod

Data Rating ìating Description
Poss,

Rating

HArU ¡iUnaceÊ
(cor¡t.)

tarking

,cont.)

{spnerr
ì urface
londition
'cont.)

)ne (1) pef 1q)
;q, mefe

Visuâl Audit Poor \ggregate is not unlfomly held togetìs,
rumerds Iooæ parl¡des. cEck ovs 3mm

¡de, sme wæd lnwslms along edg6

2

Crit¡cal \ggregate Is loGe, surl'ace gEvelly, mcks
Her 3nm w¡de, extens¡ve wæd lnwsiñ at

does

\ggregate
i urface
londition

lne (1) per 100

sq. mebe
Visual Audit Good ìurfaæ even and æntinuðs 4

Fair tulaæ may sttow $me unevff teas,
,ev¡ations less thil 1omm deep, sme weer

rEsions along edge

Poor ìurfaæ may $tw sme unev6 treas,
,ev¡ations no more flan æ mm de€p, $me
veed lnEsions almg edge

Critical ìulaæ unwen ild dlsænt¡nuous,

lev¡atons more f)an ztnm dæp. numere:
veed inwsr'ons almg edge

I

)ark Capacity One (1)/Þarl( Visual Audit Good )arklng prcvided w¡h¡n or adjacqt to park,

rdequate spaæs, ggnage Eadily appdent
4

Fair )arking prcvided w¡fìÌn oradjacát lo park,

9s tlan adequate 9aæs, s¡gnage readily
pparent

3

Poor )arking prcvided w¡hln or adjacåt to parÍ,

9s tìan adequate 9aæq s¡gnage not
rooaÞnt

2

Critical ,arking not prcv¡ded orvery l¡mited w¡lhin or
rdjacÐt to park

1

-andscaped/
lorticultural
{¡eas

frees
lree Variety Onql ) mting

pã park
Visual Audil Yes ¡ore than three (3) vilietjes oftEes preænt

No .ess hil three (3) varietjæ of fæs presðt

free Health One(l) mting
perfee or

Onql) Eting
pã 40sqm of

ctropy

Visual Audit Good 0% or Ies diæaæ or d¡eback ¡n canopy 4

Fair 0 to 25% disæse tr d¡eback in €nopy

Poor 15 to 50% disæse d dieback ¡n €nopy 2

Critical ¡ore than 50% disease or d¡ebacl( ¡n cæop, I

Vulch One ('l) Et¡ng
per bed

Visual Audit Good ¡uldled æctrty. between 50 md '100 mm

hlck. few to no wæds. s¡l r gÉs
lioDinds

4

Fair Iuldr over 1otnm hick. gìfl¡ng evidenæ
,f exces¡ve moisfuE or betwæn 10 and

5mm tllck. trd/or sme weeds, soil s
tE$ cl¡pp¡ngs

Poor \o evldenæ of ræent mulöing and/f
)rofuæ weed growth

Critical !o ev¡denæ of ræent muldling and pató6
t baE so¡l due to lN muldr lwels

I

I runK
Damage

As requ¡red Visuâl Audil Fâ¡r 3aÍl( Þrd(en, Þut cffiÞium layef not epoæ( n/a

Poo¡ Bark broken, ømbium lays exposed ardn(
a prtion of bunk

n/a

Critical lark damaged ardnd entiæ drdmferáce
)l trunk rtrunk is broken and/trtree miss¡n

n/a
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Ylaþr
lomporìent

luÞ
bmponEnl
fm

Sub-

Compomnl
Trc

Sample
Size/

Frequenry

Rating
Mehod

Data Rating ìating Description
Poss.

Rating

Ímo6capeo/
i'lorticut[¡ra.l
Areas (cont.)

frees
:cont)

ìoot Damage As required Visual Audil Fair Roots a€ damaged due to e¡ther

*rallwnes or dts¡de foræ
nla

Poor Roots are damaged due to either
$allownes orütdde foræ, resltilt
Ðckerino in some olacês

ila

Crilical loots aE damaged due to erther

*ìallwnes or dts¡de foræ, svere
esullant sckedng and/or stability oftsee
naY be efræled

nla

Shrubs
Shrub Varielv Onql) mtng

pr park
Visuel Audit Yes vloÈ than three (3) viletes pres6t

No -ess thm thEe (3) varieti6 pr66t I

Shrub Health onql) müng
rer bed or 20 s

m

Visual Audit Good rlants requiE lhiming, læs ülm 25%

,¡æaæ or dleöack

4

Fair Plants requiE thiming, 25% to 50% d¡sæse
tr dleback

3

Poor Plants too lh¡n, 25% to 50% d¡sease or
d¡åad(

,

Critical :videnæ of slm/ræt rct, over 50% d¡sæse
T diebad

iveed Growlh Onql) müng
,er bed or 20 c

m

Visuel Audit Yes lloE than l¡ve (5) weeds pef one (1) sq

nefe
1

No Less thil f¡ve (5) weeds Per one (1) sq

mefe
4

Vlulch One (l) Et¡ng
per bed

Visual Audil Good ¡iuldred Ectrüy, between 50 trd 100 mm

hlck. few to no wæds, sil tr gms
dioDinos

4

Fair l\4uldr ove|1oûnm th¡ck, sñw¡ng evidenæ
of excesive molsture or betwæn l0 and

25mm ürick. md/or $me weeds. soil oÍ

Poor No ev¡denæ of ræent mulch¡ng and/d
protuæ weed grffith

Critical No ev¡denæ of ræent muló¡ng and patdlæ
of bare so¡l due to lw muldl lwels

Flower-
b€ds rlant Variety onql) mtng

per bed
Visuâl Audit YES More than three (3) vüielies presqt

No _ess üìm th€e l3) vanet6 ofëmt 1

rlant Health Onql) müng
,er bed or 20 s

m

Visual Audit Good Plantings shd¡ng no Sgns of stæss 4

Fair Plants Sìow¡ng sublle s¡gns of overwatsing
tr undwalsing

Poor Ftr plants d¡slre$ed, caus unknown c

Critical Severai plmts dead d d¡sf6æd 1

iVeed Growth Onql) mting
rer bed or 20 s

Visual Audit Yes More than live (5) weeds per one ('l) sq 1

m No -ess thil live (5) weeds per one ('l) sq
¡efe

4

=dg¡ng
onql) Et¡ng

per bed
V¡suâl Audit Yes :dg¡ng line clean ild clet. Provdes dear

l¡slinclion between bed md surond¡ng
fea

No Jndær edg¡ng line, poftons o{ tt may not
)rovide cler d¡stinct¡m betwem bed and
ilrcundino area

turf
nigation
fvne

Onql ) each

smple area
Visual Audit lniqated trigation prsent nla

Druland ÌVand turf n/a

/Veed Counl 3otnn by

3æmm/
Six (6) per

sdple aræ
(park o. edr

dryland d

Visual Audit Good !o broadleaf weeds pEænt 4

Fair Jp lo 5 brcadl@f weeds

Poor ito 10br@dleaf wæds 2

Critical ryer 10 broadlealweeds
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Vaþr
lomponent

ìub-
¡mponsnt
lm

¡uÞ
)omporeít

Sample
Sze/

Frequenry

Rating
Method

Data Rating ìating Description
Poss.

Rating

-and6cå@/
{orticuth.¡ral
keas (cont)

furf (cont.) lurf Quality 300mm by
30tnm/

S¡x (6) per

smple area
(park or eadr

dryland or
¡nigated

æcìion)

Visual Audit Good Ihick and continuous æver, gms lewes
Jark qreen ad flat

4

Fair lover ìntempted by wom, bare orwædy
,atdìes, daÍk green md flat leaves

3

Poor bverth¡n; wom, bare dweedy patdes up

o 50% of test sulace area. and/or gEss
)lades needlelÌke and yelltr or bro¿n

2

Crit¡cal lovs thin to nonexstenl: wm, baæ q
veedy patches over 5f/6 of test eæa,

nd¡vidual gms plants vis¡ble, and/d gmss
eaves needl+like md bwn.

Turf
Ma¡nten-
ance

vlowing One (1) per

9Esæd area
Visual Audit Good )t deanly, gms ciipplngs wident only

vhen gÉs leaves bru$ed adde, lågh of
Jippings betwæn 10 and æmm

4

Fair ì¡t deanly, gES clippings ryidenl only
Íhen gËs leaves bru$ed asde, lfigh of
Jippings outsìde acæptable mnge (10 to
20mm)

Poor }t qual¡ty poor, gmss cl¡pping acdmulat¡on
rlw levds ot ac@mulalion under tJrf
Þver, lågfl of dipp¡ngs outslde acæptable

"nge 
(10 to æmm)

2

Crilìcal ãJt qual¡ty poot gÉss cl¡pp¡ngs plajnly v¡s¡bl

r non€x¡s1ent, length of cl¡ppings outdde
rcæphble mge (10 to zûnm)

\eration One (1) per
gEssd area

Visual Audit Yes
=videnæ 

of affition pmcticæ 2

No No ev¡denæ of aætion ÞÉctic6
:ertilizalion One ( 1) per

gEsæd area
Visual Audit Yes avi denæ of fertilization 2

No 'lo ev¡denæ of fertilization
)est Control One (1) per Visual Audit Yes \o pest damege prsent 2

gEsæo
No Pel dmage prætrt

lnigation
Performanæ

One (1) per
gEsæd area

Visual Audit Good Even coveEge. sll headsfunctjonlng. no
s¡gns of exc6s¡ve or lim¡ted mo¡strre

4

Fair Uneven cwæge, all heads funclloning.
signs of exc6s¡ve moisture or l¡mited

moisfure due lo valve/hæd misplacemát

Poor Uneven cdffige üd/or heads not
tuncliming, signs of qtens¡ve or l¡m¡ted

mo¡strre due to system dmage and/or
imprcper placment of valve/h@d

2

Critical lrigation system not being ufl¡zed q
extens¡ve dmage to heads

Grad¡ng
Problenìs furf Wear As required Visual Audit Pedestrian Evidenæ of exc6sive wear €uæd by

pedestrian usge
nla

Vehicle Evjdffæ ol exc6s¡ve wear æuæd by
vehide or equìpment usage

n/a
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ulaþr
lomponent

ìub-
)omponenl
)m

SuÞ
Compomíl
Trc

Sample
Sze/

Frequenqy

Ratíng
Mehod

Data Rating ìating Description
Poss.

Rating

_anoscåpeo/
'lorticufUral

\reas (cont.)

Srading
troblens
cont.)

nigation
rroblems

As requÌred Visual Audit Head
damage

rigation head damag€d nla

Valve mgation valve damaged nh

JONITOI DOX

damage

mgaton cmtrcl box damaged nla

Sensor
damaqe

mgaton säsú damaged nla

Moisture {on-vidble souræ of ponding wats nla

tlaiive/
tlaturalized

\reas

:haracter-
stics Jrigin One (1)Eting

pd area
Visual Audit Natural

-he ilea nalumlly o@Íing, unplanned and
nolanted

nla

Mânmâde he rea Dltrned fld Dlanted nla

lalue One (1)Eling
peT area or per

20 to 4osqm

Visual Audit High ,latumlly ædrin9 stand, well-establ¡shed

md aged; matrre growlh
4

Medium ,latumlly æüring stand ú planted stæd.
ounger sltrd, majdty of plilt material not
nafuE

LOW ,latumlly æomng sùand ú planted stæd,
najdity of plüt malerial not mairre. loætior
md size of naluEl aræ not sgnilfcarìt in

leslgn úfunction of park

2

free/ Shrub
\¡atural-

zed Areâs
rype One (1)müng

ps afea
V¡sual Audil R¡parian he tre8 exstng a jacãt to or aìong a

vaterbody

n/a

lnland
multilayer
canopy

-he üea dæs not have a relationsh¡p with a

vaterbody, cms¡sls of at least two typæ of

'egetation types: t€es, shrubs, understory
gEsæs and herbs)

n/a

Single
Canopy

'he trea dæs not have a relat¡onsh¡p with a

vaterbody, cms¡sls of only one ofthe
þsdble vegehtion types: te6, shrubs,

nderstory (gEsæs md herbs)

n/a

Spec¡es
r'ariety

One (1)Éling
perarea or per

20 to 40sqm

Visual AudiU
Post-
Audit

Good 5olo to 100% (or >7 species if natuElly
Edring) of species from plant list ûe
resnt md orilino

4

Fair i0 lo 75% of species (or S7 specjes if
Etumlly ædring) frcm plant l¡st aæ preænt
nd or#ino

3

Poor 5% to 50% of spec¡6 (or $5 specj6 ¡f

Etumlly ææring) frcm plant list aG presnt
nd qrtrinq

2

Critical -ess thil 25% ol spec¡6 (or 1-3 sped6 if
ratumlly æering) frcm plant l¡s1 aE preænt
rnd oril¡nd

ìe{rowth One (1)Eting
pef area orpef

20 to 40sqm

Visual Audil Good /5% to 100% ol species fom plant lil üe
fsplaying natuml propag8üon tedìniques at
east mæ

4

Feir rO% to 75% of speci6 fmm plant l¡st a€
Jisplaing natuEl propagatton tedlnlques at

east mæ

3

Poor 25% to 50% ot specls frcm plant list ae
displaying natuEl propagation tedrnlques at

2

Crilical -ess thm 25% of spec¡æ frcm plant l¡sl aæ

lisplaying naluÉl propagation tedìnlques at

east mæ
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Vaþr
Somponent

ìub-
)omponsnl
)m

SuÞ
ComFmnl
Trc

Sample
Sìize/

Frequency

Rating
Mehod

Data Rating ìating Description
Poss.

Rating

\at\rel
tlat¡ralized
Areas (cont.)

free/ Shrub
{atural-
zed Areas
cont.)

/veed
nfestalion

One (1)Eting
per area or per

20 to 40sq m

Visual Audil Good im¡ted and in mal¡ reas, l6s than 1 mef(
Jia., v¡sal indi€t¡m of ræent wæd
nanagemmt

4

Fair im¡ted and in mall üeas, læs than 1 mefÉ
iia., but with no visual indlcal¡on of weed

nanaoem6l

Poor jm¡ted but in largs aræs g€alerlhan 1

nebe dia., regardl6s of wæd management

Critical :vident úìrcughout and/or ¡n ævffi I large
reas, gæaterfìan 1 mete ln d¡a.,

€gardles ot weed managemflt ind¡ætons

I

Srassland/
¡Vetland/
lerbac-
¡ous Areas

Type One ('1)Éting
ps area

Visual Audit Riparian lhe rea existing adjacat to or along a
vaterbodv

nla

tntano
Multilayer
Canopy

the rea dæs not have a felstronship wrth a

vaterbody, cmsists of at leal two typ6 ol
/egetation types: trees, shrubs. undeEtory
gmsæs and herbs)

nla

Single
Canopy

lhe trea dæs not have a relat¡onship w¡th a

vaterbody, cmsìsts of only one ofthe
)osdble vegetation rypes: te6, shrubs,
rnderlory (gmsæs ild herbs)

nla

=slabl¡shmenl:f Boundaries
One (1)Eting

pã area
Visual Audit Yes lhe trea has a cletr elabl¡$ed boundary

e.g. mowing stip)

No {o ded boundary of area 1

Species

'lariety

One (1)Étng
per area oÍ per

20 to 40sq m

Visual AudiU
Posl-
Audit

Good ¡5% to 100% of Ðecjes from plarìt lisl tre
lreænl ùd orillno

4

Fair iO to 75% of specjes from plant l¡sl are

)reænl ild orwino

Poor 5% to 50% of speci6 frcm plant list are

)reænl ild gr#¡ng
2

Crit¡cal _ess tìan 25% of specis fÞm plant list aæ

)reænt ild grtring

3round
lover

One (l)Eling
pef area of pef

20 to 4osqm

Visual Audil Good )lant matsìal unifomly ævering trea, w¡tr
nly a ffl or no g8ps no les than I mefe k
iia.

4

Fair )lant matsial un¡fomly ævering rea, w¡fr
€veml gaps no les üìan I mete ln d¡a.

Poor )lantmatsial not unifomly ævering ãea,
vith ævæl gaps græter tlan 1 mefe ln d¡a

Crilical )lant matqial not unifomly ævering tea,
v¡th ævæl gaps græterlhan 1 mefe ¡n di8

Sport6field6 flpe of
:ield

ila nla nla Audit nla ìooæ one: Ball tamond, Fooball/Soæer,
rrisbæ, Skat€boarding. other

nla

tportsf¡eld
lurf Areas nigation

fvoe
GeneEl Visual Audil lrriqated rigalion præent nla

Drvland )ndand turf nla

/Veed Count 300mm by
30tnm/

Four (4) per

field

Visual Audit Good 'lo broadleaf weeds peænt 4

trcir Jp to 5 brcadlæf weeds

Poor ilo'lObr@dleaf wæds
lef 10 broadleaf weeds
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Vaþr
Somporì€nt

iub-
)omponont

)re

iub-
bmFmnl

Sample
Sjize/

Frequency

Rating
Method

Data Rating ìating Descriplion
Poss.

Rating

sport6lleldÊ
(cont)

tportsf¡eld
furf Areas
cont)

furf Qual¡ty 300mm by
30ùnm/

Four (4) per

feld

Visual Audit Good fh¡ck and conlinuous æver, gms leiles
tark qreen ðd flal

4

Fair lover ¡ntempted by wom. bâre orwædy
)atdres, dark green ad llal leaves

Poor ¡ver thin;wom, bare trweedy patdìes up

o 50% of test surface area, trd/or gmss

tades needlelike and yellow or bræn

2

Critical bver thin to nonexistent wm, baE tr
reedy patches over 5e/6 of tesl area,

ndividual gms plants visible, and/q gmss
eæes nædlÈlike ild brcwn.

furf Wear Geneml Visual Audil Yes :videnæ of excæs¡ve wear on feld

Ðdsfield/de
('l ) per fidd

No !o evidenæ of excæsive wear on field 2

ìportlield
furf
Vlainten-
tnce

vlowing Geneml Visual Audil Good ¡t deanly, gms cllppings w¡dent only 4

(1) ÞerÍdd lipplngs betwæn 10 and æmm

Fair )Jt deanly, gEs cl¡ppings didenl only
Phen gEs leaves bru$ed adde, lmgh of
l¡pplngs outside acæptable mnge (10 lo
¡0mm)

Poor )t quality poor, gmss cl¡pp¡ng acdmulatior
f, lw levds of ac@mulalion under turf
Ðver. lmgÚl of d¡pplngs outslde acæphble
ange (10 to æmm)

2

Critical It quality poo¡, gEss cl¡pp¡ngs plainly v¡sib

r non€x¡lent, lenglh olclipp¡ngs orJts¡de

rcæptable mge (10 to 2ûnm)

\eret¡on General
spqtsfeld/ One

Visual Audit :videnæ of affitjon pEclic6

No {o evidenæ of aætion DÞclic6

Visual Audil Yes of fertilizal¡on

spütsield/ one No ,lo ev¡denæ of lerlilization

)est Conlrol 9eneI Visual Audil Yes ,lo pesl damaqe pr6ent 2

sptrtsield/ One No tesì dmage præffl

nigat¡on
rerformance

Geneml
spdtsfeld/ Orìe
(1)psfield (as

equ¡red)

Visual Audil Good :ven covemge, all heads funclion¡ng, no
igns of exc6sive or limited molstire

4

Fair Jneven cwffige. all heads funcl¡oning.

igns of exc6sive moislure or lim¡ted

noislure due to vsive/hæd mlsplacem6l

Poor Jneven cwæge md/or heads not
uncljming, s¡gns of qttrdve or l¡mited

no¡stJre due to system dmage and/or
lprcper placment of valve/hæd

Crilical dgaton sJstem not be¡ng ulil¡zed q
xtens¡ve dmage to heads
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úaþr
lomporìent

iub-
bmponsnl
)m

suÞ
CompomÍt
Trc

Sample
Sze/

Frequenry

Rating
Mehod

Data Rating ìating Description
Poss.

Rating

ìportsfields
.coÍt)

iportslreld
furf
ilainten-
rnce (cont.)

lnigalion
Problems

As required Visual Audit t1eefl
damage

mgatjon head damaged nla

Valve
damage

trigation valve damaged nla

lonlrol box
damage

rigation cmlßl box damaged n/a

Sensor
damage

Íigation ssstr damaged nla

Moisture \,lon-v¡sible souræ of Dond¡no wats nla

3all
lianìond
nf¡eld

Layout )ne (1) per fek Visual Audil Yes áyot ls pmprtifrally ærecl: refer to COS
Ð07 Darks standtrds

No áy@t ls not pmpolimally ærect 1

úVeed Growth )ne ('l) per fiel( Visual Audit Yes
^þed 

grcwth presãt ln infield 1

No !o weed orowth Dreænt¡n infield 2

Surface
material

)ne (1) per fek Visual Audil Good Shale

Fair Sceened aqqreqate./snd/sil mlx 2

Poor io¡l

Grading )ne ('l) perfielc Visual Audil Good 3Þde ¡s mlfml evdence of feænt

Fair 3mde ls unifm exæpt ftr wom runnlng

)aths and wom base areas, evidence of
2

Poor Gnde is uneven w¡th wom runn¡ng patls
ild wom baæ areas, no evidenæ of
sûif æton

:ootbalU

Soccer -ayout )ne (1) per felc Visual Audit Yes Layet ls pmpfümally ærec1: referto COS

æ07 parks standtrds

No åvdt is not ÞrcÞorti6ally ærect

Goal Post )ne (1 ) per ñel( Visual Audit Good rostssede trd sFa¡ghl, pa¡nt of síaong 4

Fair )ne orboth posls not shaight and/ú paint or
ilrfacinq not intact

Poor f,ne or boh pols not æore ed/or slE¡ghl

Critical 3otr posls not ædre and/or sfalght;
)otÐtial efetv h¿ard

3asketball
Layout one (1) per

æurt
Visual Audit Yes Layet ìs prcpqtiøally @rec1; æfer to COS

æ07 parks standûds

No åydt ¡s not prcporl¡mally @æct

Basketball
Hoops

One (1) per
@urt

Visual Audil Yes loops are hqizontal, æcure and ¡ntac1

No loops are not horiz6td. sæuE and/or

lkatepad
Layout )ne ('l) per fiel( Visual Audil Yes Laydt is prcptrlioally ææc1: reftrto COS

æ07 parks shndilds or ¡s true to des¡gn
inleht

No sydt is not pDponimally ææcl or tue to
lesion intent

Surface
material

)ne (1) per felc Visual Audil Good bnqete in good repa¡[ no visible mcking
r shifiing. no t-ash orfoælgn oblæts

4

Fair lonrete beg¡nning to bræk dwn; visible
ncking and/or minr sh¡fling pos¡bly w¡th

reed encoadrment and sme tmsh or
'oreign objæts pr€6t

Poo¡ lonãete in poor repail; numerous and/tr
Fvere mck and/d shin¡ng. poss¡bly with
veed encÞadrmenl foreign objecls orfa*r
)reænt

2
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Vaþr
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iub-
bmponsrl
)m

iuÞ
lompomÍt

Sample
SIze/

Frequenqy

Rating
Mehod

Data Rating Rating Description
Poss,

Rating

sportsfields
(cont)

ìkatepad
cont)

Surface
naterial
icont.)

)ne ( 1) per felc y'isual Audil Critical Consele in sitlæl æpail unevtr and

ñmbl¡ng surface w¡tì sryse cmcks and/or
*rlns, wæd en6@chment ad/or ævse
litts and fordgn oblecl prcblems; sfety risk,

skate pad shold be shut dæn untlrepaiß
@n be made

I

--omponents Jne (1) perîelc Visual Audil Good Bare and Eils ¡n good ændìtion; sæuæ wih
Dalnt lntacl

4

Fair Baß and Eils ¡n questimable ænditioni may
be unsflre and/orln pær æsmelic
ændiüon

Poor Baß and Érls nol seðre, æmponenls
damaged c mis¡ng. pejnt or srfaæ
Fætmtrt dffiaged or abs6t

2

Crit¡cal BaE and E¡ls sweæly dmaged and.loÍ

mlsing, poæ lmmed¡ate safety risk, skatep¿

dìould be cloæd untjl repajß are made

Cff leash
Cog area rerimeter lne (1 ) per fiek Visual Audil Good Perìmets of ofrleash aræ cleariy marked

ad d¡vided frcm res1 ol park w¡th sdre
fenæ

4

Fair Perimels of ofrleaæ aræ clearly marl(ed

md sedred w¡üì edge tætmmt oflsthil
fenæ, fw to no infomat¡onal sÌgns

Poor Perime,ts of ofileaæ aræ cleariy marked
with fenæ or other edge featment, but edge
trætm6t is not sæure: ¡nfomatonal signs
may not be v¡dble

2

Critical Perimetã of off-leasñ aræ not dealy
marked, no fenæ and/or fence not sæue
ild/or infomational dgns not vis¡bl€

iVasle control Jne (1) pef ne( Visual Audit Yes No or Iitüe evidenæ of l¡tttr or dog foul¡ng 4

No lòundant l¡tter and dog fouling

;niloren-s
Play Areas -ayout Jne (1) Per

tea
plq Visual Audit Yes Layüt is fue to design lntent; no m¡$¡ng

æmponents
2

No iydt ¡s not üue to desgn rntent; mrssng
ÐmDonents

\ccessìble Jne (1) per

trea
pta) Visual Audit Yes :ntire or portions ofplay area/slruclure meet

æA aæesib¡l¡ty stmdards

)

No ',lo 
porton of play ûea./structuE mæt CSA

rcæssibiliW standards

Surfacing )ne (1) per plal
dea

Visual Audit Yes iurfacjng in good condit¡m, tree ofdebris.
neets COS standtrds

2

No Surfacjng in potr conditim and/or debris
Dresnt ed/or dæs not meet COS standtrd
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tlaþr
lomponent

ìub.
bmponsrt
)m

Sub-
Comporeít
Trc

Sample
Süze/

Frequenry

Rating
Meüod

Data Rating latirE Description
Poss.

Rating

nfrastucture =acil ities
Irash Bins One ('l)/þark Visual Audil Yes Numercus and in good ænd¡ùon 2

No fæ f# forusage ild/or not ¡n good

Ðnd¡lion

1

Benches/
Seals

One (1)iþark Visual Audit Good Numercus lor s¡ze ol s'te ild ¡n good

óndition
4

Fair Numercus for gze of s¡te ild in avæge
ændilion

Poor ln$fl¡cient lor dze of site but ln gæd

ænd¡lion
2

Critical lnsflìcjent for dze of site and/or in pær
ænditon

,l

úVashrooms One (1)Þark Visual Audil Good Prw¡ded w¡lhin park, easy to aæ6s, ¡n goo(

ændition
4

Fa¡r Prwided w¡lhin park or adjacent to park

md/or ln avemge cond¡t¡m

Poor Prwided w¡lh park ü adjaæntto park and/or
¡n pær cmd¡ton and gmemlly avolded

Critical Tmpomry to¡let provislon for events mly or
no toliet prw¡Sm

-ighting One (1)/Þark Visuâl Audit Good Lighting components ¡n gæd r€pa¡r along

majd pahways, facil¡ties and entsance

poinls

4

Fair L¡ghting componerìts ¡n aveEge repa¡r almg
maj6 pahways. fac¡litjes and enhance
points

Poor Ljm¡ted lightng shme ¡nstalled adjacflt on

lo facilitis and ðlmnæs

Crilical Llghting æmponents ævsely damaged q ¡r

Jis@air

-ighting
Scheme

One (1)/Þark Visual Audit Good Ljghting sd)eme ¡n plaæ, a wriely of
J¡frertrt l¡ghtng types plaæd at regular

A

roinis

Fair Lighting sdìeme ¡n plaæ, lÌghts geneElly
?qually spaæd, at least two types of Iighting

)reænt

Poor Ughting súeme in plaæ, lights nly ¡n

mp6tant ¡nteEælions r acæs points
2

Critical iighting sdreme not existent, lights not
lreænt ln park

ipecial
:eatules

{istoric
Structures londition One (1 ) per

hisloric
structuE

Visual Audit Good SfudurefeaûJre ls ¡n uæ and in good

ænd¡tion

Fair Structure/feature is not in uæ, brlt ¡s in good

ændition

Poor Stuclureíeature ¡s not in uæ and ¡n pod
ændition

t

Sculptures/
crt
tlacemenl

Condition One (1) per art
plece

Visual Audil Good Fæture and base ¡s ædre and undmaged,
olacem6t ls aDoróriate

4

FAÍ :æture and/q baæ is som#hat sæure,
rlâ.êmñt ¡ç rnnrmriÊtÊ

Poor Fæture and base is æare and/or plaæmen
ñâv nôt hê âôômndAte

2

Critical F%ture and base in pærcmditon and or
placemåt is not appropriate, 6iginal d6ign
¡ntent not aclomledged
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iutr
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lm

iuÞ
bmporent

Sample
Sze/

Frequenry

Rating
Method

Data Rating ìating Description
Poss.

Raling

Special
:eatlres
(cont)

()þSerua-

tion Decks/
Loôk Outs

londition one (1) per
deckrookout

V¡sual Audit Good >ck and rdated vitring ¡nstruments stable

nd seðre
4

Fair Þck and rdated v¡iling inlruments nol
nñôlÞfÞlv çlÊhle ând @drrê

Poor )ecl( and/or Elated vi#ing instruments

)oorly æored and/ornot stable

2

Cril¡cal æd( and fdated vrewing instrumenls
tamaaed, inæcue and/runsfe

AmphÊ
theatres londition One (1) per

amph¡thæfe
Visual Audil Good ieating and stage area stable, fee of

ripping hæards, mde Úlan two (2)

'ñh,ôÉâllv 
â.Æéihlê ârêrc ¡ñ 

"êa

4

Fe¡r ieatng and stage area stable, lfee ot
ripp¡ng hæards, at Ieasl two (2) un¡veElly
rcæssible areas, ln use

3

Poof ìeating and/or stage trea stable, fræ of

ripping hæards and/ú limited un¡veßally
rcæssible areas. in use

2

Critical ìeaüng and/or stage trea in potr cmdition
nd/or numsous tripping haards preænt
nd/or no univeßally acæslble aEas, not ¡r

úendoß
londition One ('l) per

vtrdor
Visuel AUdfU

Post-
Audit

Good )emanent strucüre, regular hüß, in uæ
nd good stmding with hælÜl gu¡delinæ

4

Fair )emanent sfuctrre, special ever¡t uæ mly,
md/or tempoEry health cert¡f cat¡on

Poor lmpomry structu€, special ev6t uæ only,

md/or tempomry health cerl¡fi calion
2

Critical lffipomry structuE, special evml uæ only,
¡ñ¡/^. ñ^ hdllh Æ46.âfi^^

Founta¡ns
londition One (1) per

fountaìn
Visual Audil Good :entain holding water, pump ¡n uæ dunng

)eak h0re
4

Fair :æntain holding water, pump uæ lim¡ted or J

Poor :flntain Ieakjng, unable to efficienty hold

vater, pump in use during pæk heß r
imited use

2

Critical :anta¡n empty, PumP not in use

Storm
Retent¡on
tonds

Condilion One (1) per

slm relention
pond

Visual Audit Good f tlere ¡s conslslÐt watÉ retention, it ¡s ¡n

lood eælogÌæl stand¡ng, w¡th hælthy plant
nd wildl¡fe populat¡m ad adequate
remtion: bulk of stom water flltered through

vithin 42-74 houre of s1m evðt

4

Fair f tìeæ ¡s consistat wats retention, lt ls in

veËge eælogì€l slanding, w¡th healhy

remtion: bulk of lom water flltered lhrough
vithin 7¡1-92 houß of slm evåt

Poor I here ls consislat wats retenton. ¡t ¡s in

)oor eælog¡æl shnding. w¡th healhy plant

nd w¡ldl¡fe populatims abænt and no
remlion; bulk of slom waterliller€d through
v¡thln 7¿92 houß of stm evåt

2
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luL
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;uÞ
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Sample
Sze/

Frequency

Rating
Mehod

Data Rating ìating Description
Poss,

Rating

Special
Feafures
(cont)

Storm
Reterf¡on
Ponds
(cont)

-;ondrtron
'conl.)

One ('l) per
slm retenüon

pond

Visual Audit Critical ftheæ ls conslslqt water retention, ¡t ¡s ¡n

lilical eæloglæl standing, w¡th hælhy plant

md wlldl¡fe populat¡ms abænt and slagnant
vater: bulk ofslom wats released w¡th

imlted or no fltering afl4 slorm event

1

lommunity
nÞtvement

Patterns of
Use/ Events l/lenegement

\werêness
f,ne (1) Þer pañ

ment Plm
|-te-

audiU
Posl-
Audit Yes

lhe maagæ (and tlerel6e the park stafi)
re awde ofuss groups, badc pattems of
ße, parl( progmmmed md unprogmmmed

4

No

There ls little to no awúeness of fìe park
user groups, bas¡c pattfls of uæ and/or
rroommmed or unDr@mmed Dark ac,liv¡tie 1

ìurveys One (1) per parl ManagÈ
ment Plil

Pre-
audiV
Posl-
Audit Yes

Jss pattms æd noÞuær infomat¡on ¡s

Ðught via user @unts, uær srueys and/q
na¡l ln suryds 2

No
{o usq pattfls ú noÞuær infomal¡on is
ûrnht I

)ommunity
iardens

One (1) per parf Visual Audit
Yes rn¡tv otrdeñ 3

No {o communifu oarden Dr6enl 1

,ommunity
iarden
Jsage

One (1) per
æmmun¡ty

garden

Visual Audit

Good )ver 8æ/6 ofoarden Dlots utilized 4

Fai¡ i0 to 80% ol oûdtr Dlots utilized

Poor lO to 60% of otrdÐ Dlots utilized a

Critical X) lô ¿ôol ôf derlÐ nlôls utiliTPd 1

:esl¡vals 3ne ( l) per pãl ManagÈ
ment P¡m

Pre-
audiU
Post-
Audit

Yes
:6tivalg organlzed events take plaæ ln fìe

t

No 'lo fest¡vals d events take Dlace in Dark 1

iducational
:acilities

One (1 ) per pafl ManagÈ
ment Plil

Pre-
audiU
Post-
Audit

)r6ence of lnlEpætative signage or

No
{o ¡ntspretal¡ve signage or eduætional

1

qccessi-

rility Social )ne (1) per pafl Manage
ment Plm

Pre-
audiU
Post-
Audit

Yes

Ly w¡r(s¡ Pr4o v¡

neetlng trea for uæ by a wriety of uss
foups, prefembly w¡th event posl¡ng

5

No
{o communlty æntre, plua or mee'ting trea

I

Physical f,ne ( 1) per pañ Visual Audil

Yes

Ì0% or moE of entmnæs, pahways, rel
treas and f¿cilities meel CSA acæsdbility

10

No
ISA aæesibl¡tjy slmdards not met ¡n 7æ,6

o 100/6 of fìe Dark 1
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r,laþr
lomponent

iuÞ
þmponEnl
)m

luÞ
bmpomnt

Sample
Sze/

Frequenry

Rating
Mettod

Data Rating ìating Description
Poss,

Rating

\,laftet¡ng ìeneral
rnd

fargeted
nlormatton
rrovision and
nterpretation

)ne (1) per pal Media/
Visual

Post-
Audit

Yes

Pr6eñtatjon of park ¡nfomation and genæl
progEmming though me or more souræ;
induding newdettæ, annual reporß. evmts
alendare, w¡ldlife ¡nfomat¡on md/or

4

No
No presntatjon of pai( lnfmation rædily

rromotional )ne(1)perpan Media/
Visual

Posl-
Audit

Yes

Park prmot¡m and value to potmlial
inveslffi eviderìl wih s¡gnage tìreghðt
citv and oafts and w¡th medla ævæoe 4

No No oark ormotim w¡dðt
:vents,/
:estivals

)ne ('l) per pen Media/
Visual

Post-
Audit

Yes
Prmot¡m of specjñc evenls ûìrcugh
d^ñââa ñad¡â ñvaEââ ñêUdaffa 4

No !o orômotion of soec¡fc events

\¿lanagement tlanage-
rnent Plan vlanagemenl

:-xperience/
(nowledge

)ne ('l) per pan Manage
ment Staff

Post-
Audit

Manageß hwe a bræd Enge ol sk¡lls md
infomatim regrding horticultuEl and

ävircnmental ¡sses. marketing public

10

No
t4anageß w¡tl natrtr skill and lmffiledge

nter-
rersonnel
lommun-
cation

)ne (1) per pan Manage
ment Plil

Post-
Audit

Yes

)ræedure ls æt ln place to avcid poor

Ðmmunlælion. providing slaff w¡th a dear
€næ old¡Ect¡on '10

No
!o proædure for eflæt¡ve æmmuniætion ¡n

3udget )ne (1) per parl Manag+
ment Plm

Post-
Audit

Yes
3udget æt dt, and spend¡ng w¡ülln budgel
dith dear and lmneeøt f sæl allo€tims 5

No

ludget not eslabl¡shed and/or spending

xtdde budget and/oruncleü or noÞ
ÉñcñârÂd fi<al âllM.ti^ñc

Public Service )ne ( 1) per parl ManagÈ
ment Plm

I-OSI

Audit

Yes

l¡anagemtrl plil ¡ncludes dission of: hw
he pffk æntibutesto ec¡e(al lsu6, he
na¡n purpGe ofthe dte, who ¡s using ¡t and
rho ¡s not usino lt

No

No management plan and/or¡nclusion of a

disss¡on regarding park cmtribution to
sdetal lsu6, main purpose of the parl( an(

Menagement
PIan
Implement-
alion

)ne (1) per pan

ment Plm
t'osl
Audit Yes

vlanagemtrt plm ¡s activdy utilized and
20

No
t4anagemflt plm is not aclively ut¡llzed or

1
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Figure 44. Saskatoon; Henry Kelsey Park
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Conclusions

The design of the Blended Audit System (BAS) has been embedded with the

theories and concepts of the presented visual theories and assessment systems. Each level

within this linear research builds on the previous and ultimately influences the final

product, the BAS.

The connections between management, design and public accountability,

discussed within Chapter One, situate the role of the open space audit systems. Park audit

systems such as the BAS have the potential to influence the relationship between

management design and public accountability in a positive way.

The tourism field, particularly Gunn's notion of 'vacationscape' explored in

Chapter Two, has links to open space audit systems. Concepts such as 'easy

comprehensibility' and 'capacity to satisfy' are represented within the BAS under the

'pattems of use' and in a broad sense within the rating of physical elements such as

lighting and benches. 'Basis in environment' is integrated throughout the vegetation,

water feature and inigation ratings. 'Owner control' is represented with the sections

regarding the management plan, the maintenance, marketing and usage patterns.

Visual preference and landscape evaluation theories such as the prospect-refuge,

information processing, human habitat and cross-cultural variation form much of the

underlying basis for the selection of the major components of BAS and of the point

allocation system. It is critical in the development of an audit to explore various theories

of why certain physical components may be seen as more important in determining

comfort levels and restoration capabilities of open spaces.

In the case of any audit development, it is critical to explore and understand the

context in which it functions. Two separate park systems were selected for exploration in

this research; the City of Saskatoon parks in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan and the national

level of parks in the United Kingdom. Knowledge of each of these systems allowed for a

more complete understanding of each of their respective park audit systems; the PICA

system and the Green Flag Awards. These systems, along with some other visual
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assessments, pedestrian audits and environmental audits that have been briefly explored,

have directly influenced the BAS major components, the method of application and the

point allocation system. A combination of personal experience and literary

understanding have allowed for a blending of these audits to create the BAS.

Each of these research components has ultimately contributed to the final product

of this practicum; the Blended Audit System. While the two major audit systems studied

in this research, the PICA and the Green Flag Award systems have influenced the BAS,

each research component is an integral part of the BAS. This audit has been developed to

not only demonstrate a possible practical application of the information and theoretical

ideals of public accountability, visual preference and landscape value assignment, but

also to demonstrate how each of these relates to landscape architecture. For reasons of

increasing environmental awareness, public accountability and tightening budgets, open

space and park audit systems should be considered a critical part of any park design.

Audit systems encompassing a broad range of physical and social park components,

while remaining tailored to specific contexts, such as the PICA, Green Flag Awards or

the Blended Audit System, should be in the forefront any park designer's mind.
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Appendix A: Strengths and Weakness of PICA, Green Flag Awards &
the Blended Audit System for application in Saskatoon

P¡CA Green Flaq Award Blended Audit Svstem
Strenoth Weakness Strenqth Weakness Strength Weakness

Development of a
fscal amount to
be used for
budgetary
decisions

Fiscal amounts
can fluctuate
independently of
actual park
condition;
skewinq results

Points system
allows for
consistent
comparison
between parks
and vears

No direct
relationship
between fiscal
decisions and
audit results

Points system
allows for
consistent
comparison
behveen parks
and vears

No direct
relationship
between fiscal
decisions and
audit results

Opportunity for
flexibility of fiscal
value assignment

Fiscal value
assignment may
not be indicative
of societal value
assignment

Opportunity for
flexibility of points
value
assignment;
indicative of
societal value
assionment

Point assignment
can become
reactive rather
than proactive to
trends

Opportunity for
flexibility of points
value
assignment;
indicative of
societal value
acsi¡nmcnt

Point assignment
can become
reactive rather
than proactive to
trends

Rating
assignment
language specifìc
and focused on
physical
attributes (e.9.
"up to 5 broadleaf
leaves); allowing
for repeatable
results

Rating
assignment
language specific
and focused on
physical
attributes (e.9.
"up to 5 broadleaf
leaves); does not
allow for
individual
situation
consideration or
social aspects

Rating
assignment
language (e.9.
"appropriate
provision for
community")
allows for
personal rating
judgments; rating
allows for
consideration of
remarkable
conditions

Rating
assignment
language (e.9.
"appropriate
provision for
community")
allows for
personal rating
judgments; rating
assignment may
not be repeatable

Rating
assignment
language and
points
assignment (e.9.
"Over 800,6 of
garden plots
utilized") blends
rating of physical
and social
components

Rating
assignment
language and
points
assignment (e.9.
"Over 800,6 of
garden plots
utilized") may not
allow for
remarkable
situations and all
components may
not repeatable

Value assign for
points allows for
fiscal
connections

NO COnneCIrOn

between social
values and audit
results

Averag¡ng of
scores for major
sections of audit
allows for even
rating of
components

Averaging of
scores for major
sections of audit
does not allow for
connection
between social
values and audit
results

Point assignment
allows for
connection
between social
values and aud¡t
results

Point assignment
not connected to
fiscal conditions

Opportunity to
identiff specific
safety issues and
problem areas

Numerous safety
issues have the
ability to
inaccurately
skew fiscal
results and
overall park
ratinq

Opportunity to
identiff general
areas of concern;
e.g. safety or
cleanliness

The lack of
specific
informat¡on may
delay response
to issues

Opportunity to
identiff specific
safety issues and
problem areas
independent of
points
assignment

F¡scal
relationship to
areas of issues
done
independently of
audit; may not be
consistent

Rigorous detail
assessed for
major audit
components

Major audit
components not
comprehensive in
regard to social
value assignment

Major audit
components
include
comprehensive
social evaluation
of parks

Major audit
components not
assessed with
objective detail

Major audit
components
comprehensive
for physical and
social
components of
oark

Comprehensive
nature of study
requires portions
of audit to be
completed in
separate years

Well-received by
management as
an inaugural
assessment

Not well-known in
the public realm;
mandatory
participation may
limit motivation
for excellence

High park
participation
levels and
aspirations of
award
excellence; high
profile with
nuhlie

Volunteer
participation may
limit the number
of parks
participating in
audit

nla nla
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Appendix B: PICA Ratinq Griterix a

Major
ComDônent

Sub-
Component

One

Sub-
Component

Two SâmDle Size
Rating
Method Rat¡nd Ratind DescriDtion

Turf Areas lun
Condition

weed
Count

30m by 30m Visual Sood Jo to 5 bDadleaf reeds
tr i to 10 broadleafweeds

lritiæl fver 10 broadleafweeds

Turf Density 30m bY 30m VisuaU
Touch

3ood Grass blades close together, flat and dark green, appearing as one
continuous ground cover, can not see thatch or so¡l unless blades
moved aside

-atr Grass blades not close together, individual planb obvious, blades
somewiìat f¡at and dark green, thatch or soil can be seen through tur

lritical Grass blades not close together, blades square and needlelike,
thatch or soil ¡s easilv seen thrcuoh turf cove

Thatch
Density

30m by 30m VisuaU
Touch

3ood Thatch is v¡sible, but not accumulated when f¡ngers raked through
samole area

-atr Thatch can be accumulated by rak¡ng fingers through, thatch

^^m^^côd ^;m-r¡h' ^f ^r'êê ^l¡ñ^¡ñ^c

lrilical Thatch is not evident, turf may be ur'orn or soìl compacted or thatch
¡an ha ra¡âìh¡ a¡¡¡'ñ"|ârôd h\, ÞLiñô fiñ^ôF thr !'ôl

Grading as ldtrtified Edically
orllnearly,slm, 1s

5m, 5 s 20m

Visual Safetv V¡sible Dondinq area Þoses a safetv concern to users
rlant
3mwlh

y'isible ponding area negat¡vely affecting plant growth

lrrigation as rdfltned Ed¡call)
orl¡neafiy,s1m, 1s

5m. 5 5 20m

Visual lead
)amaoe

q circular dry patch in an irrigated area

rru-I q larcer aEa of dry turf to indicated a valve or line problem

:xcess
Vloislure

q u,€t or mo¡sture damaged area due to over irrigation

Turf Wear as rdfltrfied Edlcall)
orl¡nearly.s'lm, 1 5

5m. 5 s 20m

Visual redestrian luts orwear caused by pedestrian use

r'ehicle ìuts or wear caused by veh¡cle use

lrrigation as ldtrt¡fied, Ste
spec¡fic

Visual Vleter Pit )amage to meter pit, requiring repair/replacement

lontrol
labinel
Jamaoe

)amage to control cab¡net, requ¡ring repair/replacement

y'alve Box )amage to valve box, requ¡r¡ng repa¡r/replacemenl

Soccer/
Football

Goal Areas 30m by 30m Visual 3ood irass blades close together, flat and dark green, appearing as one
)ontinuous ground cover, can not see thatch or soil unless blades
noved aside

-atr irass blades not close together, ¡nd¡v¡dual plants obvious, blades

'omewhat 
flat and dark green, thatch or soil can be seen through tur

lritical jrass blades not close together, blades squaE and needlel¡ke,
h.l^h 

^r.^¡l 
¡ê 

^-.ilrr.âãã 
+hñ'r^h +"t^^\,ô

Centre Field 30m Þy 30m Visual 3ood irass blades close together, flat and dark 9reen, appearing as one
)ontinuous ground cover, can not see thatch or soil unless blades
noved asìde

-atr irass blades not close together, individual plants obvious, blades
;omewhat f¡at and dark green, thatch or soil can be seen through tur

lritical irass blades not close together, blades square and needle-l¡ke,

hatch or soil is easilv seen throuoh turf covê

f,verall Turf
londition

Weed
Count

30m by30m Visual 3ood Jp to 5 broadleaf weeds
- atr ì to 10 broadleaf weeds

--rilical )ver 10 broadleafweeds

Turf Densìty 30m by 30m Visual,
Touch

3ood irass blades close together, flat and dark green, appearing as one
)ontinuous ground cover, can not see thatch or soil unless blades

-atr irass blades not close together, ind¡vidual plants obvious, blades
iomewhat flat and dark green, thatch or so¡l can be seen through tur

--ritical ìrass blades not close together, blades square and needlelike,
hâ+^h 

^. 
.^il ¡ê 

^âêih, 
côôn lhñ'r^h Ì' 

'4 ^^\,ô
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Major
Comnônênt

Sub-
Component

One

Sub-
Component

Two SamÞle Size
Rat¡ng
Method Ratino Rat¡nd Desc¡iDtion

soccer/
Football
(cont.)

)verall Turf

--ondilion
þnt.)

Thatch
Density

30m by 30m Visual,
Touch

Sood Thatch ¡s v¡sible, but not accumulated when f¡ngers raked through
samole area

Fair Thatch can be accumulated by raking f¡ngers through, thatch
comoosed orimarilv of orass cliDoinos

lritical Thatch ¡s not evident, turf may be \¡,orn or soil compacted or thatch

Field
Problems

as ldstifed Visual Ground
Squirrel
f)amane

{rea impacted by burrows

Sradinq r'¡sìble pondinq, diameter reported

lrriqation qrea affected bv damaqed ¡rriqatìon

Ball
D¡amonds

lnfield
Condilions

Layout one mtjng per ¡nfdc Visual Yes -ayout of ¡nf¡eld proportionally is correct and true to deslgn ¡ntent

No -ayout of infield proportionally is not correct or true to des¡gn intenl

Weed
Gmuth

one mting pef ¡nl¡dc Visual !o weeds oresent
\lo /Veeds pesenl

¡jUnacrng
Material

one mt¡ng per inf¡dc Visual Sood Shale

-ÀI Screened aooreoate/sand/soil mix
loor rredom¡nantlv so¡l

Grading one Ét¡ng per inlldc Visual Sood 3rade is uniform through infield wilh evidence of recent scarificat¡on

-atr 3rade ¡s un¡form except for runn¡ng paths and sunounding bases,
!w;dôñ^ô 

^f 
c^âdfi^âri^ñ

)oor 3rade is uneven, w¡th depressions along running paths and
;urrÕundino bases no evidence of scar¡ficãt¡or

Outfield
Condition

Weed
Counl

30m by 30m Visual 3ood JÞ to 5 broadleaf \¡€eds
-atf ; to 10 broadleafweeds

lritical )ver 10 broadleafweeds

Turf Densi\ 30m by 30m Visual/
Touch

Sood irass blades close together, flat and dark green, appearing as one
)ontìnuous ground cover, can not see thatch or soil unless blades

-atr 3rass blades not close together, indiv¡dual plants obv¡ous, blades
;omewtìat flat and dark green, thatch or soil can bê seen through turi

lritical irass blades not close together, blades square and needle-l¡ke,
hâl^h 

^? 
c^¡l ìê ô-.ih/ Êôôñ thñ' 

'^h 
t' 

'É ^^wô

Thatch
Density

30m Þy 30m Visua[/
Touch

3ood lhatch ¡s v¡sible, but not accumulated when fìngers raked through

-atr Ihatch can b€ accumulated by rak¡ng f¡ngers through, thatch
)omposed primarily of grass clippings

lritical lhatch is not evident, turf may be u,orn or soil compacted or thatch
)an be read¡lv accumulated bv rakino fìnoers throuot

Ground
Souirrel

one Ëting Visual les \rea affected by qround squirrel damaqe

Vo \rea not affected bv oround souinels

Turf
Problems

as ldÐtif ed
¡ndivÌduelly

Visual 3round
>'quirrel
lamane

\rea ¡mpacted by burrows

3radino /¡s¡ble pond¡n g, diameter reported

rriqation \rea atrected by damaged irrigation

Pathways Asphalt Surface
Condition

as idat¡f¡ed l¡neafly
s1m, lssrn,6 s
20m. æs 10ùn

Visual -arr \ggregate ¡s uniformly held together, some loose part¡cles, cracks uF

o 3mm wide
foor qggregate ¡s not uniformly held together, numerous loose part¡cles,

:mcks over 3mm wide

lrilìcal qggregate is loose, surface appearing gravelly, numerous cracks
r\,ô¡ ?mñ r¡,idô

öncKvunrt
Pavers

5Unece
Condilion

as ¡dtrtrfied lineañy,
s'lm, 1ssrn,6 s
20m. æ s '10ùn

Visual -atr Surface start¡ng to crack, ch¡p, flake, but alignment is st¡ll ¡n tact

)oor Surface has several cracks, chips or flak¡ng caus¡ng sl¡ght separatior
)f matêrials, plant ¡ntrusions ev¡dent, surface still aligned

lritical Surface is rough due to numerous cracks, ch¡p6 and/or flak¡ng that
has caused separation of material more than 5mm in any direction
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Major
Comoonent

Sub-
ComponErd

One

Sub-
Component

Two Sample Size
Rating
Method Rat¡nq Râlind Dêscr¡Dtíon

)athways

cont.)
Concrete Surface

Condition

as idmt¡f ed l¡neady,
s1m, 1ssrn,6 s
20m. æ s 10ûn

Visual -atr iurface start¡ng to crack, chip, flake, but alignment ¡s st¡ll ¡n tact

)oor turface has several cracks, chips or flaking causing slight separation
)f materials, plant intrusions evident, surface still aligned

)ritical ìurface is ough due to numerous cracks, chip6 and/or flaking that
ras caused sepamtion of materìal more than 5mm in any direct¡on,

^l,h+ 
iñ+n,ci^ñ.

Aggregate Surface
Condition

as ldtrt¡fied lineañy,
51m, 15srn,6 5
20m, æ s 100rn

Visual -atr iurface may show some uneven areas due to erosion or veh¡cle use,

leviations in grade no more than '1omm deep, plant gmwth along

foor ìurface may show some uneven areas due to eros¡on or vehicle use,

Jev¡ations in grade more than 10mm deep, weeds grow¡ng at edges
rnd in middle

lritiel iurface ìs rough due to cracking, erosion, or vehicle damage,
;eparation of material moÍe than 10mm. Plant material has shown
:i^^f,ì^-ñr ¡n+ñ,ê¡^ñ ;ñ+^ ê¡ÁôÊ à^A.tté.^¿

)alhway

Mdth

as rdmtrìed ìrneafly.
s'lm. 1ssrn,6 s
20m, æ< 10ûn

Visual {oted only if pathway was less than 2.4m wide

Bollards Condition/
Effec-livenes

as ldfftified Iinearly.
<'lm. 1ssrn,6 s

2Om,¿mm

Visual nefrective lollards vertical, secure and conform to design ¡ntent, with random
rn¡ts missinq or damaqed

s ìequired lollards may not be vertical, secure or conform to design intent, w¡th
wo or more un¡ts miss¡no or damaoed

T¡ees Tree Health all tree canopy Visual 3ood L0% or less d¡sease or dieback in canoov
-etf 10 to 250,6 disease ordieback in canopv
)oor ¿5 to 50% disease or dieback in canopv

'4ore 
than 50% disease or dieback ¡n canoov

I ree
Damage

Trunk as t6ãtrfie0. unrt Visual tr lark broken. but camb¡um laver not exposed
toor lark broken and cambium layer exposed ¡n an area less than 1ocm

lritical lark broken and cambium layer exposed almost completely around

Root as idfltified. un¡t Visual :air loots shallow and exposed resultinq ìn damage
)oor ìoob exposed and damaqed in cultivated areas

lrilical ìootrs exÞosed and damaqed bv excavation

Natural¡zed
Areas

Grasd
Herbaceous

Ground
Cover

one mling per 20
square mefæ of be(

Visual ìood ìraslherbaceous plant material un¡formly covering soil, with gaps n

ess than 1 metre in diameter
'âtr irasvherbaceous plant material un¡formly but thinly covering so¡1,

vith oaos aoæarino scattered thrcuoh bed
)oor ìrass/herbaceous plant material spares cover over soil, gaps app€a

Ground
Cover
Variety

one mtrng pef 20 Visual Good /ariety ¡s consistent throughout site, few ¡nvas¡ve weeds
squafe Fair -imited variety of plant material found throughout site, ¡nvas¡ve weed

ipecies are colon¡zing and cro$¡ling out desired plants

Poor )nly one or two plant spec¡es throughout site, invasive weed species

Trees and
Shrubs

Species
Variety

one Et¡ng per 20 Visual Good {l soecies frcm olant l¡st aE evident and orowino
square Fair lnly approximately 50% of sp€cies from plant l¡st are ev¡dent

Poor Less than 25% of species from plant list are ev¡dent and growing

Nalufalrzalrc
n

one Et¡ng per 20
square metæ of be(

Visual Sood {l spec¡es from plant list are d¡splay¡ng natulal propagat¡on by at
ôâèt 

^ñô 
iñèbñ^ô ìñ ô.^h 

^l-ñ+ihÃ 
h-.

-e[ )nly approx¡mately 50% of species from plant l¡st are display¡ng
latural propagation by at least one ¡nstance in each planting bed

Pool -ess than 25% of spec¡es from plant l¡st displaying natural
lroDaoat¡on bv at least one instance in each olant¡no bed
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Major
ComÞonent

Sub-
Componont

Ono

Sub-
Componsnt

Sample Size
Rat¡ng
Method Ratinq Rat¡no Descr¡Dt¡on

Natural¡zed Native Plant
Stands

Deadfall one mtjng per 20 Visual 3ood Non apparent

Afeas (cont. squafe -atr lsolated locations
loor Numerous and orevalent throuqhout area

Re-Growth one mt¡ng per 20 Visual 3ood Numerous and Þrevalent throuqhout area
square -eÍ Ev¡dent throuqh 50o/o oÍ area

)oor Limìted and hard to locate
one mting per 20 Visual 3ood Limìted and in small areas. less than 1 metre dia

squafe -âtr Limited but in larger areas greater than 1 metre in dia

)oor Evident thoughout and/or in sevelal large areas, greater then 1 metft
in dia

Shrubs General
Condition

one mting per 20
square mefæ of bec

Visual Sood PIants requ¡re thìnning, little or no leaf development except on outsid
of plant less than 25% disease or dieback

-arr )¡ants requ¡re th¡nn¡ng, some suckering, between 25 and 50%
lisease or d¡eback

lrilical Plants have excess¡ve suckering, evidence or root or stem rot,
ñ"ñâr^',- 

^l¡ 
rr,^^¡r, kÉñ^L^- ^\¡^. Ã^0/- r;-^--^ ^r ¡i^kâ^l

Density one Elrng per 20 Visual ìood lanoov cover th¡n olants are healthv
-a'|. lanopy cover does not exist, plants are healthy

lritical lanopy cover does not exist, plants are not healthy, irregularly

Weed
llmr¡Íh

one Etrng pef 20 Visual vlodemle {veEoe 5-1 0 weedsi/souare metê
Jeavv ryeEoe ove|l0 weedvsouaæ metre

Mulch one Etrng per20
square mefs of bec

Visual \dequate Mulch relatively new, betM,€en 50 and 100mm th¡ck, few to no weeds
c^¡l 

^. ^Þcc ^l¡ñâiñ^c
'leavy Vlulch over 1 00mm thick, show¡ng ev¡dence of excess¡ve moisture

nadequate Mulch grey in colour and mulch fib€rs somewhat decayed, between
10 and 25mm thick, contamination w¡th soil and/or other dead plant
material

)ritical So¡lv¡s¡ble thouoh mulch or mulch non-existent

Flowerbeds Soil
Condition

every 10 sq. metrs
of bed

VisuaU
texture

/ery Good Soil falls away from trou,€¡ and read¡ly falls apart after removal from
bed, dispersal oforganic matter

-arr Soil clings to kowel, some identif¡able organ¡c matter

oor Soil cl¡nqs to tro!ì/el. no ¡dent¡f¡able orqanic matter

Edging one mt¡ng per bed V¡sual ìood
=dging 

l¡ne ¡s properly aligned and provides clear d¡st¡nct¡on beb¡,€en
æd and surôund¡no material

-ârr idging line is not prcperly aligned, but not further off couse than
icm dist¡nction betreen b€d and suround¡no materia

)oor :dgìng line is not properly align or is undist¡nguishable, edg¡ng fails
o seDarated b€d from surround¡nos

Weed
Populalion

every 10 sq. metr6
of bed, 25 by 25m

Visual ìood June: Less than 10 weeds per sample area
l',lwr^¡,^".1. I 

^êè 
lhãñ Ã r¡Áô¡. 

^^? 
êâñ^lâ

-atf june: 10-20 \¡/eeds per sample area
l"lv/Ailñilcl I ôcc thâñ ln u,ôô.lc nô

lriticel ,une: More than 20 weeds per sample area
,ulv/Auoust Less than 20 weeds Der samolê aÞá

Effecl tvenes
s of Design

one Et¡ng per bed Visual Sood 3ed ¡s well des¡gned and presents and effect¡ve appropriate image to
lark users or passers by lmage is su¡table for the context
vlaintenance ¡s appropr¡ate for the location and design.

-atr led is appropriate for the location but design, size or level of
naìntenance is not aoorooriate for the location or intent.

)oor led ¡s poorly des¡gned or ¡nappropriate in th¡s location ofthe park.

vla¡ntenance ¡s weak and b€d presents a poor image to users or

Adapted from City of S askatoon Pa rlæ Iw en tory ard C ondi ti on Au d i t, 2005.
Adapted with permission from the City of Saskatoon Parks Branch.
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C: Grcen Award Ratino Criteria
Major Component sub€orponñt On6 Acceptable Ratlng Descrlpllon

A Welcom¡ng Place Entrance Signage .good quality, easy to read
-rell-mainta¡ned, clear of vandalism
-states oMer informat¡on. behaviour qu¡delines

Physical Access .close prox¡mity to publ¡c transport
.safe pedestr¡an/vehicle ¡nteractions
{ycling permitted

'restricted vehicle access
-^lô.. ôñiÉ6^ô/ôw;h

Soc¡al Access .meels requ¡rements of local groups
.universally accessible
.benches/rest areas accessible and frequent, with semi-private spaces incorporated into

les¡gn
.hosts a rich and adventurous ser¡es of events to attract new users
.staff easilv identifiable

Aspects of Design design ¡s attractjve, innovat¡ve, timeless, appropriatê and f¡ls within ¡ts surround¡ng contexl
rnd maintenance regìme
blandness ¡s avoided, arucrafrsmanship level ¡s high

stylist¡c ¡nnovat¡on is encouraged
usage of dur¿ble and env¡ronmentally susta¡nable mater¡al
temporary structures avoided for long-term usage
design is suìtable for financial Iimitations
olantìnq should not be hiqh maintenancÉ

Health & Safety Well Be¡ng promotes heatthy liv¡ng choices
inclusion of fitness tlails/jogging routes, gu¡ded health walks
development and promotion of park as sports venue
inclusion of sem¡-private rest areas

^h¡ldrôh^,^rihâ 
Þ^^lô ôã^^ii¡âÂôd +Ã 

^hv.i^.lh¡ 
ñlâv

Equipment &

Facilít¡es

to¡lets, dr¡nk water founta¡ns, flrst aid/emergency ¡nformation prov¡ded

utilization oftrees for shade surround¡ng play structurel sports feld
ch¡ldren's play equipment to meet nat¡onal standards, be safe and appropriately placed,

)quipment functions properly
dogs excluded fmm play areas
hard surfacino rell-dmined. clean and free from hazards

Secur¡ty -adequate superu¡sion ìn parks/play aeas, promot¡on of play aÞas that are available only t(
adults if accompany¡ng a child
-adequate govemment co-ordinatìon w¡th local and natìonal levels regardìng security and
invotvement of local commun¡ty
-use of design factors to prevent unsafe conditions, light¡ng in areas used at night with
pol¡ce/c¡tizen patrols
-l¡ttle to no cash being handled on s¡te
-hazards clearlv marked

Dog Control -adopt¡on of Dogs Act 1 996
-creat¡on of dog-free zones
-provision of dog waste b¡ns ¡n dog areas
-Þromotion of resÞonsible doq ownersh¡p throuqh Þroqrammino choices (¡.e. doq shows)

Maìntenance &
Cleanl¡ness

Litter & Waste -chewing gum disposal awareness
-attractive well-maintained litter bins
-¡mplementation of staff policy (at all levels) to pick up trash when they see it
litter collection directly following peak hours
-waste storage out of site and waste transported off site as quickly as possible
-commst¡no of horticultuEl Mste

Grounds
Maintenance

-high standard of maintenance; egular shrub pruning, flouærbeds weeded regularly, lakes
managed as healthy ecosystems, edges of grassed areas tr¡mmed and mowed
-grounds maintenance contracb not evaluated only on cost, consideEtion of awading
smaller, special¡zed contract to highly trained sp€cial¡sts
-^t I hli^ iñw^lvêd u,hêñê\/êr ñ^cc¡hlô

Bu¡lding

Management &
Ma¡ntenance

-buìldings should be used and \¡/ell cared for, includ¡ng maintenance of brickwork, roof¡ng,
gutterin g, M,oodwork, painted surfac¡ng
-refurbishment should improve bu¡lding loÕk/function/sustainabil¡ty
-ñ6rI h,'ildiñ^c ft ¡ñiñ dôci^ñ 

^^ñtô* 
.^d 

^"16ñr 
añwi¡^^m6ñlâl cbñdãrdc

Equipment
Ma¡ntenance (Staff

-staff are appropnately tlarned wth equ¡pment wth only tra¡ned staff operated cutüng
-risk assessment regarding equipment usage in place
-high level of operational maintenance for equipment
-surface and foul water drains aoDrÕoriatelv marked

Equipment
Maintenance

lPilhli^\

-da¡ly visual inspections
-$,€ekly techn¡cal ¡nspect¡ons for equ¡pment
-annual ¡nspections by independent specialisE
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Major Component subComond Onc Acceptable Rallng Descrlpllon

Conservation &

Heritage
Cultural 'reflection ofthe relat¡onship between people and their surround¡ngs

desion consideß recommendations from Enolish Heritaoe
/Vater Managemen -water use eff¡cient

-sepaEte management plans forMter features as healthy ecosystems
-prevention of leaf (and other) l¡tter from enter¡ng w"terways
-use of borehole water to supply static water features
-marginal and aquatic vegetation establ¡shment
-management and control of fish and wildfowl numbers
-Mterfeatures have gentle slopes
-¡mpacts of recreational uses are considered with ev¡dence ¡n design and management of
mter features

rees & Woodlandr -identification ofwoodland areas, value placed on older stands
-ecological assessments carried out w¡th management plans in place
-lvoodlands created when appropriate w¡th various canopy levels
-when indigenous plant material is íntroduced, it is locally collected and grown
-dôâd,rh^d âhd ¡ô^âv¡ñ^ ñâÌôdâl lôft,rAôñ â^^r Ãdâtô

Grasslands -establishment of meadow areas w¡thin park: clear establishment of boundaries with mowinl

strips between formal lawns and naturaliz¡ng meadows
-use of grazing an¡mals for meadow management when appropriate
-ñôrd^ú, âñd ñâi,,¡âl¡r6d 

^ÉêÊlâñáê 
rôlâiô l^ lhô dôê¡^ñ 

^^ñiôû
Other Habitats -establìshment ofwetlands, heath lands, salt marshes, inter-tidal mud areas where

âññ.^^.iâ+ô t^ ê".hÍñd¡ññ ^^ñtôd
Fauna -creation of r¡ght hab¡tats for wild an¡mals

-presence of nest boxes for birds and bats
-creatìon of fenced off areas for bird^/úìldlife establishment
-introduction of animals only to su¡table ecosystems
-incormrat¡on of b¡rd feed¡no stations for oubl¡c inteÞst

Geological/
Physical Featues

utilization of experts to ¡dentify notable features
development of education and ¡nterpretation materials to highlight features
creation of geological interest by ident¡ry ¡n rocks usêd ¡n curbs, paving and other hard
andscaoino elements

Conservat¡on
lLandscaæ)

ident¡f¡cat¡on and protection ofthe relat¡onships between the landscape features by
ncorcoEt¡no ¡nto master desion and ærk manaoement

Conservation (Built
Env¡ronment)

¡dent¡t¡cation of important built structures; development of a management plan in
lccordance with subsequent requ irements

attemDùs have been made to helo Þark users to understand the imÞortance of the bu¡ldinos

H¡stor¡cal Characte -important views and v¡stas are maintained
-style and standard of horticultural d¡splays harmonize with the site's historical character
.efiorts have b€en made to prov¡de for cont¡nuity in histor¡c collect¡on of trees, shrubs and
lrnamental arch¡tectural deta¡ling
.replacement features conserve o¡'enhance the sìte's h¡stor¡c character
.historic features are intact and in usc

Community
lnvolvement

Pattems of Use -managers and Fr¡ends Groups demonstrate basic understanding of patterns of use, numb{
of parks users, ma¡n attractions of each park
-usage numbers and patterns are monitored
-household survevs utilized

Local User
lnvolvement

-delegation of children's play areas, boat¡ng lakes, wildlife aeas, hort¡cultuEl therapy
gardens, sports fac¡lities, youth shelteß, street sport s¡tes to specialized commun¡ty groups
-established posts for park rangers, community park ofi¡cers, play workers, sports staff, dog
Mrdens and neiohbourhood wardens

Facilities -park demonsùates appropriate Ievel of fac¡lity provisions ior many sectors of community
-evenùs and fest¡vals are controlled in regard to advertlsing and commercial opportunities
and freouencv of eventrs

Children's Play -ch¡ldren's play is encouraged throughout the site, not just ¡n designated areas
-involvement of children ¡n play area decisions
-õlãv ml¡cv in olâcê in manaõement olan

Educational -commìtment to environmental education ev¡dent; simple walk¡ng programmes, areas of
ñârL Áôê¡ññârÂd f^¡ ôd"^âl¡^^âl 

"câ^ô 
cêh^^l h^lidâv ñhÃÞmñ¡ñâ

Ooen4all .park meets requ¡rements of D¡sabrl¡ty uiscnmrnat¡on Act 199t



Major Component Sub4orpond¡t On6 Acceptable Ratlng Descrlpllon

lvlarketing lnTormaüon

Provision &
lntêmrêtât¡ôn

-presentation of ¡nformation and interpretation; newsletters, annual reports, events
calendars, w¡ldl¡fe informat¡on, s¡te management plans, regular press releases, prcmotion o
mrks. website inclusion

Events .incorDoration of events suìtable for park size and des¡on and community qroups

Promotion -parks promotion ev¡dent in signage, media coverage, notjce-boards throughout park and
c¡ty
-^lôâr ¡ñr^rñâfi^À âb',t 

^â.L 
âñÀ tê \É1"ô âwâilâhlô f^. Mtôñti2l fi!ñãôc

Green Flag Award
M â rkêtìhô .mst Green Flao AMrds ut¡lized in ærk oromot¡onal l¡terature

Management Public Serv¡ce -discussion w¡thin management plan of how park contr¡butes to soc¡etal ¡ssues, the ma¡n
puroose of site, who ¡s us¡nq ¡t and who is not

Personnel -managers have a broad range ofsk¡lls and ¡nformat¡on regarding horticultuEl and
envircnmental issues, marketing, public consultations, media management
-plan is in place to help: ellminate poor commun¡cation, provide staff w¡th a clear sense of
d¡rection and make clear links with other key areas of council polic¡es with relat¡on to park

F¡nanc¡al -spending w¡thin budget
-management plan sets forw¿rd financial priorities, future investments, pricing policies and
Dlans for ra¡sino revenue

lmolementation .manaoement otan rs aclvelv uIilzec

Urban Park Assessment II2

Information summarized from Green FIag Award website.

Available at: htþ://www.greenflagaward.org.uky'manuaV. Accessed May 2007.
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Park Size (ha):
Assessment Date:

Appendix D: Blended Audit System Score Sheet
Park Name:
Park Address:
Classification:

M4or Componsnt
srb-

CqrFqìqn
Gre

SJÞ
CtrpqHl

Trc
Rating

NUm.

Valu€/
Poss.

Rating I Rating 2 Rating 3 Rating 4 Rating 5 Rating 6
No. of

Ratings

Tfl.
Tü.

Sum

Park Jur¡stictiln n/a n/a

n/a
2ùk Size n/a nla n/â

Vain EnEanco tgnago U 0 0
ìaæment Yes 3

NO 1

.e9¡b¡lrty Yes 2
NO I

leditio Good 2
1

\æoss poln o t, 0
âerence ¡o
Ðtext

Ye5 2
No ¡

fotal Ach¡€ved
Va¡n Fnlfsnæ

n

Bounduiss 3d€s 0 lt o
.-qdit¡o Good 2

Pq 1

\cæss¡b¡lity Yes 2
NO 1

l€dgos o t, t,
imoilro Gd

Fâ¡r )
Pq I

.ences o 0 U

¡atenal wd 1

Metol 3
iødtro Gø 2

Pd 1

lolleds 0 0 0
:aditio Good 4

Fsir 3
?ü 2

cñt¡æì 'l

qchi€ved

lõrnalndÃc
0 0

'{ùd Surfaæs >dfh 0 n n
;unct¡d Walk¡ng nla

Lycrn9 nla

Cycl¡ng nla

Equestnan nla
\cæ5sìÞiltry Yes 3

No 1

;leannness Yes

No 1

àth Iyp€,
:ondlllon

0 n tì
\sphElt Good 4

Fatr 3
2

Çnl¡61

n 0 tl
Lrcl(s^Jnrt
lavss

Good 4
tsaI

Pø 2

U t, 0
;mcrele Gffi 4

FÊìr 3
Pq 2

Crit¡øl
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Major Component Cqrpqrmt
ûre

SrÞ
Cmpúsìt

Trc
Ral¡ng

NUm.

Valus/
Poss.

ìating I Rating 2 Rating 3 Rating 4 Rating 5 Rat¡ng 6
No. of

Rat¡ngr

Tfl.
Achleved

Sum

Tfl.

lard Sulaces

icont.)

'alh 
-fype/

:ondltlon
cont,)

0 0
\ggregate Good 4

Fair

Poof 2
Çn[øt 1

0 U 0
vd Gffi 4

Fâ¡Í

ffi 2
Cril¡61 1

0 0 0
)ededr¡an

¡ridge

Gæd 4
har
Pd 2

cnÙøl 1

'athmy/
load
ntsradlon

0 o o
Gd 4

(vehlcles) Falr

Pd 2
Criti€l 1

mftc colrd
)evices

Yes

No

4s0lcues
Vehldlar)

Yes 2
No

4salcues
Pedestrim/

Yes 2
No

,sldng 0 0 t,
hrt¡ng
;undid

Vehielar îh
Bicycìe nla

tfr qÞactry 9@ 4
Falr

ru 2
Cnt¡æl

0 0 0
\sphalt
¡rlace
lodit¡n

Good 4
FAI J
Pæa )

cnn@t 1

o 0 0
\ggregale
furface
:od¡tio

Gd 4
Fair

ffi 2
Critiæl

foÞl Achþvsd n 0

rndstap€d/
lorticultural,A¡eas

fræs 0 t, 0
Yes 3
NO

iree Health Good 4
tsof 3
Pø 2

1

útulch Good 4
FAr
Pd )

cnlt€l 1

lrunk Damag€ Fâir nla
PW nlã

Critìdl nla
ld hmage Fa[ nla

Pd nla
cnl¡€l nla
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M4or Componsnt
Srb-

Cqrpqrfit
q¡e

Srb-
CsnpqHl Rating

NUm.

Valus/
Poss.

tating I Rating 2 Rating 3 Rat¡ng 4 Rating 5 Rating 6
No. of

Rat¡ngs

Tü.
Tfl.

Sum

Ls¡dscap€d/
HortÍculturalAreas

Shrubs 0 0 U

ìhrub Variety Yes 3

(cont) NO

Shrub Heelth Go.d 4
Far
Pq

cnt¡€l
rueeo qwn Yes

NO 4
sutcn (tr 4

Fair

w 2
Crìli@l

;loref- Doo! 0 0 o
rlanl Vanety Yes 3

NO

rlãnl Heâlth Goad 4
FAr 3
Pd

¡rreed G*th Yes

No 4
:õglng Yes J

No

n¡ff 0 0 0
rngat¡m Type lrrigated nla

uryan0 nla
rueed Cdnt Good 4

FAI 3
Pffi 2

cnÙ€l
Turfqral¡ty Good 4

FaI .1

ffi 7
cnl¡€l

tul Hdnl€r
mce

0 0 0
vltr¡ng Good 4

FAf
Pd 2

Crili6l
\emilo Yes 2

No I

.enilEaüe Yes 2
No

1

)esl Cdtrd Yes 2
NO

rrigat¡m Good 4
FaI 3
lü ?

cnti€l 1

jEdlng o 0 o
iuíwear Pedestfisn nla

nla
mgstim
)rcblems

teEo
damsge nla

nla

damage nta

Sensq
damage nla

Mcisture nla
fotalAch'r€v€d

0 0s¡uülÞu
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M4or Componsnt
SrÞ

Cqrpq$t
Cì€

Srb-
Crnp(,Ht Raling

t\um.
Vslue/
Poss.

Rating I Rat¡ng 2 Rating 3 Rating 4 Rat¡ng 5 Rat¡ng 6
No. of

Ratings

Tfl.
Achieved

Sum

Tü.

Nalive/ Naturalizsd :hæct-
rrlstlcs

0 0 0
fueas Ìigìn NÊlursl nla

Manmade îla
/alue Hish A

Medrum

Træ/ Shrub 0 0 0

\roas
\DC K¡ÞAnAn nh

lnland
multÌlaler

cancpy
nla

Cmopy îla

Ðeqes Varieq Good 4
FAI 3
Pd 2

1

ìegrwth Gæd 4
FA!T 3
Pd 2

1

túeed
nfestatìd

Good 4
FAI 3
Pd 2

I

JESSTÐú
,Vollmd/
H{bac-
,ous Aroas

U o o
llpe Hrpanan nla

lnland
Mull¡layer
Cúopy

nla

snEe
Can@y nla

Yes 5

NO
1

Ðecies Variett Good

Faß 3
Hq

Cnt¡Él 1

lÇær 4
Fa¡r 3
Pq

Critiel

I OtaI ACnþV60
Naturaliz€d Arcas n 0

Sporl6fi€lds TYpo of Fld( lø nlà
nla

Sortsfl6ld
Turf Ar€as

34 0 00
rngdrm lype lrngated nh

Drfand nla
lveed cÕnl Gd 4

Fair 5
Pq 2

Critiæl

tud qrslity Good 4
tsar J

Pg 2

[udWear Yes

NO 2
Ðorlsflold o o 0

Ðco
Gd 4
Fâir 3
lõ 2

Crit¡€l

\emt¡m Yes 2
NO

:ert¡liz8l¡m Yes 2
NO
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Maior Component
SJb-

Cqfpq¡qr
Gre

$Þ
Cmpdsrt Rating

Num.
Valus/
Pos.

lating 1 Rat¡ng 2 Rating 3 Rating 4 Rating 5 Rating 6
No. of

Rat¡ngs

Tfl.
Tfl.

Sum

Sportsñ€lds (cont) Ðonsfeto
Turf Malnt€r

)esl Cmtrd Yes 2
NO

rrigat¡d Good 4
FAÍ 3
Pd 2

rrigat¡6
)robleñs

Head
damage nh

damage nla
Cqtrd box

damage nla

damage nla
MdSture nla

ldt 0 tt 0

nfl6ld
.gyat Yes 3

No

veed q61h Yes 1

No

tudace
naterial

Good

Fsir

Pq 1

Good 3
Far

Htr
'ootbalU
Socc6r

0 0 0
.8y4r Yes 3

NO 1

i@t ffi Gø
FaI 3
ffi

Criliøl 1

læl(otball 0 0 0
.ayet Yes 3

NO 1

lasketball
{o.ps

Yes 3
NO 1

iftatopad tt n
.ayet Yes

No

iuface
naterial

Good 4
tsar 3
PæT

1

;mpoents Good 4
tsgtr

Pd 2

)ñ l€ash lt 0 U

neter Gd 4
Fåìr

æ 2
Critiél

ruaEe cmÙd Yes 4
No

.nuorBn 5

lay Ar€as
0 0 0

-Êydt
NO 1

Yes 2
NO

tumcrng Yes 2
No 1

lotal Achþved
1 0 0.0

nfrasùucturc .aclllfles 0 0 n
:Þsñ Bins Yes 2

NO 1
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Mainr Cnmmnonl
S¡b-

CqrFqrfit
ûE

Sib-
Cmpm6t

Trc
Rating

Num.
Valus/
Poss.

Rating 1 Rating 2 Rating 3 Rating 4 Rating 5 Rating 6
No. of Trl.

Tfl.
o/"Kaungf

Sum

lnfrasûuc{uro
(corìt)

:acllltlos

cont.)
lencñes/seat Good

4

FÊù 3
ffi 2

Crit¡æl 'I

ruâstffi Gæd 4
Fsir 3
Pæf 2

Criti€l 1

-¡ghtin9 Good 4
FAr 3
PW ?

un!æt 1

-lght¡ng
ìchme

Go.d 4
tsatr

Pd 2
cnùæt 1

lotal Achirv€d
0 0

Spschl FoatrrBs llslorlc 0 o o
iooilro Gd 4

Fsi
lü 2

bulpturesJ
\ft
ìacsment

U o o
i60ßo Gd 4

Fair

tr 2
Cnti6l ,l

0 t, t,

f,ús
)dditid Good

FAr 3
Pd

cn[Él
{mphl- 0 0 0

;odilro Good 4
tar 3
Pq

untót
r'€ndorc U o o

Gd 4
Fâir

ffi 2
Cril¡€l

;ountdns 0 0 n
)odil¡m Good 4

lar 3
Pd

cnl6l
lom tt 0

tonds
;dd[rd Gd 4

FEir 3
IJæT 2

unfl€t

Iot8l Achþved
Spechl Feat¡res 0 0

lommunity
nvolvomsnt

n 0 0
¡snsgement
\mreness

Yes b
No

;urye)E Yes

No 1

lmmunity
;ârdeñs

Yes

No 1
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M4or Componsnt
SrÞ

Cqrpqqn
q!€

Srb-
Cmpm$t Rat¡ng

NUm.

Valus/
Poss.

ìating I Rating 2 Rat¡ng 3 Rating 4 Rating 5 Rating 6
No. of

Rat¡ngr

Tfl.
Ach¡eved

Sum

Tü.

.;ommuntty
nvolvemsnt (cont.)

laltoms of
Js/ Evsnts
cont.)

immunrry Goad
uÉge Fair 3

Pd 2
Cdt¡@l 1

ed¡wls Yes

No 1

:duet¡eal
:acililies Yes 2

No I

læoss-
blllty

o 0 o
iæial Yes

No
¿nyscat Yes 10

No 1

foÞl Achþv€d
lommunity t, 0

\,.lüket¡rg 0 0 lt
tldmtm
)rwis¡m and Yes 4

No 1
rrmdroal Yes 4

No 1

:ed¡wls Yes 4

No I
lotalAchisved

0 0

l\,la¡agement üanago-
Tent Pl4

0 o
úanagement
aDqience/ Yes 10

Cìwiedge
No 1

nlef-peffinet
)mmun-
cal¡o

Yes 10

No
ludget Yes

No
)ublic Seruice Yes

No
¡anÊgemenl

Yes 20

atid
No

lotal Achþv€d
\,lenenomoni 0

Overall Park Rating (%)
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Appendix E: Example Park (Blended Audit System)
Park Name: Fake park A Park Size (ha): 23.45

ParkAddress: Fakesreet Assessment Date'. 2e,{rg-07
Classification: Mutt¡-Dstrtd

Maior Component
$b_

Cqrpemt
ùre

SrÞ
CÆpdÐt

Trc
Rat¡ng

NUm.

VaJu€/

Poss.
Rating 1 Rating 2 Rating 3 Rating 4 Rating 5 Rat¡ng 6

No. of
Ratlngs

Tü,
Tu.

Sum

tark Juristict'ron nIa n/a

nla
,trk SiTe îla nlB il¿
\,lain Enbancs lgnag€ 6 ts5. /

1aæmenl Yes

NO 1

Le9iÞilrty Yes 2
NO 1

bditid Good 2 2
cnÙ€l

pol¡ 2 2 100 0
âefcnce lo
Ðtcxt

Yes 2
No

totalAchi€v€d
úâin Fnkânæ 2 I 92.9

Eloundafiss iatss 0 n 0
:dditid Goôd ?

ffi
\cæss¡bil¡ty Yes

NO

Hodgos 2 5 833
Gd -1 1
Fair 2 2
br 1

Fonces 0 o U

¡øtenal wood I
Melal 3

bdil16 Good )
Pq

lollùds
1 750

Gd 4
FÊ¡r J

ffi
CnliÉl

lch'r€vsd
lõrrnalefiâç

o 79.2

Hald Surfacss ãtn
:unctlon

10 E 80.0
:undid ì.Â,iblk¡ng

clcilng nla
\.tslkingr'
Cvcling nla

Equestrian nla
tæssrÞilrfy Yes 3

NO

)eanxness YES 2 2 2
NO

àth Iypsl
:ondltlon

4 100.0
\sphalt UN 4 4

Fa¡r

ffi 2
Cril¡æl 1

0 o o
3ncksrun¡t
àvqs

Goad 4
Far

?
cnÍ@l 1

0 0 0
äcrete Gæd 4

ta[ 3
Pø 2

1
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Maior Commnânt
$b-

Cffimt
SrÞ

CmpqHt Rating

Num.
Va.lue/

Poss.
lating 1 Fat¡ng 2 Rating 3 Rating 4 Rat¡ng 5 Rating 6

No. of Tfl.
Td.

One Kaflngs
Sum

Ha¡d Surfaces
(cont.)

Èath TYpe/
Sondltlon
lcont.)

4 4 100 0
\ggfegare Gø 4

Fa¡r 3
w 2

Criti€l

0 0 n
rVoad Good 4

Fatr

Pd
cnÍÉt 1

0 t, 0
,edegnen

]ridge
Good 4
tsar 3
PæT

UNU@I

àthMy/
?oad

o 0 0
upeeo g@

F8[ 3
Poor

cnl¡€l 1
-ßfic C6trd
Þviæs

tes
NO '1

fsal Cues
Vehi@lar)

Yes 2
NO

Cues Yes 2
NO

teldnO I o o on
ìad(ng
:unditr

veh¡dlaf nla
Errycre nla

ìad( capscity Goad 4
latr 3
Pd

cnuet 1

4 1 750
spnaI
lJrfece
lod¡llm

Gd 4
Fair 3 3
Pq 2

Criti@l 1

4 100.0
þgregate
llace
lddil¡m

g@ 4
F8ú 3
ffi 2

Cnt¡@l 1

lotal Achþvêd
4 16 75.8

Landscap€d/
Horlicuhural Areas

fræs 22 2 10 45.5
tree Vsriety les J J

No

ree Hea(n Gd 4 4
Fair

& 2
Crit¡æl

wtcn Gd 4
Fair 3
Per 2

UNU€I

lrunk Damage Faif nla
ffi nla

Crit¡øl nld
iø æmage FAI nla

Pd nla
cnil€t nla
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M4or Componsnt
SrÞ

Csrpqìflt
qìe

SrÞ
Cmpqsrt Rat¡ng

Num.
Valu€/
Poss.

lating I Rating 2 Rating 3 Rating 4 Rating 5 Rat¡ng 6
No. of

Rat¡ngr

Tfl.
Ach levec

Sum

Tü.

Lanoscapeo/
Horticultural Areas
(conL)

shrubs 0 0 0
$rub vanety Yes

NO

iñrub Heallh Goôd 4
har 3

2
cnù@t

^/eed 
G*,th Yes

NO 4
ufulch U@ 4

Falf

tr 2
cnl¡æl

0 t, 0
aant vsnety Yes 3

NO

ìant Health Good

tsatr 3
Pø ?

rveed G¡qth Yes
1

NO

rgng Yes

NO 1

furt I 'l 7 475
Tgsl¡ü Type lrñgsted nla

uryano nla Y
i¡/eed Cdnt Good 4 4

FAI J

Pæa

unù€t 1

ul AJal¡ty Goad 4
Fa[ 3

)
cnt¡€l

furfMalnten
mcg

14 1 I 57 1

wtng Good 4 4
tsar

Pd 2
CntiÉl

€Elo Yes 2 2
No I

-enilrzauq Yes 2
No

1 I

rest Cdlrd Yes 2
NO 1

rngallq Good 4
Fa[
Pú )

cnlæl I nh
SEdlng tt 0 0

ulwear Pedestnsn nla
Vehicle nla

rngdra
trcblems

Head
damBge nla

nla

damsge nla

damage nla
Mcisture nla

Total Ach¡svsd
Landscaped Areas 4 25 634
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M4or Component
$b-

Conpqsn
Orìe

SrÞ
Cmpffit Rat¡ng

Num.
Value/
Poss.

Rating I Rating 2 Ratinq 3 Rating 4 Rating 5 Rating 6
No. of

Ratingf

Ttl.
Ach¡eved

Sum

Td.

Nalive/ Naturaliz€d :hæct.
rrlstlcs

1 3 750
Atsas )ng¡n Nalural nla

MAnma0e nla Y

/alue H¡9h

Ilæf shrub 12 1 10 833

qrÊas
\,pe Riparian nla

rntano

multjla)ær
canopy

nla

Cmopy nla

Ðeqes vanet\ Good 4 4
FA'f 3
Pd

1

lÈ9rG,th Good 4 4
FAr

Pq

1

veed
rfestat¡e

Good 4
ts8r 3
Pq 2

Wotlæd/
Hdbac-
Bous Areas

'11 1 10 9nc
rtpe nla

Multilayer
Cùcpy

nla

unqe
cù@v nla

t Edndsdes
Yes J

NO
1

Ðeqes Veriet Good 4
harr 3
Pd 2

cnt¡æl

d Cær 9m 4
FaI

Pü 2
cnti€l 1

total Ach¡€vod
,¡afuralized Areas J 23 83.1

SportslTelds tYPe of Fld( VA nla
nla

Sorlsflold
TiJrf Areãs

'l02 50
rngarm r!?o lrn9sle0 nla

DrYand nla
ryeeo @nt Gø 4 4

Fair J 313
lõ 2

CritiÉl 1

un (¡alry Gd 4 4t4
Fai J
lü

Criti€l
Jrl weaÍ Yes 1

NO

Þonsfleld )a 2 2? 786

nco
rurng 4 4

Fair 3
lü

Cril¡€l

tmtm Yes 2 2
No

-eniltzaüm Yes 2 2
No
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M4or Componont
SrÞ

Cqrpqìmt
Cle

Srb-
Cmpffit Rating

t\um.
Vdwl
Poss.

Rating 1 Rat¡ng 2 Rating 3 Rating 4 Rating 5 Rating 6
No. of

Ratings

Tfl.
Tfl.

Sum

Sportsfi€lds (cor¡t.) JCS UfiTd Yes 2 2 2
NO 1

rngat¡o Go.d

Farr 3
Pq 2

cnti€l 1 nla
rngar6
)roblems

Heao
damaqe nla

damaqe nla NWcqner

damage nla

wnSq
dBmage nla

Mcislure nla
tdt 1 I 81.8

nfleld
.syat Yes 3

NO 1

Veed edth Yes 1

NO 2
;!rface
naterial

Gæd

FAI
P@a 1

jEorng Gffi 3
FÊir 2
Pq 1

:ootbell/ 7 I 100.0
oyel Yes 3 3

No

i@t P6t Gd 4 4
Fak 3
Pq 2

Crit¡€l

lækotball 6 1 4 bb. /
9yet Yes 3

NO

fsxe¡Dail
loops

Ye5 J
No

xdopad 10 1 10 100 0
.sydt Yes ) 2

NO 1

iurface
nâterial

Goôd 4 4
hof 3
P@r ?

cnÍøl 1

lmp6enls Good 4 4
harr

Pq )
cnli@l 1

0 0 0
Gæd 4
Fa¡r 3
PæT 2

1

vage cqtfd Yes 4
NO 1

tlay Areas
6 I 4 66.7

.aydr Yes

Nô

\cæ5srDß Yes 2
No

jumcn9 Yes 2
No

fohlAchþvêd
10 106 77.5

lnfrasEucturE :acllltlos 90 5 15 16.7
fE$ B¡ns Yes 2

No 1
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M4or Component
SrÞ

Cqrpøqn
One

$b-
CmpqEt Rat¡ng

t\um.
Value/
Poss.

ìating I Fating 2 Rat¡ng 3 Rating 4 Rating 5 Rating 6
No. of

Rat¡ngf

Tfl.
Achleved

Sum

Tfl.

lnfrastucturo
(cont)

'aclilües
cont,)

3€nóes/ Seatl Gd
4 4

Fa[ .1

Pd 2
cnÙal
Gód 4
Fal 3
Hø 2

cnl¡@l

J9nIng u@ 4
Fsh 3 3
Pq 2

Cnti€l
Jgnrng
ichile

Gd 4 4
Fa¡r

Pq 2
Cril¡øl 1

ïotal Achþvsd
15 16.7

Sp€cial Feafuros ilgonc 0 0 0
hdilid Good

laI 3
Pq

sulpluf€g 0 0
lqdit¡o Good 4

FAI
Pd

cnnÉt ¡

o o o

futs
â0ûm Gd 4

alr J
lry 2

Crit¡æl

lmpnt-
hoatres

o 0 0
UO 4
FaI

PW 2
Cnt¡Él

4 100.0
hdilid Good 4 4

FAf -1

Pd 2
cnt€ì 1

n U 0
Gd 4
Fa¡r 3
l& 2

CritiÉl

Ìom
l€t€ntlon
ronds

4 I 4 100.0
Gæd 4 4
Far 3
Poor

cnl¡€l
fotal Ach¡ev€d
lpecial FeaturEs 2 I 100 0

community
Involvemont

19 1 579
úanggement
\Mreness

Yes 6 6
No

iurye)€ Yes 2
NO

trmunty
iardens

Yes .1

No
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Maior Componsnt
S¡b-

Cqrpqrq¡t
qre

SrÞ
C@pqffl

Trc
Rating

NUm.

Valu€/
Pos.

lating 1 Rating 2 Ratíng 3 Rating 4 Rating 5 Rating 6
No. of Tfl.

Td.
KaÍngs

Sum

'jommun[y
nvolvemsr¡t (cont.)

Good 4

cont.)
uege Fair

Pq
Critiæl

Yes 2
No 1 1

:Ou@UmAI
:acilit¡es Yes 2 2

No 1

1æoss.
blllty

15 1 b 40.0
iætal Yes 5

No
rn!Ecal Yes 10

No

lotal Achk¡v6d
lommunity 2 17 48.9

Uarketing ;onora¡ æd
fargstsd

1 12 100 0

rr@ídm end
nterfietatiq

Yes 4 4

No 1

Yes 4 4
No 1

¡ventv
:ed¡wls Yes 4 4

No

loÞlAphþved
12 100.0

v'lan{gsmsnt mmags- 5l a3 1^) 1
uSnagemenl
:xpqience/
Gwiedge

Yes 10 t0

No 1

nter-peMne
--mmun-
catid

Yes 10

No
1 1

JU0get Yes 5
No 1 1

rubìtc sMce Yes b
No 'l

Yes 20 70

atim
NO 1

fotalAchieved
OJ 162.7

Overall Park Rating (/o) 80.0

NW corne¡'of hedge row recentiy trimmed to ground, may need some inf¡ll planting.
Hot a¡r balloons are commonly launched from this park


